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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Massive vessels such as ships and barges regularly make passages along navigable U.S.
waterways. In the vicinity of waterway-spanning structures such as bridges, waterborne vessels
generally follow specified vessel transit paths to facilitate safe passage beneath said structures.
However, for any of a multitude of reasons, vessels may occasionally deviate from the intended
vessel transit path. Consequently, when extreme deviations from vessel-transit paths occur,
vessels can potentially collide with waterway structural components such as bridge substructures
(e.g., piers). When collisions occur between in-transit vessels and structures such as bridge piers,
large lateral forces are generated throughout the impacted bridge substructure component, where
significant inertial (dynamic) forces can develop. Thus, aberrant vessels pose significant risks to
bridge structures in navigable waterways, and accordingly, phenomena associated with vesselbridge collisions are typically taken into consideration in bridge design and analysis applications.
Over the past ten years, a group of University of Florida researchers and engineers in
collaboration with the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) have made significant
advances toward the development of design-oriented vessel-bridge collision analysis techniques.
Based on these collective advances, development and implementation efforts have been
undertaken to implement computationally-efficient numerical modeling capabilities in the bridge
finite element analysis software FB-MultiPier (FBMP) for use in calculations of impact design
loads and predictions of bridge response. In the following report, new capabilities of FBMP are
presented with the intent of providing engineers in practice with a straightforward means of
conducting advanced nonlinear vessel-collision analysis using simplified bridge modeling
techniques.
The work detailed below focused on developing and implementing algorithms in FBMP
that make use of efficient response calculations. Using a phenomenological approach, bridge
structural behavior has been represented within the context of nonlinear dynamic analysis
through coupled vessel-pier and pier-soil interactions. Further, per the implementation efforts,
highly complex numerically-based system responses can be captured using a simplified bridge
modeling approach. In particular, a simplified bridge modeling technique has been incorporated
into FBMP, where the technique captures the major characteristics of full-bridge behavior, but
only requires the presence of a pier of interest and the spans adjacent to said pier.
Complementary to the calculation efficiencies, the implemented numerical tools maintain
robustness in predicting impacted bridge response within reasonable margins of error. Since
bridge-soil response to vessel collision can be highly nonlinear, an implementation approach was
undertaken to ensure that finite element models remain capable of undergoing solution
convergence when phenomena such as cracking and crushing of structural members occur. The
newly developed tools are housed within the powerful FBMP pier analysis model, which has
been available for several years. In turn, the new features of FBMP facilitate straightforward
utilization of advanced nonlinear dynamic analysis in bridge design applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Massive waterway vessels such as ships and barges regularly transit navigable waterways
in the U.S. While in-transit near bridge structures, vessels generally follow specified vessel
transit paths, which provide passive guidance for vessels and vessel groups. Generally, vessels
remain within the vessel transit paths. Consequently, incidents such as unintentional grounding
incidents are avoided, In addition, by maintaining intended transit paths, vessels can navigate
safely beneath bridges that span waterways. However, in the course of passing within the vicinity
of bridge structures located in navigable waterways, vessels may (under extreme circumstances)
deviate from the intended vessel transit path. As a result, vessels may collide with bridge
substructure components (e.g., piers). When vessel-bridge collisions occur, large lateral forces
are exerted upon the impacted bridge substructure component. Because the vessel collision
forces are generated over relatively short periods of time (over a matter of seconds), significant
inertial forces can develop throughout the impacted structure, and result in the generation of
additional structural demands. Thus, aberrant vessels pose significant risks to bridge structures in
navigable waterways, and accordingly, the phenomena related to vessel-bridge collisions are
typically taken into consideration in bridge design and analysis applications.
Over the past decade, significant advances have been made by a group of researchers and
engineers at the University of Florida, in collaboration with the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT), toward the development of design-oriented vessel-bridge collision
analysis techniques. Based on these collective efforts, this work was undertaken to implement
computationally-efficient numerical modeling capabilities in the bridge finite element analysis
software FB-MultiPier (FBMP) for use in calculations of impact design loads and predictions of
bridge response. In the following, new capabilities of FBMP are presented with the intent of
providing engineers in practice with a straightforward means of conducting advanced nonlinear
vessel-collision analysis using simplified bridge modeling techniques.

1.2 Motivation
When subjected to very small static loads, bridge pier structures behave linearly and
elastically. Beyond certain thresholds of structure demand, such as those associated with extreme
event loading (including vessel collision loading), bridge pier response can include cracking of
pier columns and piles in tension, crushing in compression, and other highly nonlinear behavior.
These complex structural behaviors are further complicated by erratic soil behavior, which must
be represented in nonlinear soil-structure interaction analyses. To capture this coupled vesselstructure and soil-structure behavior for analysis purposes, three-dimensional (3D) high-fidelity
finite element analysis (FEA) representations have shown great potential; however, the modeling
of complex pier structure geometries founded in soil is still not feasible for large-scale structural
analyses in design practice. Additionally, dynamic (time-history) analysis of bridge structural
models at any appreciable level of fidelity correlates positively with high computational cost.
This correlation holds true not only with respect to hardware requirements (i.e., to maintain
speed of computation) but also with respect to the generation of cumbersomely large datasets of
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numerical response. Excessively large datasets, in turn, bring forth the need for extensive postprocessing efforts, as pertinent response quantities are sought out (e.g., maximum through-time
pier column shears).
In response to this need, the present work has focused on developing new numerical
models in FBMP that make use of efficient response calculations. These tools are also capable of
predicting impacted bridge response within reasonable margins of error. Further, these tools are
based on pioneering experimental and numerical studies, which have been conducted by a
research team at the University of Florida (UF), and sponsored by the FDOT, since 2003. Using
a phenomenological approach, in which bridge structural behavior is represented within the
medium of nonlinear dynamic phenomena, extensive analytical work has been conducted to
establish the basis of nonlinear dynamic analysis that encompasses coupled vessel-pier and piersoil interactions (Consolazio and Davidson, 2008). Based on the UF research findings, and given
the significant computational resources that are available to designers (where such resources
facilitate the modeling of multiple-pier structures), development of a vessel collision analysis
tool has become feasible. In addition to having a model that adequately represents coupled
system behavior (e.g., vessel-pier, soil-structure), the finite element procedures used to analyze
reinforced concrete structures must be reliable and efficient. Since bridge-soil response to vessel
collision can be highly nonlinear, the iterative schemes used in implicit dynamic solutions of
finite element models must remain capable of undergoing solution convergence when
phenomena such as cracking and crushing of structural members take place. A powerful pier
analysis model has been available in FBMP (Chung 2014a) for several years, and has been used
widely in numerous bridge design and analysis applications. There are no other bridge software
tools currently available that are sufficiently robust and efficient to the extent that both
constitutive and kinematic nonlinear behavior can be assessed, in a design setting, under
arbitrary loading conditions (e.g., quasi-static and dynamic conditions). Consequently, the
current work was carried out to develop vessel collision and bridge modeling capabilities that are
amenable for use in design applications and to incorporate them into FBMP, which is currently
being used in practical, large-scale analyses.

1.3 Implementation-Specific Objectives
From an implementation standpoint, there were two primary objectives associated with
the work completed. The first implementation-specific objective pertained to the development
and programming of a robust, simplified bridge modeling technique in FBMP. The second
objective pertained to the development and programming of numerically-efficient nonlinear
dynamic vessel collision analysis models. Those tasks carried out to implement the simplified
bridge modeling tool for use in vessel-collision analysis are detailed in Chapter 2 (with emphasis
on GUI development) and Chapter 3 (with emphasis on engine development). So as to
contextualize the of-interest bridge modeling and vessel collision analysis techniques, summary
background discussion is provided in Sec. 1.3.1 and Sec. 1.3.2, respectively.
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1.3.1 Simplified Bridge Modeling
When vessel-bridge collisions occur, stiffness and mass dependent superstructure
restraint can result in significant portions of the impact load being transferred from the impacted
pier to the superstructure. Hence, additional insight into impacted bridge response can be gained
by accounting for the influence of adjacent non-impacted piers and spans for vessel-bridge
collision analyses. However, conducting and post-processing dynamic analyses for multiple-pier,
multiple-span bridge models can rapidly become infeasible to practicing bridge engineers.
Alternatively, bridge piers of interest can be analyzed in a numerically efficient manner using an
equivalent one-pier two-span (OPTS) bridge model.
The OPTS model simplification procedure involves reducing a multiple-pier,
multiple-span bridge model (Fig. 1.3.1) to an equivalent pier model with concentrated stiffnesses
and masses connected at the distant ends of each of two retained spans (Fig. 1.3.2). The
concentrated stiffnesses are formed using stiffness condensation (e.g., flexibility matrix
inversion) for each of the left and right portions of the full bridge model, which are excluded
from the OPTS model. The lumped masses are formed by simply lumping each of the half-span
masses. A further simplification is made by negating off-diagonal stiffness terms at each
condensed stiffness location, resulting in a set of independent springs and lumped masses at each
end of the OPTS model (as denoted in Fig. 1.3.2). This simplified modeling technique was
previously verified to accurately predict pier structural responses relative to corresponding fullbridge structural response predictions (Consolazio et al., 2008).

Superstructure
frame elements

Impacted pier

Figure 1.3.1. Schematic of FBMP multiple-pier multiple-span model
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Translational and rotational
stiffnesses / lumped masses

Superstructure
frame elements
End of span

Figure 1.3.2. Schematic of Impacted
FBMP OPTS
pier model (after Consolazio and Davidson 2008)
End of span
1.3.2 Numerically-Efficient Nonlinear Dynamic Vessel-Collision Analysis
Several numerical studies have been carried out to characterize force-deformation
relationships for commonly piloted waterway vessels (e.g., Yuan et al., 2008; Consolazio et al.,
2009). Vessel characterizations made in the numerical studies greatly facilitate the modeling of
barges as single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) systems, where impact-load characteristics can
account for vessel size, structural configuration, relative orientation, and the shape (i.e., the
geometry) of the impacted surface (e.g., pile cap, pier column). This approach was selected for
adoption and use in the analytical framework being implemented in FBMP, which significantly
added to the efficiency of dynamic barge-bridge collision analysis. Specifically, coupled vessel
impact analysis (CVIA), developed previously (Consolazio and Cowan, 2005), has been
implemented for designer-friendly use. In CVIA, a shared contact force, PB, is used to
computationally link a SDF vessel model—with stiffness, mass, and initial velocity—to a
multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDF) bridge model (Fig. 1.3.3).
Upon impact, a time-varying impact force is computed, and the MDF bridge model is
displaced in response. In turn, internal forces are developed throughout the bridge model. A
significant advantage of employing CVIA is that the algorithm does not require a priori
knowledge of the barge impact load-history. Also, the CVIA technique was previously validated
using data from selected full-scale experimental impact tests on bridge structures
(Consolazio and Davidson, 2008).
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Barge and bridge models
are coupled through a
shared contact force

Superstructure
Bridge
motion

Barge motion

Pier

PB PB
Soil

Barge

Crushable barge bow

SDF barge model

MDF bridge model

Figure 1.3.3. Coupling between barge and bridge in CVIA (Consolazio and Cowan, 2005)
1.4 Validation-Specific Objectives
Subsequent to completion of the CVIA and OPTS coding efforts (introduced above in
Sec. 1.3), the project objectives were shifted toward determining the quality of the CVIA-OPTS
implementation in FBMP from both the computer programming (i.e., correctness of coding) and
engineering (i.e., utility in design and analysis) perspectives. As detailed in Sec. 2.4 and Sec. 2.5
of this report, validation-specific objectives pertaining to correctness of computer programming
were met in part by carrying out verification of the new Graphical User Interface (GUI) features
with respect to both saving text input to FBMP model files, and also, displaying the FBMP
analysis results. With respect to correctness of coding in the analysis engine, portions of Chapter
4 are dedicated to verification of CVIA module in the analysis engine (e.g., that bridge model
results generated through use of loading generated by the CVIA module are inline with those
results predicted by equivalent, prescribed loadings).
Validation of the CVIA implementation in FBMP, from an engineering standpoint, is
documented in remaining portions of Chapter 4. Therein, comparisons are made between
numerical predictions of bridge response to corresponding full-scale experimental barge-bridge
collision data. In Chapter 5, a demonstration bridge case is selected and used to verify that the
OPTS implementation in the FBMP analysis engine leads to analysis results that are in line with
those obtained from multiple-pier, multiple-span (i.e., full-bridge) analysis.

1.5 Assessment-Specific Objectives
As a final study objective, using the verified and validated CVIA-OPTS framework in
FBMP, the potential ramifications associated with use of the CVIA-OPTS formulation in bridge
design and analysis were investigated. More specifically, in Chapter 6, a cost-benefit analysis is
carried out for a selected in-service bridge to demonstrate potential cost differences in sized
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structural and foundation members, as identified by comparing results from static and dynamic
vessel collision analyses. As discussed in Chapter 7, the effects of various impact conditions and
geotechnical considerations on impacted bridge pier response are explored. Also, in Chapter 7,
time-of-computation comparisons are made between the full-bridge models and OPTS models
employed in the current study.

1.6 Scope of Work Pertaining to Implementation of CVIA and OPTS
Importantly, the work detailed in this report is not intended for interpretation as academic
research, but rather the software packages are intended for use as practical, easy-to-use, blackand-white design and analysis tools. Further, these tools were based on scientific interpretation
and comprehensive knowledge of recent research findings. To meet industry standards, rigorous
testing, thorough verification, and thorough documentation of the software development were
carried out. The major tasks involved in the development and implementation of design tools
into FBMP are delineated below.
In consideration of recently completed experimental testing and analytical work
(Consolazio et al., 2008, Consolazio et al., 2010), the new FBMP features were based on:


Experimentally-validated nonlinear dynamic analysis (i.e., CVIA, as originally proposed
in Consolazio and Cowan, 2005) with use of representative load-deformation curves
(e.g., Consolazio et al., 2010) for the barge behavior, in compression against a reinforced
concrete pier structure, which can be used in conjunction with either a single pier or a
multiple-pier bridge model.



Numerically-based system response that can be captured by a simplified bridge modeling
approach (i.e., OPTS modeling). In particular, this simplified model captures the major
characteristics of full-bridge behavior, but only requires the presence of a pier of interest
and the spans adjacent to said pier. Further, the CVIA technique can be used in
conjunction with, or independent of, the OPTS modeling.



Dynamic system behavior, for which the response of the soil influences the behavior of
the structure and the response of the structure influences the behavior of the soil, i.e.,
existing FBMP modeling capabilities for nonlinear soil-structure interaction.

Significant portions of the GUI functionality were modularized for CVIA by developing
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) written in FORTRAN. In addition, several new features were
added to the FBMP GUI to increase its robustness in bridge applications. Importantly, the OPTS
modeling technique was incorporated so that only a single pier definition is required for
analysis, as opposed to an entire bridge.
The CVIA module and OPTS model type, as developed for the FBMP GUI, have been
shown to be fully compatible with other FBMP analysis modules. Particularly, compatibility was
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maintained for the dynamic relaxation analysis module, where in this context, static equilibrium
of the system (for a given model) is first computed, and subsequently the CVIA module is used
to simulate contact-impact loading on the initialized (deformed) system as part of a dynamic
analysis. Significant updates were made in the analysis engine to ensure compatibility. A listing
of programming tasks required for implementation of the CVIA module and OPTS model type
into the FBMP GUI have been presented in Sec. 1.6.1 and Sec. 1.6.2. Similarly, a listing of
programming tasks completed as part of the CVIA and OPTS feature implementation in the
FBMP analysis engine have been subsequently provided in Sec. 1.6.3.

1.6.1 Tasks for the Development of GUI Data Input Features for Automated Model
Generation
1. The CVIA module of FBMP is a critical component of dynamic (time-history, or
transient) vessel-impact analysis on bridge structures, where analysis is carried out (in
part) based on the characteristics of a moving waterway vessel. Using vessel mass,
initial velocity, the load-deformation characteristics of the vessel bow, and the
transient pier response, the loading (pier excitation) can be calculated as part of the
simulation and applied to the structure at each point in time. Per Consolazio et al.
(2010), vessel bows exhibit behavior that can be characterized as elastic-perfectly
plastic, where quantitative force-deformation relationships governing bow crushing
behavior can be formed based on user-supplied vessel characteristics and the
geometry of the impacted surface. Alternatively, vessel force-deformation
relationships that are entirely user-defined can be specified if desired. Therefore,
tasks associated with implementing CVIA into the FBMP GUI included the creation
of:
a. A vessel-impact data input dialog, where users can specify vessel characteristics such
as weight, speed, type, and impact width; for the calculation of crush depth at impact,
a separate DLL was written to generate a crush depth and corresponding force due to
the plastic deformation.
b. A vessel-impact directional input dialog, where users specify the direction at which a
given barge impacts a bridge pier of interest; this new dialog was incorporated into
the functionality of the Load Page of FBMP.
c. A vessel-impact load function dialog, where users can either specify loading curve(s)
in a Load Function Editing Table, or choose a type of loading among built-in forcedeformation curves.
2. The OPTS model of FBMP allows engineers to analyze the structural response of a
bridge pier where the influence of other portions of the bridge are retained. OPTS
models consist of a single pier with a connecting span on each side of the pier.
Further, OPTS models contain springs and lumped masses at the two retained span
ends so as to incorporate the influence of excluded portions of the overall bridge
structure. Consequently, OPTS models can very efficiently capture the response of
bridge models for applications such as vessel collision loading, where the bridge
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models may contain multiple piers and spans. The application of OPTS was aimed to
facilitate rapid bridge model creation, and simultaneously, to reduce simulation times.
Used in conjunction with appropriately determined span spring stiffnesses and
masses, OPTS models employ a single pier and two spans to produce pier-response
output of similar accuracy with respect to that obtained from analyzing a true
multiple-pier, multiple-span bridge model. Thus, the simplified bridge modeling
approach enables users to perform numerous simulations of vessel collision
conditions within a fraction of the computational (and post-processing) time that
would be required for impact simulations on a full-bridge model. Users can conduct
CVIA in combination with (or independent of) the OPTS model. The corresponding
tasks associated with implementing the OPTS feature in FBMP included:
a. A spring application directly on spans extents of OPTS models, where users apply
springs to desired nodal locations on the bridge spans; a higher degree of accuracy in
the computation of spring stiffness can be obtained from static analysis of a fullbridge model.
b. A mass application directly on span extents of OPTS models, where users apply span
masses to desired nodal locations on the bridge spans; a simple calculation for
determining nodal span mass values is given in Consolazio and Davidson (2008).
c. A three-dimensional (3D) Bridge View that displays nodal locations, applied loads,
springs and masses. Complimentary to the 3D Bridge View display is a Span Offset
dialog, where retained span geometry and orientation can be specified.
1.6.2 Tasks for the Development of GUI Input and Output Displays
1. GUI implementation was an iterative process in which testing and validation of new
GUI functionality required numerous cycles of fixes and updates. The main thrust of
the tasks listed below is the validation of the new GUI graphical features through
thorough, repeated checks to meet industry standards. In addition, a streamlined,
easy-to-input process was incorporated into the overall layouts of the new GUI
features, which stemmed from several cycles of optimization based on feedback from
design engineers. Major tasks relevant to the GUI updates for the CVIA module and
OPTS model included:
a. GUI graphics of a 3D view were developed using OPEN GL for visualization of an
impact load drawn on a pier, with correct load orientation. A selected load case of
either the pier or OPTS model can be displayed in color graphics of both the 3D
Bridge View and 3D Results View pages of GUI.
b. Input data of the CVIA module and OPTS model, which users input into new GUI
dialogs, were validated against the numerical data of the text input file generated by
the FBMP GUI. It was also confirmed that the text input file was successfully read
(processed) by the FBMP analysis engine.
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c. Output analysis data written in binary format by the FBMP analysis engine can be
displayed in 3D Results View for the OPTS model. Also, it was confirmed that
numeric output data were written in the text file generated by the FBMP analysis
engine.
1.6.3 Tasks for the Development of Engine Subroutines for CVIA and OPTS
1. Incorporated read-in of relevant barge impact input parameters for analysis,
including: barge velocity; barge mass; barge global orientation; barge crush depth;
and impacted surface width.
2. Updated the Dynamic Relaxation Option to be available for both the OPTS and fullbridge models. This feature enables users to simulate staged loading prior to dynamic
time-history analysis such that the system is in static equilibrium with an arbitrary set
of static loads, prior to being subjected to dynamic loads (e.g., impact loading). Either
OPTS or a full-bridge model can be analyzed for static equilibrium. The CVIA
module can then be employed for dynamic analysis of the system. For greatest
accuracy, use of the OPTS modeling with CVIA should be combined with dynamic
relaxation, wherein the effects of quasi-static loads (e.g., gravity loads) are properly
introduced into the dynamic analysis. Accordingly, tasks pertaining to enhancement
of the analysis engine included the following:
a. A dynamic relaxation subroutine capable of processing full-bridge and OPTS models,
which is required as a prerequisite for dynamic analysis. At the discretion of the user,
FBMP automatically conducts a pre-dynamic (i.e., static) analysis. During the static
pre-analysis, only quasi-static loads are included in the model. This pre-dynamic
analysis produces and saves a global displacement array upon completion. The
displacement array is then read-in to initialize the dynamic analysis, given that the
restart option is selected for use in the dynamic analysis input file.
b. Use of the dynamic relaxation subroutine requires, as a prerequisite for dynamic
analysis, that users obtain the global stiffness array upon completion of the static
analysis. The stiffness array is then read-in to initialize the dynamic analysis, given
that the restart option is selected for use in the dynamic analysis input file.
c. A subroutine to initialize a system, where if indicated in a dynamic analysis input file,
prompts the reading of global stiffness and displacement arrays. These two quantities
are then used to properly initialize all quasi-static loads into bridge models such that
no artificial system excitation occurs due to sudden application of said (quasi-static)
loads.
3. Developed a CVIA module, which governs the input for defining vessel collision
scenarios and determines the barge impact force through time.
4. Updated existing analysis engine subroutines that employ user-defined empirical
vessel force-deformation loading and unloading curves in determining barge impact
force through time.
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5. Created analysis engine subroutines to determine superstructure spring stiffness for
use in an OPTS model. This option can be used in a two-step analysis procedure; first
a full-bridge model static analysis is conducted in order to determine spring
stiffnesses, which are then used as model input parameters for subsequent OPTS
analyses. Two subroutines were added to the analysis engine:
a. A subroutine that contains a description of the span springs, which governs
application of discrete spring stiffnesses to span nodes.
b. A subroutine that contains a description of the span masses, which governs
application of discrete inertial mass to span nodes.
6. Implemented the OPTS modeling subroutine as part of the main program of FBMP.
For users of the OPTS model, the span spring and mass modules are available (where
span-end springs and masses are used to account for extraneous portions of bridges in
OPTS models).
7. Created subroutines to print maximum design forces to output in both binary (for
graphical display) and text formats.
1.6.4 Tasks for the Development of a User’s Guide
So as to facilitate straightforward ease-of-use in forming OPTS models and conducting
CVIA analyses, a User’s Guide was developed, with three major documentation tasks given
below. A Condensed User’s Guide is provided in Appendix A, and an Extended User’s Guide is
provided in Appendix B.
1. Given a full-bridge FBMP model, step-by-step documentation for use of GUI features
that facilitate OPTS model formation.
2. Step-by-step documentation for supplying CVIA input for a given vessel collision
scenario.
3. Step-by-step documentation for viewing and processing analysis results, including
rapid identification of maximum bridge response quantities.
1.6.5 Tasks for the Development of an OPTS Licensing Scheme
Development of a licensing scheme specific to use of the OPTS model in FBMP was
necessary for future commercial releases. License scheme formation tasks included:
1. Listing of a new model type, indicating use of a One-Pier Two-Span model, in the
Problem Type page within the Global Data dialog of the FBMP GUI.
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2. Consideration given as to whether any changes were required for an in-house code
generator program to incorporate new license types in generation of new (OPTS
model type) security key codes.
3. Ensuring that compatibility issues with popular, actively supported operating systems
did not arise due to the addition of any license-related coding changes for the OPTS
model type.
1.7 Scope of Work Pertaining to Engineering Validation of CVIA and OPTS
Implementations
Included among the implementation-specific tasks described in Sec. 1.6 were validation
of the CVIA and OPTS features with respect to GUI and engine coding (i.e., computer
programming). For example, as discussed in Chapter 2 of this report, the GUI was verified to
properly save formatted text to FBMP model input files. However, as an additional, critical layer
of CVIA and OPTS feature validation, the quality of the new features were determined from an
engineering standpoint. More specifically, the utility of the CVIA module was investigated with
respect to bridge-response prediction capabilities (relative to physical measurements). Also, the
utility of the OPTS modeling technique was investigated with respect to pier-of-interest response
prediction capabilities (relative to full-bridge response). Major tasks involved in the engineering
validation of the CVIA and OPTS features are detailed below.

1.7.1 Tasks for Engineering Validation of the CVIA Module
Engineering validation of the FBMP CVIA module implementation (through validation
against full-scale experimental data) was achieved by completing the following three tasks:
1. A test case was selected from among the old St. George Island Causeway full-scale
barge impact experiments, carried out in northwest Florida in 2004 (Consolazio et al.,
2006). Pertinent physical measurements taken during the selected test case were
established as benchmarks for determining the quality of the CVIA (numerically
generated) analysis results.
2. An FBMP model was created, matching the structural and geotechnical conditions
specific to the selected test case. Using the CVIA module, the FBMP geo-structural
model was subjected to vessel collision conditions matching those recorded during
the full-scale impact experiment.
3. CVIA results generated for the selected test case were compared to the physical
measurements, and the prediction capabilities of the CVIA module were
characterized.
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1.7.2 Tasks for Engineering Validation of OPTS Modeling
Engineering validation of the FBMP OPTS model implementation (through numerical
verification) was achieved by completing the following three tasks:
1. An in-service bridge was identified and selected for use in the numerical verification
efforts. Structural drawings were obtained for said bridge, and a multiple-pier,
multiple-span FBMP model was developed. The model includes significant soil
modeling considerations based on site-specific boring logs and geotechnical reports.
So as to demonstrate that the OPTS model implementation remains effective within
the context of vessel collision, a barge impact scenario was established based on
vessel collision design loads given in the structural drawings. The vessel collision
scenario was used to supply CVIA input for the full-bridge model, a dynamic analysis
was carried out, and analysis results pertaining to the impacted bridge pier were
cataloged.
2. An OPTS model containing the impacted bridge pier and two adjacent spans was
created from the FBMP full-bridge model. The OPTS model was subjected to the
vessel collision scenario formed as part of item 1. above. Results generated as part of
the CVIA-OPTS (dynamic) analysis were cataloged.
3. Results obtained from the full-bridge CVIA analysis and CVIA-OPTS analysis were
compared, and the prediction capabilities of the OPTS implementation were
characterized.
1.8 Scope of Work Pertaining to Engineering Assessment of CVIA and OPTS
Implementations
Subsequent to establishing correctness of coding and significant engineering utility for
the CVIA-OPTS framework, a parametric study was undertaken to assess implications for use of
the new features in bridge design and analysis applications. Tasks associated with parametric
assessment of the CVIA-OPTS framework encompassed:
1. Cost-benefit analysis for a selected, in-service bridge case. In this context, a
corresponding FBMP model was used to quantify design-relevant (i.e., maximum)
demands in structural and foundation members that were predicted to occur due to
vessel collision loading in a static analysis regime. A corresponding (energyequivalent) dynamic vessel collision analysis was also carried out, and the associated
maximum dynamic demands were quantified. Noting that the static analysis regime
constitutes the default means of sizing bridge structural and foundation members in
current design practice, design considerations were subsequently made for the
dynamic analysis model (through member re-sizing) so as to bring the maximum
dynamic demands inline with those obtained from the static regime. Changes in
construction costs associated with the re-sized members in the dynamic analysis
model were then compared to the construction costs associated with the members in
the static analysis model.
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2. For the selected, in-service bridge case, investigation of the effect that various impact
geometries (i.e., round versus flat impacted surface geometries) have on impact force
generation and impacted bridge pier response.
3. For the selected, in-service bridge case, investigation of the effect that variation in
soil-strength parameters have on collision-induced bridge pier demands.
4. For a collection of full-bridge and OPTS models considered in the current study, a
comparison of the computational time requirements.
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CHAPTER 2
GRAPHICAL USER-INTERFACES (GUI) DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Introduction
Implementation of the GUI dialogs that are necessary to specify input parameters
required for conducting CVIA within FBMP has been completed. To this effect, a “Vessel
Collision Analysis Data” dialog (Fig. 2.1.1) has been made available to facilitate waterway
vessel-bridge collision analysis input. Within this dialog, users of the FBMP software can
characterize the following parameters related to the collision scenario of interest:


Vessel Weight: the weight or tonnage of the impacting vessel.



Vessel X Velocity: the vessel transit speed in the global x-direction.



Vessel Y Velocity: the vessel transit speed in the global y-direction.

Further, using the dialog shown in Fig. 2.1.1, users can specify the Vessel Type, where
four vessel definitions are available:


Elastic-Plastic: wherein the vessel crushing behavior is elastic-perfectly plastic. In this
vessel definition, only the load at which the vessel bow yields (Yield Load) and the
corresponding yield deformation (Crush at Yield) need to be specified.



Barge / Flat Surface Impact: wherein only the width of the impacted planar (i.e., flatfaced) bridge pier object that is being struck needs to be specified.



Barge / Round Surface Impact: wherein only the width of the impacted non-planar (i.e.,
rounded) bridge pier object that is being struck needs to be specified.



User Defined: wherein arbitrary loading and unloading curves can be defined to
characterize the vessel crushing behavior.

Implementation of the controls that accept user input has been completed, where such
implementation included labeling, positioning, data display, and data storage. Four unique vessel
models have been made available for use in the CVIA analysis. For each of the four vessel types,
when conducting CVIA, either vessel loading or vessel unloading behavior is possible for a
given time step within the analysis. For the vessel definition types other than “User Defined”, the
FBMP analysis engine uses built-in empirical relationships to govern the vessel (barge) loading,
yielding, and unloading behavior.
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Figure 2.1.1. Vessel collision analysis data dialog
Of particular use for the User Defined vessel definition, however, is the “Load Function
Edit Table” dialog (Fig. 2.1.2). Users that have access to specific, detailed design vessel data for
ships, barges, or other impacting vessels can make use of this dialog in specifying entirely
arbitrary Load Curve and Unloading Curves data. In this context, “Loading Curve” data are used
by the analysis engine to determine the vessel force that is imparted during portions of the
collision analysis where the vessel and pier are in contact, the vessel deformation level has not
yet reached the yield deformation, and the vessel is actively continuing to undergo motion
toward the impacted surface. At all other times during the collision analysis, the user-defined
yield deformation and the unloading curves are taken into consideration to properly determine
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the barge impact force during times of vessel unloading, vessel separation (from the impacted
surface), and vessel reloading (upon rebound of the impacted structure).

Figure 2.1.2. Load function edit table dialog
Implementation of the utility controls that facilitate dialog navigation in the Load
Function Edit Table dialog (Fig 2.1.2) has been completed. These include table manipulation
buttons as follows: “Insert Row”, “Delete Row”, “Delete Curve”, “Update Table”, and “Import
Data”.
In recognizing the importance of maintaining an intuitive GUI layout in assimilating new
features into FBMP, the CVIA feature placement decidedly falls appropriately under the “Load”
page within the FBMP “Pier Data” input. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2.1.3, CVIA dialogs can
be accessed by clicking the “Vessel Col.” (vessel collision) button for any pier-specific nodes
that are subjected to a dynamic load. Note that, specific to utilization of the vessel collision
loading features, only one node may be selected per FBMP model. This constraint is consistent
with the notion that, even in an extreme event scenario, only a single vessel (or vessel group)
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will strike a bridge pier within a given collision scenario. The load direction is input on the
“Vessel Collision Analysis Data” dialog, via the “Vessel X Velocity” and “Vessel Y Velocity”
edit controls.

Figure 2.1.3. Load page
The selection of vessel collision as a type of dynamic analysis is made on the
“Dynamics” page, as shown in Fig. 2.1.4. Consistent with the other “Time Function” (i.e.,
dynamic loading) options, only a single selection is permitted. For example, the GUI does not
permit users to select both “Vessel Collision” loading and “Applied Load (Load vs. Time)”
loading within an individual FBMP model.
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Figure 2.1.4. Dynamics page
2.2 Development of GUI OPTS Model
Development of the GUI dialogs that are necessary to specify input parameters required
for conducting OPTS modeling within FBMP has been completed. Specifically, an “OPTS Data”
dialogs have been made available for each of the two spans retained in the OPTS model. The
Span 1 and Span 2 dialogs are shown in Fig. 2.2.1 and Fig. 2.2.2., respectively. Each dialog
enables direct input of OPTS span-offset quantities (i.e., span dimensions), OPTS discrete spring
stiffnesses, and OPTS discrete mass input. Note that the spring stiffnesses and discrete masses
are located at the respective span ends. Within these dialogs, users of the FBMP software can
characterize the following parameters related to the OPTS modeling type:


Local Spring Coordinates: distances from transfer beam on pier in X, Y and Z directions
to each span tip.



Spring Stiffness: discrete spring stiffnesses for the translational and rotational X, Y, and
Z degrees of freedom at the span extents.



Mass Values: discrete mass values for the translational and rotational X, Y, and Z degrees
of freedom at the span extents.

Figure 2.2.1. OPTS data dialog for Span 1 span-end stiffnesses and lumped mass
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Figure 2.2.2. OPTS data dialog for Span 2 span-end stiffnesses and lumped mass
Implementation of the GUI controls that accept user input has been completed, where
such implementation included labeling, positioning, data display, and data storage. The global
data structures that store data that is input on the “OPTS Data” dialog have also been put into
place, as was coding that permits the exchange of data between the global and local data
structures. A schematic of the OPTS model was added to the dialog that is customized based on
the selected (active) spring. Lastly, an import feature was added (“Import Spring/Mass Data”
button) to facilitate importing spring and mass data from previously conducted analyses of
bridge models, geared specifically toward calculating spring and mass data for application to an
OPTS model.
The controls to choose the “Calculation of OPTS Springs and Masses” option have been
put into place (Fig. 2.2.3) on the Load Table, inside the “Bridge Options” frame. Upon ticking
(i.e., selecting) the tick-box for “Calculation of OPTS Springs and Masses”, the GUI issues a
warning to the user, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.4. The warning serves to inform users that, by
proceeding, all previously-defined loads in the model will be deleted. Such deletion includes any
directly applied loads, as well as those loads associated with structural member self-weight and
buoyancy. As replacement, only the span-end loads to be used in formation of the OPTS model
span-end spring stiffnesses are to be included in any subsequent analyses.
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Figure 2.2.3. Load table with bridge options frame

Figure 2.2.4. Warning dialog associated with use of “Calculation of OPTS Springs and Masses”
option
The “Loading for OPTS Spring Formation” dialog has been created (Fig. 2.2.5) for OPTS
spring formation. This dialog is launched via the “Span Load” button in the “Bridge Options”
frame (Fig. 2.2.3). Within the “Loading for OPTS Spring Formation” dialog, users of the FBMP
software can characterize the following parameters:


Pier of Interest for OPTS Modeling: the pier from the existing bridge model for which the
span-end Spring Formation procedure is to be undertaken.
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OPTS Model Left Span Loading: loading on the left span tip in the X, Y, Z, RX, RY and
RZ directions. This loading will be used to generate a spring on the tip node of the left
span (relative to the selected “Pier for OPTS”).



OPTS Model Right Span Loading: loading on the right span tip in the X, Y, Z, RX, RY
and RZ directions. This loading will be used to generate a spring on the tip node of the
right span (relative to the selected “Pier for OPTS”).

Implementation of controls that accept user input has been completed, including labeling,
positioning, data display, and data storage. The global data structures that store data which are
input on the “Loading for OPTS Spring Formation” dialog have also been put into place, as was
the exchange of data between the global and local data structures.

Figure 2.2.5. Loading for OPTS spring formation dialog
2.3 Creation of GUI Graphics
Coding that enables window-view rendering of the OPTS model in 2-dimensional and 3dimensional form has been completed. The “Bridge Plan View” window, as shown in Fig. 2.3.1,
displays the model in plan view. The routines to draw the model in this window have also been
fully developed.
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Figure 2.3.1. Bridge plan view
The “3D Bridge View” window, as shown in Figs.2.3.2 and 2.3.3, displays the model in
3D view. The routines to draw the model in this window have been fully developed.

Figure 2.3.2. 3D bridge view (thick view)
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Figure 2.3.3. 3D bridge view (thin element view)
The “3D Results” window, as shown in Fig. 2.3.4, displays the displaced model in 3D
view. This includes animated and non-animated view. The routines to draw the model in this
window have been fully developed.

Figure 2.3.4. 3D results window
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The software compiler used to build the file containing the GUI features has been verified
to be compliant with the currently supported, widely-used operating systems, including Windows
7 and Windows 8. Testing of this GUI’s compatibility specific to the newest operating systems,
as well as the CVIA and OPTS features usability on the newest operating systems, has been
completed.

2.4 Validation of CVIA and OPTS GUI User Input
Validation of CVIA and OPTS GUI user input has been completed. This encompassed
the following validation tasks: (a) CVIA and OPTS data input in the aforementioned GUI dialogs
is accurately saved to the input file with correct data formatting; (b) CVIA and OPTS data are
correctly parsed (read) by the GUI during the reading of the input file; (c) CVIA and OPTS data
are correctly loaded into the appropriate dialogs after the input file reading is complete; (d)
CVIA and OPTS data are inspected prior to the analysis execution; this is to ensure that all
required data are properly input (i.e., required data are not missing), and that the inputted data
conforms. For example, certain input parameters must be non-zero in magnitude. Error checking
has been completed as well, which ensured that input data meet numerous validity requirements
prior to permitting an analysis to be carried out.

2.5 Validation of Analysis Output Displayed in the GUI
Validation of analysis output displayed in the GUI has been completed, where items
considered included: (a) Vessel collision time step data displayed on the “Dynamic Animation”
dialog; (b) Nodal displacements and rotations for a vessel collision analysis on the “3D Display
Control” dialog; (c) Nodal displacements and rotations for an OPTS model on the “3D Display
Control” dialog; (d) Pile forces and displacements for a vessel collision analysis on the “Plot
Display Control” dialog; (e) Pile forces and displacements for an OPTS model on the “Plot
Display Control” dialog; (f) Pier forces for a vessel collision analysis on the “Plot Display
Control” dialog; and (g) Pier forces for an OPTS model on the “Plot Display Control” dialog.

2.5.1 Dynamic Animation Dialog
Specific to validation of the vessel collision time step data displayed on the “Dynamic
Animation” dialog (Fig. 2.5.1), the number of time steps (i.e., the “Max” value displayed on this
dialog) and the time step duration (i.e., the “Time” value displayed on this dialog) has been
verified to correspond with ASCII-based text output given in the engine-generated .out file. Also,
the set of values displayed in the “Dynamic Animation” dialog has been verified to match
analysis engine-generated binary files (.PIL and .NCV files), which hold the corresponding data.
This means of verification ensured that the values displayed in the “Dynamic Animation” dialog
match those values used by the program module performing the analysis (i.e., the analysis
engine). In addition, this verification ensured consistency between the various forms of analysis
engine output (i.e., ASCII and binary). In this way, proper FBMP functionality (with respect to
GUI processing of dynamic analysis results) was assured not only for vessel collision analyses,
but also for general dynamic analyses.
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Total number of
time steps

Time step
duration

Fig. 2.5.1. Dynamic animation dialog
2.5.2 Nodal Displacements and Rotations for Models Utilizing CVIA
For validation of the nodal displacements and rotations generated as part of a vessel
collision analysis on the 3D Display Control dialog: the displacements and rotations displayed on
this dialog for the selected node were compared to the text output file (.out file). For example, in
Figure 2.5.2, the impact load for a vessel collision analysis is applied at node 17 in the single pier
model.

Impact load
applied at
node 17

Figure 2.5.2. Structural configuration and loading
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For the model shown in Fig. 2.5.2, when time step 1 is displayed on the “Dynamic
Animation” dialog (recall Fig. 2.5.1) (or, alternatively, selected in the “Time Step” spinner
control in the toolbar), the displacement and rotation data at the impact location (node 17) at time
step 1 displays on the “3D Display Control” dialog (Fig. 2.5.3). Specifically, this data displays in
the “Translation (Global)” and “Rotation About (Global)” text boxes. This includes the “X”, “Y”
and “Z” text boxes (Fig. 2.5.3). These displayed values are validated against the analysisgenerated text output file (Fig. 2.5.4). For example, both the “3D Display Control” dialog and the
text output file display an displacement X value of 0.0105 inches for node 17 in time step 1.

Selected
node
Displacement and
rotation data at
time step 1

Figure 2.5.3. 3D Display Control dialog data for Node 17
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Figure 2.5.4. Text output file with displacement and rotation data at node 17
2.5.3 Nodal Displacements and Rotations for OPTS Models
For validation of the nodal displacements generated as part of an analysis where OPTS
modeling is employed, again, focus was placed on data presented via the “3D Display Control”
dialog. In this way, the validation closely paralleled that used in the vessel collision validation
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efforts (discussed in Sec. 2.5.2). Alternatively stated, for instances where OPTS models are
employed, data displayed on the “3D Display Control” are found to match ASCII-based and
binary output.

2.5.4 Pile Forces for Models Utilizing CVIA
For validation of the pile forces for a vessel collision analysis on the “Plot Display
Control” dialog: the member forces (Shear 2, Shear 3, Moment 2, Moment 3, Axial, D/C Ratio),
pile displacements (Lateral X, Lateral Y, Rotation About X, Rotation About Y), and soil forces
(Soil Axial, Soil Lateral X, Soil Lateral Y, Soil Torsion) displayed on this dialog for the selected
pile were compared to the text output file (.out file). For example, in Fig. 2.5.5, pile 4 is selected
in the “Pile Selection” window. Pile 4 is the pile located nearest the vessel collision impact load
applied to node 17, as described previously. On the “Plot Display Control” dialog, a member
force is selected. For this example, “Moment 3” is selected (Fig. 2.5.6). The “Max” and “Min”
Moment 3 values display for Pile 4 for the currently selected time step (time step 1) (Fig. 2.5.6),
and the Moment 3 plot for pile 4 displays in the “Moment 3” plot window (Fig. 2.5.7). The
“Max” and “Min” values are compared to the analysis-generated text output file (Fig. 2.5.8). For
example, the “Plot Display Control” dialog, “Moment 3” plot window, and text output file all
display a Moment 3 minimum value of -3.48 kip-ft for pile 4 in time step 1.

Figure 2.5.5. Pile Selection window with pile 4 selected
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Maximum and minimum Moment 3
data for Pile 4 at time step 1

Figure 2.5.6. Plot Display Control dialog with Moment 3 data displayed for Pile 4 at time step 1

Minimum Moment
3 in Pile 4 at time
step 1

Maximum
Moment 3 in
Pile 4 at time
step 1

Figure 2.5.7. Moment 3 plot window for Pile 4 at time step 1
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Figure 2.5.8. Text output file showing Moment 3 data for Pile 4 at time step 1
2.5.5 Pile Forces for Models Utilizing OPTS Modeling
For validation of the pile forces for an OPTS model, with focus on the “Plot Display
Control” dialog: the validation methods employed paralleled those used for the vessel collision
validation (discussed in Sec. 2.5.4). Consequently, data displayed on “Plot Display Control”
dialog and the “Moment 3” plot window were validated against the ASCII-based (text) output
file.

2.5.6 Pier Forces for Models Utilizing CVIA
For validation of the pier forces for a vessel collision analysis on the “Plot Display
Control” dialog: the member forces (Shear 2, Shear 3, Moment 2, Moment 3, Axial, D/C Ratio)
displayed on this dialog for the selected pier component (column or pier cap) were compared to
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the text output file (.out file). For example, in Fig. 2.5.9, column 1 is selected in the “Pier
Selection” window. Column 1 is the column located nearest the vessel collision impact as
described previously. On the “Plot Display Control” dialog, a member force is selected. For this
example, “Moment 3” is selected (Fig. 2.5.10). The “Max” and “Min” Moment 3 values display
for column 1 for the currently selected time step (time step 1), and the Moment 3 plot for column
1 displays in the “Moment 3” plot window (Fig. 2.5.11). The “Max” and “Min” value are
compared to the analysis-generated text output file (Fig. 2.5.12). For example, the “Plot Display
Control” dialog, “Moment 3” plot window, and text output file all display a Moment 3 minimum
value of -58.9 kip-ft for column 1 in time step 1.

Figure 2.5.9. Pier Selection window with Column 1 selected

Maximum and minimum Moment 3
data for Column 1 at time step 1

Figure 2.5.10. Plot Display Control dialog with Moment 3 data for Column 1 at time step 1
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Minimum Moment
3 in Col. 1 at time
step 1

Maximum
Moment 3 in Col.
1 at time step 1

Figure 2.5.11. Moment 3 plot window for Column 1 at time step 1

Figure 2.5.12. Text output file showing Moment 3 data for Pile 4 at time step 1
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2.5.7 Pier Forces for Models Utilizing OPTS Modeling
For validation of the pier forces generated in association with use of an OPTS model,
with emphasis on the “Plot Display Control” dialog: the validation methods employed paralleled
those used for the vessel collision validation (discussed in Sec. 2.5.6). Alternatively stated, data
displayed on the “Plot Display Control” dialog and the “Moment 3” plot window were validated
against the ASCII-based text output file.

2.6 Development of OPTS License Scheme
A plan was established to integrate CVIA-OPTS modeling directly within the licensing
structure of pre-existing (current) FBMP license options. Accordingly, vessel collision analysis
would be available in the following dynamic analysis license types: (a) Single Pier Modeling
with Dynamics; (b) Three Pier Modeling with Dynamics; and (c) Full Bridge Modeling with
Dynamics. Also, the OPTS modeling option would be available in the following static and
dynamic analysis license types: (a) Single Pier Modeling without Dynamics; (b) Single Pier
Modeling with Dynamics; (c) Three Pier Modeling with Dynamics; and (d) Full Bridge
Modeling with Dynamics.
In this way, the need to carry out modifications to existing in-house license security key
coding was precluded, because the CVIA feature was subsumed within existing dynamic
licensing. Similarly, the as-planned OPTS licensing structure fell directly within the pre-existing
license options. Further, the above-defined licensing scheme precluded the need to conduct any
operating system compatibility checks beyond those that were already in place for the preexisting licensing options.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Development of CVIA Input Reading Routines
The CVIA input reading routines have been fully implemented in the analysis engine.
After testing of the GUI CVIA implementation was undertaken as part of the development of the
GUI CVIA module (see chapter 2.1), parameters necessary to characterize a given collision
scenario were identified and finalized. Accordingly, the finalized list of parameters that must be
supplied in text input files is given below, where formatting matches that pertaining to FBMP
model (text) input files. Note that, although text file input formatting is necessarily documented
below, the recommended method for creating models in FBMP is through use of the GUI.

3.1.1 Coupled Vessel Impact Analysis (CVIA) Final Input Parameter List for Text-File
Input
With the COUPLED header active, FBMP conducts an impact analysis on the pier
structure based upon the characteristics of a moving vessel. Using vessel weight and initial
velocity, as well as the load-deformation characteristics of the vessel bow, the impact loading
can be quantified at each time step, and applied to the impacted pier. The vessel bow can be
characterized using elastic-plastic behavior, or arbitrarily defined bow load-deformation data. To
use the COUPLED analysis feature, the external force modification flag (MODEXT) must be set
to “1” in the LOADYN header.
COUPLED
D=IDEFN I=IVTYPE W=WB V=VBIX,VBIY
IDEFN
IVTYPE

WB
VBIX
VBIY

is the vessel definition method [Pre-defined=1, User-defined=2]
is the vessel type:
If definition is Pre-defined (IDEFN=1):
IVTYPE=1 indicates the vessel is a barge
If definition is User-defined (IDEFN=2)
IVTYPE=1 indicates the vessel is defined by an elastic, perfectly-plastic
curve
IVTYPE=2 indicates the vessel is defined by general load and unloading
curves
is the weight of the vessel
is the initial velocity of the vessel in the x-direction
is the initial velocity of the vessel in the y-direction

 If IDEFN=1 and IVTYPE=1 (Pre-defined vessel, barge)
W=WIDTH S=SURF
WIDTH
SURF

is the effective impact zone width on the vessel bow
is the shape of the impact surface (1=planar surface, 2=non-planar surface)

 If IDEFN=2 and IVTYPE=1 (User-defined vessel, elastic, perfectly-plastic)
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A=ABY P=PBY
ABY
PBY

is the crush depth at yield for the vessel bow
is the yield load for the vessel bow

 If IDEFN=2 and IVTYPE=2 (User-defined, general loading and unloading)
N=NABPB
NABPB

is the number of points in bow force-deformation curve [limited to 200 points]

AB(1) PB(1)
AB(2) PB(2)
AB
PB

is the abscissa for the user-defined vessel bow load-deformation curve
is the ordinate for the user-defined vessel bow load-deformation curve

N=NABPBU X=ABMAXU
NABPBU
ABMAXU

is the number of points in current unloading curve [limited to 25 points]
is the crush level at which the loading and unloading curves intersect

ABU(1) PBU(1)
ABU(2) PBU(2)
ABU
PBU

is the abscissa for the current user-defined vessel bow unloading curve
is the ordinate for the user-defined vessel bow unloading curve

To clarify the above input layout, consider the following examples that make use of
CVIA:
Example 1. A 1,900 ton (3,800 kip) barge traveling at 3 knots (5.06 ft/s) in the xdirection impacting head-on with a 5 ft wide rectangular pier column.
Necessary Input:
COUPLED
D=1 I=1 W=3800 V=5.06,0 A=90
W=5 S=1
Example 2. Two 1,900 ton (3,800 kip) barges traveling at 4.5 knots (7.60 ft/s) with equal
velocity components in the x-direction and y-direction, impacting a 4 ft wide circular pier
column.
Necessary Input:
COUPLED
D=1 I=1 W=7600 V=5.37,5.37
W=4 S=2
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Example 3. One empty vessel (280 ton, 560 kip) traveling at 0.5 knots (0.84 ft/s) in the
x-direction, impacting a bridge pier. Sufficient data are available to, for the impact
scenario, characterize the barge yield deformation as 2 in. and the corresponding impact
load at this deformation level is determined to be 1,400 kips.
Necessary Input:
COUPLED
D=2 I=1 W=7600 V=0.84,0
A=2 P=1400

3.2 Update of CVIA Engine Subroutines
A research-based CVIA subroutine (Consolazio and Cowan, 2005) was previously
created in the FBMP analysis engine, and as part of the current study, modifications were made
to the subroutine to accommodate the input layout defined above. Furthermore, testing of the
input file reading portion of the subroutine (to ensure robustness of the input-reading control
logic) has been completed.
In conjunction with the CVIA input reading routines, the empirical equations that govern
pre-defined barge bow crushing behavior (i.e., force-deformation behavior) were updated based
on research given in Chapter 9 of Consolazio et al. (2010). More specifically, the process
schematic given in Fig. 3.2.1 was implemented into the subroutine epabypby.f, which is called
by the CVIA routines when barge impact analyses that utilize pre-defined barge bow crushcurves are being conducted.
The process summarized in Fig. 3.2.1 governs pre-defined impacts on both flat and round
impact surfaces (e.g., pier columns), where barge bow crushing behavior is approximated by
elastic-perfectly plastic force-deformation relationships. For flat-faced (square, rectangular)
surfaces of a given width, wp, and a relative deviation angle, θ, between the barge-surface, the
plastic barge impact force is given by:
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(Eq. 3.2.1)

Importantly, Eq. 3.2.1 was developed to conservatively account for variations in the
deviation, given the expected value of the deviation angle (θ). The barge bow deformation (aBY)
that corresponds to yielding of the barge (and, simultaneously, a force level of PBY) is set to 2 in,
per Consolazio et al. (2010). Summarily, an elastic-perfectly plastic force deformation curve is
constructed based on PBY and aBY, where elastic barge crushing behavior is assumed up to a
barge bow deformation level of 2 in.
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For barge impacts on round surfaces, elastic-perfectly plastic force-deformation curves
are formed based on a barge bow yield deformation (aBY) of 2 in. per Consolazio et al. (2010)
and a maximum impact force (PBY) that is calculated as:
PBY (w P )  1400  30  w P

Impact Force
PB

wP

Impact Force
PB
wP

Pier column shape

Flat-faced

(Eq. 3.2.2)
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Figure 3.2.1. Schematic of empirical equations used to form pre-defined barge bow forcedeformation relationships (Consolazio et al., 2010)
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3.3 Implementation of OPTS Modeling Routines

In accordance with the newly developed GUI dialogs that facilitate OPTS modeling, and
as part of the development of the GUI OPTS Model (see chapter 2), parallel efforts were made to
implement OPTS modeling routines within the FBMP analysis engine, in satisfying the creation
of the GUI graphics (see chapter 2.3). Building on control logic that was previously developed
within the analysis engine, OPTS modeling consists of manipulation of numerous pier geometry
and span geometry subroutines. Accordingly, the finalized list of parameters that must be
supplied in FBMP model (text) input files is given below.

3.3.1 One-Pier Two-Span (OPTS) Modeling Final Input Parameter List for Text-File Input

The OPTS header contains input to determine whether or not a one-pier two-span
analysis will be conducted. If OPTS analysis is utilized, then the input file must also contain the
x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis (all parallel to the respective global axes) offsets from the top node of
the vertical link element (see Transfer Beam Properties in the FBMP help manual, Chung 2014a)
of the pier. Used in conjunction with appropriately determined span springs and span masses,
OPTS analysis employs a single pier and two spans to produce output of similar accuracy with
respect to that obtained from analyzing a full multiple-pier model (see Davidson 2007).
OPTS
X=SXPXL Y=SPYL Z=SPZL
X=SXPXR Y=SPYR Z=SPZR

SPXL
SPYL
SPZL
SPXR
SPYR
SPZR

is the x-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the left span.
is the y-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the left span.
is the z-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the left span.
is the x-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the right span.
is the y-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the right span.
is the z-axis offset from the top of the vertical links of the pier to the end-node
of the right span.

Notes:
5. In the English system, units are feet for span offsets.
6. In the SI system, units are meters for span offsets.
OPTS models are initialized using a control logic flag in the main engine routine.
Additionally, span offset variables are initialized, where these offsets are used to dictate span
lengths for the left and right spans of the OPTS model. The control logic flag that indicates use
of the OPTS feature, as well as the span offsets, is then called by subroutines to properly
initialize intermediate superstructure elements such that only those elements above the single
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pier are supplied with non-zero properties. Further, while input are needed to define the left and
right spans of the OPTS model, appropriate shifts in the pier numbering are included so that only
the pier that resides between the left and right spans are defined. In this way, only the single,
central pier, the overlying intermediate superstructure elements (the left and right spans) will be
defined when the OPTS modeling feature is activated.

3.4 Update of Dynamic Relaxation Analysis Feature

Dynamic relaxation has been available as an FBMP feature since 2009 (Chung 2014a),
and allows for permanent loading (e.g., dead loads) to be incorporated into dynamic (timehistory) analyses in such a way that the introduction of the permanent loads into the dynamic
system do not artificially excite the system mass. The FBMP GUI includes the Dynamic
Relaxation Option in conjunction with the batch processing (i.e., direct use of the analysis
engine) feature. As a result, multiple models can be analyzed in a single batch process through
direct calls to the analysis engine for simulating system equilibrium under quasi-static loads prior
to dynamic excitation. Shown in Fig. 3.4.1 is a schematic depiction of the use of dynamic
relaxation in conjunction with CVIA, where the schematic itself was developed as part of an
effort to document several pre-existing (and relevant to vessel collision loading) analytical
features in Consolazio et al. (2010).
Permanent loads

Permanent loads

CVIA Loading

Static analysis

Stiffness, displacements
at time t = 0

t = 0:
Pier state
initialized using
static analysis results

Dynamic analysis

Figure 3.4.1. Incorporation of permanent loads into dynamic analysis
As part of the current project, the dynamic relaxation analysis feature was examined, and
updated so as to allow for the initialization of a wider array of dynamic (time-history) analysis
bridge models (Chung 2014a). More specifically, the dynamic relaxation feature was enhanced
such that pier, bridge, and OPTS models that contain discrete springs or discrete masses attached
to any pier elements (as opposed to just span elements) can also utilize dynamic relaxation. This
enhancement is important to bridge modeling because it enables users of FBMP to account for
both the stiffness and mass of those bridge portions not included in a multiple-pier, multiple-span
model by placing springs and lumped masses at the tops of the outermost (modeled) piers. The
effectiveness of the dynamic relaxation process is illustrated for the bridge model shown
Fig. 3.4.2, where the left-most and right-most piers (as oriented) contain springs and discrete
masses at the pier cap centers. The bridge model is subjected only to permanent (dead) loads and
subjected to two analyses: a static analysis, and a time-history analysis. As indicated by the Pier
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1 pier cap beam vertical displacement comparison (Fig. 3.4.3), the permanent loads are
incorporated into the dynamic analysis without artificially exciting the dynamic bridge model.

X
Y
Z

Figure 3.4.2. Bridge model used for dynamic relaxation demonstration
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0.6
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0
0

0.2
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Time (sec)
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0.8

1

Figure 3.4.3. Comparison of vertical displacements at the pier cap beam of Pier 1 from dynamic
relaxation and static analysis
3.5 Development of Superstructure Stiffness and Mass

Engine enhancements are made in relation to the stiffness and mass of superstructure
entities within FBMP, as a means of facilitating OPTS model development:
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1. Span springs. The SPANSPRING header contains input that allows users to
specify additional displacement-based stiffness at span nodes. The input indicates
which span(s) and node(s) to which the spring(s) will be applied. Accordingly,
engineers can supply discrete spring stiffnesses to any span node degree-offreedom (DOF) by supplying the following input:
SPANSPRING
NODE K=KTX,KTY,KTZ,KRX,KRY,KRZ S=SPAN (one line per nodal
spring set)
…
:
NODE
is the span node number to which the springs will be applied
KTX
is stiffness added to the x-axis translational DOF
KTY
is stiffness added to the y-axis translational DOF
KTZ
is stiffness added to the z-axis translational DOF
KRX
is stiffness added to the x-axis rotational DOF
KRY
is stiffness added to the y-axis rotational DOF
KRZ
is stiffness added to the z-axis rotational DOF
NODE
is the span to which the springs will be applied

Notes:
1.) In English system, units are kip/in for translational DOF and kip-ft/rad for
rotational DOF.
2.) In SI system, units are kN/m for translational DOF and kN-m/rad for rotational
DOF.
2. Span masses. Engineers can supply point masses to any span node by supplying
the following input:
The SPANMASS header contains input that allows users to add concentrated
masses to span nodes. The input indicates the spans and nodes to which the
masses will be applied.
SPANMASS
NODE M=MTX,MTY,MTZ,MRX,MRY,MRZ S=SPAN (one line per nodal
mass set)
…
:

NODE
MTX
MTY
MTZ

is the span node number to which the masses will be applied
is mass added to the x-axis translational DOF
is mass added to the y-axis translational DOF
is mass added to the z-axis translational DOF
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MRX
MRY
MRZ
NODE

is mass added to the x-axis rotational DOF
is mass added to the y-axis rotational DOF
is mass added to the z-axis rotational DOF
is the span to which the masses will be applied

Notes:
1.) In English system, units are kip-sec2/in for translational DOF and kip-sec2/rad
for rotational DOF.
2.) In SI system, units are kN-sec2/m for translational DOF and kN-sec2/rad for
rotational DOF.
3.) Previous versions of FBMP only permitted the inclusion of discrete masses
within models subjected to dynamic analyses. Modifications were made to the
engine to permit use of—and account for—the vertical gravity loads associated
with discrete masses in static analyses. This enhancement was critical to the
proper functioning of dynamic relaxation, where the total mass and stiffness in the
sustained load (i.e., static) model must exactly match the total mass and stiffness
of the dynamic model.
3.6 Update of Subroutines of User-Defined Loading

User-defined loading condition for use in the CVIA was implemented to facilitate
scenarios where bridge engineers possess knowledge of specific loading and unloading curves,
which collectively correspond to a given design vessel. The subroutine barge.f within the
analysis engine was examined to ensure that the control logic is consistent with the algorithm
documented in pages 67-73 of the FDOT Structures Research Report 2008/5117 (Consolazio et
al., 2008).

3.7 Development of Engine Output Routines

The engine output routines are divided into two portions: (1) Output pertaining to CVIA;
and (2) Output pertaining to OPTS results. Regarding the output specific to CVIA, and building
upon the user-defined vessel collision loading routine introduced in Sec. 3.6, a scenario was
introduced, which is described immediately below along with GUI dialogs,, input mechanisms,
and the associated output. Such a scenario could be of use to engineers when vessel-specific data
are available to characterize impact load-deformation behavior. The user-defined vessel collision
loading components include all of load-deformation, yield deformation, unloading, and reloading
of the impacting vessel portion. Input related to user-defined loading within the FBMP CVIA
module was implemented in the GUI, and associated input file processing functionality was also
implemented in the engine.
As shown in Fig. 3.7.1, user-defined vessel characterization can be carried out by
selecting “User Defined” from the “Vessel Type” pull-down list within the “Vessel Collision
Analysis Data” dialog. Additionally, the vessel-impacting portion of the deformation, which
corresponds to yielding (i.e., inelastic deformation), is specified in the “Crush at Yield” input
box. The vessel custom-defined loading and unloading curves are accessed by selecting “Edit
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Force-Deformation Data,” after which a “Load Function Edit Table” appears (Fig. 3.7.2). Here,
abscissa values of deformation and ordinate values of force are input for the loading curve (the
leftmost table of input). Paired values of deformation and load are also specified for any
unloading curves (the rightmost table of input). For each unloading curve, the “Deformation
Level” input box is populated to indicate the deformation level at which the unloading curves
intersect the loading curve. For unloading which occurs between two unloading curve
“Deformation Level” inputs, interpolation is used to calculate the vessel unloading curve.

Figure 3.7.1. Vessel Collision Analysis Data dialog for inputting user-defined vessel collision
force-deformation curves
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Figure 3.7.2. Load Function Edit Table for defining custom loading and unloading curves of
vessel force-deformation
The CVIA portion of the output subroutines have been fully implemented. As illustration
of the output generation, consider the OPTS model shown in Fig. 3.7.3. When this model is
subjected to vessel collision loading, as characterized in Fig. 3.7.4, the analysis engine creates an
ASCII output file (with extension .VES) containing the pertinent vessel collision quantities.
Namely, the user-input values of impacting vessel weight, and initial velocity components are
provided at the top of the file (Fig. 3.7.5). Additionally, for each time step, the vessel force and
corresponding level of vessel bow crush depth are printed. Importantly, the structural response
quantities for the impacted pier of the OPTS model are reported in the usual way in the ASCII
.out file (as discussed below).
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Figure 3.7.3. CVIA-OPTS model used to demonstrate generation of CVIA output

Figure 3.7.4. Vessel collision conditions
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Figure 3.7.5. Corresponding .VES file output for first twenty time-steps
Control logic added to FBMP, which enables use of the OPTS modeling technique,
builds upon previously developed control schemes. Regarding OPTS-specific output, results
pertaining to the pier and soil portions of OPTS models utilize pre-existing pier and soil output
printing options (see Chung 2014a for details). However, results pertaining to the span portions
of OPTS models required that additional control logic be incorporated into the FBMP analysis
engine. Accordingly, subroutines to handle printing of span element forces and span node
displacements, specific to OPTS model results, have been put into place. The output formatting
was crafted so that it is consistent with span output for multiple-pier, multiple-span bridge
models.
As demonstration, consider the OPTS model shown in Fig. 3.7.6. This model consists of
one “default” FBMP pier and two spans, where “default” properties were used to populate span,
soil, and self-weight loading conditions. Stiff springs (with translational stiffnesses of 1E+20
kips/in and rotational stiffnesses of 1E+20 kip-ft/rad) were placed at the extents of the OPTS
model for simplicity in the numerical verification. Note that users of the OPTS features in FBMP
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can specify individual degree-of-freedom stiffness values of their choosing at the two span
extents of OPTS models by making use of GUI features discussed in detail in Appendix B. The
pier portion of the OPTS model is shown in Fig. 3.7.7, where applied loading consists of selfweight, such as those placed at the two bearing locations.
Shown in Fig. 3.7.8 are the first 40 lines of analysis log output displayed in the GUI,
during analysis. A header with log-consistent formatting is printed to indicate that the OPTS
feature is being utilized. Correspondingly, as part of the “FORMATION OF SYSTEM
EQUATIONS,” the full span 1 and span 2 stiffness matrices are formed, with inclusion of any
span-end spring stiffnesses that are defined. Also, inclusion of discrete masses placed at the span
extents are reported in the analysis log. Shown below in Fig. 3.7.9 are the prints of span node
(global) displacements and span element (local) internal forces (Fig. 3.7.10).

X
Y
Z

Figure 3.7.6. OPTS structural configuration
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Self-weight loading at
bearing locations
X
Z

Figure 3.7.7. Loading applied to pier (superstructure not shown)

Figure 3.7.8. First 40 lines of analysis log output displayed in GUI
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Figure 3.7.9. Text output of span node (global) displacements
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Figure 3.7.10. Text output of span element (local) internal forces
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CHAPTER 4
VALIDATION OF FB-MULTIPIER VESSEL-PIER COLLISION ANALYSIS
MODULES
4.1 Introduction

A necessary facet of any endeavor consisting predominately of software development
tasks is found in validation of all updated and newly implemented features. Of relevance to the
current study, two major software enhancements (i.e., features) were incorporated into the FBMultiPier (FBMP) software program (Chung 2014a). One of the two newly-developed features is
a module that facilitates nonlinear coupled vessel-bridge impact analysis, referred to as CVIA.
The other newly developed FBMP feature, which can be used in both static and dynamic
analyses either independent of CVIA or in conjunction with CVIA, is a simplified representation
of bridge, i.e., the One-Pier Two-Span (OPTS) model. Validation of both of these new features is
presented in the next two chapters.
In Chapter 2, documentation was given pertaining to validation of the GUI coding, and
specific to the CVIA module. Furthermore, validation of numerous support features in FBMP
(relative to the CVIA and OPTS implementations) was documented in Chapter 3 (e.g., dynamic
relaxation). In the current chapter (Chapter 4), validation efforts concerned exclusively with the
CVIA module, as implemented in FBMP, are detailed. Validation efforts specific to the OPTS
modeling technique, as well as combined CVIA-OPTS utilization, are documented in Chapter 5.

4.2 Overview

Two separate measures of validation were taken to ensure both the accuracy of the
programming itself and robustness of input-to-output transitions (from the GUI to the engine
prior to analysis and from the engine to the GUI subsequent to analysis) for the CVIA
implementation in FBMP. First, programming specific to the CVIA module in the FBMP
analysis engine was assessed. More specifically, in Sec. 4.3, numerical verification of the CVIA
is demonstrated by: (1) Subjecting a multiple-pier, multiple-span FBMP model to vessel
collision loading via CVIA; (2) Cataloging the impact force-history that is generated as part of
the CVIA; (3) Subjecting an identical multiple-pier, multiple-span model to a directly-applied
force-history matching that generated during the CVIA; and 4) Comparing the numerical
predictions of impacted bridge pier response between the CVIA and directly-applied forcehistory analyses. In this way, the numerical predictions of pier responses to vessel impact have
been validated.
In Sec. 4.4 and Sec. 4.5, the predictive power and robustness of the CVIA module are
examined. This second validation component consisted of drawing from data collected during a
series of previously conducted full-scale barge impact experiments (Consolazio et al., 2006). A
multiple-pier model was created in FBMP using structural and geotechnical input parameters,
which collectively match an extensive set of field measurements (taken as part of the full-scale
experiments). In comparison with measured data (from the previously conducted full-scale
experiments) and in consideration of analytical solution procedures per a selected, individual
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barge impact test, several layouts of the GUI CVIA module were formed. Subsequently, these
layouts were tested for design applications by conducting corresponding vessel collision
analyses. The numerical predictions of bridge pier response, obtained using the FBMP CVIA
features, have been shown to compare favorably with the respective physical-test records.
4.3 Numerical Verification of the CVIA Module

Consider the three-pier bridge model shown in Fig. 4.3.1. Because the numerical
verification being undertaken involves the use of identical bridge models (i.e., identical structural
and soil input) between the CVIA and directly-applied force-history analyses, three default
FBMP piers, default soil layering, and two default spans are used in building up the multiple-pier
configuration. Non-collision loads included in the three-pier model consist of self-weight and
buoyancy. Regarding vessel collision loading, the central pier is selected as the impacted pier
(Fig. 4.3.2), and the first column node above the central-pier pile cap is selected as the impact
node. The vessel collision scenario is summarized as shown in the “Vessel Collision Analysis
Data” GUI dialog (Fig. 4.3.3). Namely, impact on the 3-ft flat pier column is considered in
conjunction with a 1,900 kip vessel, traveling at an initial speed of 2 ft/s in the global Xdirection.

X
Y
Z

Impact location

Figure 4.3.1. Three-pier structural configuration
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Impact location
X
Z

Figure 4.3.2. Impact location on pier column of central pier
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Figure 4.3.3. Vessel collision conditions
Shown in Fig. 4.3.4 is a plot of the vessel collision impact force history generated as part
of the CVIA, where the resultant plot data are extracted from the .VES ASCII output file over
the first 100 time-steps. Intrinsic to use of the CVIA module, bridge response is calculated
simultaneous to automatic calculation of the impact force history (by the FBMP analysis engine).
In fulfillment of numerical verification of the CVIA module, an additional impact force-history
analysis is carried out where the force-history (Fig. 4.3.4) is applied (as a global X-direction
force-history) to the same three-pier model (recall Fig. 4.3.1). In this way, it is expected that the
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structural response between the CVIA results and the applied force-history results should be
approximately identical (minor differences due to round-off in the applied load function are
expected). Comparative plots of the global X-direction impact-point displacement-histories are
shown for the CVIA and directly-applied force-history analyses in Fig. 4.3.5. As expected, the
impacted bridge responses are nearly identical between the two analyses, where such high level
of agreement numerically verifies the accuracy of programming for the FBMP CVIA module.
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Figure 4.3.4. Vessel collision (X-direction) force-history generated simultaneous to bridge
response as part of the CVIA
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Figure 4.3.5. Global X-direction displacement-history comparison between the CVIA and
directly-applied force-history analyses
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4.4 Validation of CVIA Module Using Full-Scale Vessel Collision Data

Having numerically verified the functionality of CVIA, focus was shifted on the
validation of numerical prediction of system response where CVIA-driven predictions of
impacted bridge response are compared to full-scale physical response measurements. More
specifically, physical measurements of bridge lateral displacement were drawn upon, where such
measurements were recorded during the 2004 UF-FDOT old St. George Island Causeway barge
impact experiments in northwestern Florida. The 2004 full-scale physical testing involved
instrumenting a 150 ft long by 50 wide construction deck barge and multiple piers of the old St.
George Island Causeway, and then ramming the barge into selected bridge piers over a range of
impact speeds, barge payloads, and for three distinct structural configurations. Details of the old
St. George Island Causeway bridge structural configuration, test setups, and physically measured
structural response data (e.g., impact forces, bridge pier motions) are provided in Consolazio et
al. (2006). Details specific to the site-specific soil conditions, static, and dynamic soil responses,
as well as results from numerous laboratory tests of soil properties, are given in McVay et al.
(2005a).

4.4.1 Selection of Validation Case

Among the three structural configurations involved in the 2004 UF-FDOT barge impact
experiments, the second test series involved direct, head-on barge impacts on an intermediate
pier (Pier 3-S) within a partial bridge structure (Fig. 4.4.1). In contrast, the two additional test
series involved impacts on single piers in isolation. As a means of ensuring that the CVIA
module can predict impacted pier responses for multiple-pier, multiple-span structures, the
partial bridge configuration was selected for inclusion in the validation efforts of the current
study. During the 2004 partial-bridge impact tests, four separate collisions were investigated. Of
these four collisions, the fourth test (referred to as B3T4) contained the most severe impact
conditions, and generated the most extreme bridge response relative to the other three partialbridge tests (Consolazio et al., 2006). Therefore, test B3T4 was selected as the validation case in
the current study.
Navigation
channel

Instrumented region

Pier 3-S

Partial bridge structure with concrete girder
superstructures (channel span removed)

North

75.5 ft spans

55 ft spans

Figure 4.4.1. Structural configuration at old St. George Island Causeway Bridge during the
partial bridge test series (after Consolazio et al., 2008)
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4.4.2 B3T4 Test Conditions and Results

Shown in Fig. 4.4.2 is a schematic of the B3T4 impact test conditions at Pier 3-S
(superstructure not shown), with denotation of the pertinent experimental instrumentation.
During test B3T4, the 344 ton construction deck barge impacted the pier at an initial head-on
velocity of 1.53 knots. Load was imparted to the western (left) pier column approximately 7.5 ft
above the mean sea level (MSL) waterline via a relatively rigid impact block and intermediate
(between load block and pier column) biaxial load cells. Impact load transferred through the
biaxial load cells was cataloged as part of the experimental measurements.
Simultaneous to measurement of the B3T4 impact load, pier motions were measured
using displacement transducers and accelerometers. Specific to the test setup, a stationary
platform fitted with displacement transducers, where pier attachment points are indicated in
Fig. 4.5, were used to measure the pier displacements at the (approximate) elevation of impact.
As redundancy, accelerometers oriented parallel to the (head-on) impact direction were also
monitored during the testing; subsequent to the experiments, acceleration records were twiceintegrated and then compared to the displacement transducer readings. The record of impact
force and corresponding impact-elevation pier displacement-history are shown in Fig. 4.4.3 and
Fig. 4.4.4, respectively. Highly detailed treatments of the instrumentation installation and
calibration, impact forces, and impact response quantities are given in Consolazio et al. (2006)
and McVay et al. (2005a).
Pier 3-S

Biaxial load cells
Impact block

Displacement transducer
attachment points
Accelerometers
To stationary platform
(not shown) containing
displacement transducers

Barge

Figure 4.4.2. Schematic of test B3T4 at Pier 3-S (superstructure not shown)
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Figure 4.4.3. Impact force-history measured during test B3T4 (Consolazio et al., 2006)
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Figure 4.4.4. Lateral displacement-history measured at the impact elevation during test B3T4
(Consolazio et al., 2006)
4.4.3 FB-MultiPier Model of Partial-Bridge Structure

Taking the full-scale barge impact experiment B3T4 test results (and in particular, Fig.
4.4.4) as benchmarks of impacted bridge pier response, the FBMP CVIA module was validated
through the generation of numerical results for a corresponding vessel collision scenario. An
overview schematic of the validation-case FBMP model for the old St. George Island Causeway
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partial-bridge configuration is shown in Fig. 4.4.5. In forming an FBMP model of the old St.
George Island Causeway partial-bridge structure, structural and geotechnical details given in
McVay et al. (2005a), Consolazio et al. (2006), and Consolazio et al. (2008) are repeatedly
drawn upon. More specifically, the bridge geometry, structural material parameters, estimates of
soil layering, and soil input parameters are matched to those delineated in the aforementioned
technical reports. Further, consistent with Consolazio and Davidson (2008), the four
northernmost piers of the partial-bridge structure (and three accompanying spans) are explicitly
modeled in FBMP (Fig. 4.4.6). All spans and piers of the partial-bridge structure that are not
explicitly modeled are accounted for by supplying springs at the top of southernmost (rightmost)
pier cap extents. The pier cap beam of the northernmost (left) pier in the model is unrestrained
given that the built-up plate girder channel span was removed prior to testing.
Free end of partial-bridge structure
(channel span removed)

Remaining portions
of partial-bridge
structure modeled
using springs
Pier 3-S

Figure 4.4.5. Overview schematic of test structures (Consolazio et al., 2008)
As shown in Fig. 4.4.6, each of the four piers contain two reinforced concrete pier
columns and partial-height shear struts at the pier column bases, where the Pier 2-S pier
columns, pier cap beam, and shear strut are relatively more substantial. Spanning between each
pier are 75.5 ft concrete girder superstructures, which slope downward from north to south (left
to right) and contain simple span-end bearing conditions. As additionally depicted in Fig. 4.4.7,
the northernmost pier (Pier 2-S) is founded on a thick mudline footing and three rows of nine
steel h-piles. In contrast, each pier column of Pier 3-S, Pier 4-S, and Pier 5-S overlies a relatively
thin waterline footing, which in turn, is supported by four battered prestressed concrete piles.
Exhaustive structural configuration dimensions, member cross-section layouts, and structural
material properties are given in Consolazio et al. (2006).
As delineated in Consolazio et al. (2006) and McVay et al. (2005a), soil conditions across
the modeled piers of the partial-bridge structure are such that the top of soil elevation lies
approximately 8 ft below MSL (Fig. 4.4.7). Consistent with Consolazio and Davidson (2008),
the soil strata beneath the four piers are divided into five layers, four of which are sandy layers
and the second of which is a clay layer. Soil strength parameters for each layer are given in
Consolazio et al. (2006). Due to the exhaustive physical data collection associated with the 2003
barge impact experiments, rate dependent soil resistance in the form of discrete damping is
known for the B3T4 test, and is incorporated into the FBMP model (Fig. 4.4.8). Damping values
and discrete damper placement is matched to that of Consolazio et al. (2006). Additional in-situ
test datasets, as well as static and dynamic soil properties are given in McVay et al. (2005a).
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Figure 4.4.6. Old St. George Island Causeway bridge partial-bridge FBMP structural model
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Figure 4.4.7. Foundation models for partial-bridge structure
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4.4.4 Vessel Collision Scenario

The vessel collision scenario used in the CVIA module validation matches those test
conditions delineated for test B3T4 in Consolazio et al. (2006). Shown in Fig. 4.4.9 is the FBMP
model of the impacted Pier 3-S (superstructure not shown), where the impact location is
specified on the west (left) pier column near the top of the shear strut. Model input specific to the
vessel collision scenario is given in Fig. 4.4.10, which includes specification of vessel impact
weight (688 kips) and head-on (i.e., global X-direction) initial impact velocity (2.58 ft/s). In
addition to vessel collision loading, self-weight, buoyancy, and soil resistance forces are also
accounted for in the FBMP model.

Impact
location
Zp

Xp

Figure 4.4.8. Pier 3-S finite element model (superstructure not shown)
A user-defined force-deformation relationship is supplied for the vessel bow (Fig. 4.4.9,
bottom). This component of the CVIA module was introduced within the context of functionality
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and implementation in Sec. 3.6 and Sec. 3.7. Utilization of the User-Defined vessel
characterization option is recommended for applications where a known, physical vessel is going
to be involved in the impact scenario of interest, and when highly detailed data are available to
characterize contact-impact behavior for that same vessel. For the current validation process, the
vessel bow load-deformation is derived from previously conducted research (Consolazio and
Davidson, 2008), where impact-specific measurements such as mappings of bow deformation
and barge bow impact force (Consolazio et al., 2006) were relied upon in characterizing the
construction deck barge bow behavior.

Figure 4.4.9. Vessel collision conditions for the validation case
The constitutive (load-deformation) relationship shown in Fig. 4.4.9 was formulated to be
specific to the construction deck barge and, further, specific to the test B3T4 conditions. The
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impact conditions for test B3T4 were such that the directly engaged (contacted) barge bow
portion occurred in a previously undamaged zone (Consolazio et al., 2006). Therefore, the userdefined vessel bow load-deformation relationship used to approximately characterize the test
B3T4 construction deck barge bow behavior in the current study (Fig. 4.4.9) does not include a
softened region for low values of deformation (relative to that of Consolazio and Davidson,
2008). In addition, because the barge bow was concluded to behave elastically during test B3T4
(Consolazio et al., 2006), the barge bow deformation level that signifies the onset of inelastic
behavior (i.e., the “Crush at Yield”) is input at a relatively large level of bow deformation (3.75
in.). For the validation case analysis considered in the current study, the barge bow deformation
level corresponding to yielding was not reached.

4.4.5 Comparison of Experimental Measurements and CVIA Results

As validation of the CVIA module, numerical results obtained from use of CVIA in
FBMP have been shown to compare favorably with the previously identified B3T4 physicalrecord benchmark (i.e., impacted bridge pier response). A comparative plot of the numerically
generated (through CVIA) and physically measured (during B3T4) impact-point displacementhistories is presented in Fig. 4.5.3. Overall, the two response records show good agreement,
particularly during the (approximately) 0.5 sec load duration. At approximately 0.2 sec, the
maximum displacement occurs for both the numerical predictions and the physical record of
response. With respect to maximum displacement magnitudes, the CVIA results (1.62 in.)
indicate reasonable agreement to that of the physical record (1.44 in.). Oscillatory responses for
times beyond 0.5 sec indicate that the FBMP bridge-pier-soil model intrinsically possesses
(independent of use of the CVIA module) a shorter free-vibration period than that of the
physically tested partial-bridge structure. This difference can potentially be remedied through
incorporation of more advanced soil modeling techniques, and can be explored as part of future
research efforts.
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Figure 4.4.10. Lateral displacement comparison between physical test B3T4 and CVIA
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4.5 Demonstration of CVIA Module Robustness

As an extension of the CVIA module validation efforts, the robustness of the CVIA
feature implementation in FBMP has been demonstrated. Specifically, the vessel-specific,
impact-specific load-deformation curve (Fig. 4.4.9, bottom) used in making comparisons to fullscale measurements of impacted bridge pier response (i.e., validation of the CVIA module) is
replaced with a more generalized elastic, perfectly-plastic load-deformation curve (Fig. 4.5.1).
The generalized curve is representative of the library of built-in load-deformation curves
available for use as part of the CVIA module (recall Sec. 3.2). Using the replacement (i.e.,
generalized) barge bow load-deformation curve, an additional vessel collision analysis (using
CVIA) is carried out in conjunction with re-use of the old St. George Island Causeway partialbridge FBMP model, as well as re-use of the impact weight and initial velocity recorded during
the B3T4 test (Fig. 4.5.2).
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Figure 4.5.1. Replacement of vessel-specific, impact-specific load-deformation curve with
generalized load-deformation curve
Numerical predictions of bridge pier (Pier 3-S) lateral displacement at the B3T4 impact
location, obtained from use of the vessel collision conditions and generalized load-deformation
curve given in Fig. 4.5.2, are plotted in Fig. 4.5.3. As a contextual facilitation, results from the
CVIA validation case analysis and the physical record of B3T4 pier motions (Consolazio et al.,
2006) are also plotted in Fig. 4.5.3. Importantly, as demonstration of the robustness of the CVIA
module implemented in FBMP, the through-time record of Pier 3-S response predictions
obtained from utilization of the generalized load-deformation relationship do not differ
substantially from those of either the validation case (Fig. 4.4.9) or the 2004 full-scale
experimental results. Specifically, the maximum lateral displacement associated with the
generalized load-deformation curve (1.5 in.) falls between that of the validation case results and
the physical B3T4 test results. Given that such good agreement is maintained among the
impacted bridge pier responses, despite the employment of a generalized vessel characterization,
it is concluded that, for the bridge-pier-soil configuration considered (Fig. 4.4.6), that the CVIA
module implemented in FBMP is capable of robustly generating response predictions that show
good agreement with full-scale experimental results.
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Figure 4.5.2. Vessel collision conditions with use of the generalized load-deformation curve
2
Test B3T4 (Consolazio et al. 2006)
CVIA - Validation
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Figure 4.5.3. Lateral displacement comparison between physical test B3T4 and CVIA results
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CHAPTER 5
ENGINEERING VERIFICATION OF CVIA-OPTS IN FB-MULTIPIER
5.1 Introduction

As a natural extension of the validation efforts dedicated to the CVIA module in the
previous chapter (Chapter 4), the focus of Chapter 5 is directed toward validation of the OPTS
implementation in FBMP. In particular, the combined CVIA-OPTS implementation has been
numerically verified by comparing a range of results obtained from dynamic vessel collision
analysis (CVIA) for a true multiple-pier, multiple-span model (i.e., full-bridge model) to those
obtained using a corresponding CVIA-OPTS model.
By demonstrating strong agreement between numerical predictions of impact loading and
response for full-bridge and respective OPTS models, the validation efforts of Chapter 5 support
the assertion that the OPTS modeling implementation is of good quality with respect to
correctness of coding. Additionally, the full-bridge and OPTS model results presented in Chapter
5 have been subjected to critical analysis from an engineering perspective, and thereby, the
predictive capabilities of the OPTS modeling technique (relative to multiple-pier, multiple-span
bridge models) have been judged to be sound. Simultaneously, in association with the
engineering-based critical analysis, the bridge case considered herein serves as a start-to-finish
example for successful modeling and use of an OPTS model in nonlinear dynamic vessel
collision analysis.

5.2 Bridge Case

An inventory, totaling seventeen bridge pier finite element models (in FBMP) for bridges
located throughout Florida, USA was developed as part of a previous study
(Consolazio et al., 2008). As part of the current study, a single bridge case was identified (in
part) based on modeling efforts and techniques used for bridge piers from the previously
developed bridge model inventory. However, because the current study entailed the use of a
single bridge case in carrying out numerical verification of the CVIA-OPTS implementation in
FBMP, additional considerations have been made for any instances where both extensive
(physical) site measurements and analytical study results are available for a given bridge site.
In partial satisfaction of the aforementioned bridge-case-selection criteria, the State Road
20 (SR-20) at Blountstown Bridge was modeled in full-bridge and OPTS configurations.
Critically though, extensive geotechnical data are also available for the SR-20 bridge site as a
result of previously conducted full-scale testing of the bridge foundation members (McVay et al.,
2003). Further, structural drawings, foundation installation tables, and a record of boring logs are
available. Therefore, the SR-20 at Blountstown Bridge was selected as the bride case for carrying
out the CVIA-OPTS numerical verification tasks as part of the current study. Accordingly,
FBMP models of the full-bridge (i.e., multiple-pier, multiple-span) and OPTS configurations
were developed, as discussed in detail below. As demonstration of the capabilities of the FBMP
analytical framework for barge-bridge collision analysis, a vessel collision scenario has been
established based on site-specific waterway traffic; both the full-bridge and OPTS models have
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been subjected to identical barge impact loading using CVIA; and finally, the analytical results
have been compared.

5.2.1 SR-20 at Blountstown Bridge

The 1.6 mile long SR-20 at Blountstown Bridge was constructed in 1998 to span the
Apalachicola River in northwestern Florida (Fig. 5.2.1). Constructed alongside the historical SR20 Trammel Bridge (the northernmost, or top roadway in Fig. 5.2.1), the relatively newer bridge
(the southernmost, or bottom roadway in Fig. 5.2.1) carries all eastbound traffic along a series of
(generally) simply supported 150 ft prestressed girder spans up to the main channel spans.
Within the immediate vicinity of the Apalachicola River, and its 150 ft wide navigation channel,
the three spans associated with main channel span unit each exceed 200 ft, and are carried along
four haunched steel plate girders (Fig. 5.2.2).

N

Bridge of interest

150 ft navigation channel
Figure 5.2.1. SR-20 at Blountstown site (image source: Google Maps)
225.25 ft

280 ft

225.25 ft

150 ft

Steel girder spans
(continuous)

150 ft

150 ft

Prestressed girder spans
Approx.
groundline

MHW (46.5 ft)

Pier 57

Pier 58

Pier 59

Pier 60

Pier 61

Pier 62

Pier 63

Figure 5.2.2. Elevation schematic of SR-20 at Blountstown Pier 57 through Pier 63
Of primary interest in the current study was the eastern channel pier, Pier 59, for which a
corresponding OPTS model was formed (as discussed in Sec. 5.2.3). Based on structural
drawings, boring logs, and previously established bridge modeling techniques (e.g., Consolazio
et al., 2008), a multiple-pier, multiple-span (full-bridge) model of the SR-20 bridge was created
in FBMP (Fig. 5.2.3). Bridge member material properties, obtained from the structural drawings,
are listed in Table 5.2.1. The full-bridge model includes all piers supporting the continuous steel
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girder spans (Piers 57 through 60), as well as three piers (Piers 61 through 63) and spans
extending eastward from the channel span. As a result, and within the context of vessel collision
loading applied to Pier 59 (discussed in Sec. 5.2.6), the full-bridge model includes a sufficient
number of spans and piers to ensure that collision-induced load propagation throughout the
bridge model will have dissipated to nominal levels before reaching the bridge model extents.
All piers shown in Fig. 5.2.3 contain two drilled shafts and overlying, collinear pier columns. For
the four piers that support the continuous steel girder spans (Piers 57 through 60), the drilled
shafts and pier columns are integrated through reinforced concrete shear walls. As also indicated
in Fig. 5.2.3, the diameters of drilled shafts decrease (from 9 ft to 6 ft) for increasing positions
away from the main channel span.
Pier 57

Z

Pier 58

Span
57
X
Y

Pier 59
Span 58
Span 59

Pier 60

Pier 61

Span 60

Span 61

Pier 62

Shear
wall

Pier 63
Span 62

9 ft dia.
drilled shafts

7 ft dia.
drilled shafts
6 ft dia.
drilled shafts

Figure 5.2.3. SR-20 at Blountstown FBMP bridge model
Table 5.2.1. Mechanical properties of SR-20 at Blountstown bridge structural members
Structural component
Superstructure deck concrete
Superstructure deck concrete
Superstructure deck concrete
Superstructure deck concrete
Mild steel reinforcement
Mild steel reinforcement
Mild steel reinforcement
Mild steel reinforcement
Steel plate girders
Steel plate girders
Steel plate girders
Pier concrete
Pier concrete
Pier concrete
Pier concrete
Drilled shaft concrete
Drilled shaft concrete
Drilled shaft concrete
Drilled shaft concrete

Parameter
Compressive strength
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Unit weight
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Unit weight
Yield stress
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Unit weight
Compressive strength
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Unit weight
Compressive strength
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Unit weight
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Value
4.5
3,370
0.2
150
29,000
0.3
490
60
29,000
0.3
490
5.5
4,200
0.2
150
4.1
3,270
0.2
150

Unit
ksi
ksi
-pcf
ksi
-pcf
ksi
ksi
-pcf
ksi
ksi
-pcf
ksi
ksi
-pcf

5.2.2 Pier 59 Structural Configuration

As stated above, the eastern channel pier, Pier 59, was selected as the impacted pier for
the CVIA-OPTS numerical validation efforts. The structural configuration for Pier 59 is shown
in Fig. 5.2.4. The reinforced concrete channel pier structure consists of two round (5.5 ft
diameter, 37.1 ft tall) pier columns spaced 30 ft apart. Two 9 ft diameter drilled shafts tie-in
directly beneath the pier columns, and the axially collinear pier columns and drilled shafts are
further integrated by a 30.5 ft tall shear wall (which includes a relatively thin, top-placed 5 ft tall
architectural shear strut). The shear wall vertical extents are intended to align approximately at
the above-grade mid-height of the pier.
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Figure 5.2.4. Pier 59 structural configuration (superstructure not shown)
The Pier 59 shear wall contains 10.5 ft wide semi-circular ends that encompass the pier
columns and drilled shafts well below and well above the 46.5 ft mean-high water (MHW)
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elevation for the Apalachicola River. In accordance with current vessel-bridge collision design
practice (FDOT 2014), the Apalachicola River is assumed to be staged at the MHW elevation for
purposes of CVIA-OPTS numerical verification. Consequently, the channel pier was configured
so that it contains rounded impact surfaces, within the context of head-on impact scenarios. The
FBMP model of Pier 59 (superstructure not shown) is shown in Fig. 5.2.5, where the impact
location is indicated (the vessel collision scenario associated with Pier 59 is discussed in detail
Sec. 5.2.6).

Impact location
on round face of
shear wall
Zp

Xp

Figure 5.2.5. Pier 59 finite element model (superstructure not shown)
5.2.3 Pier 59 OPTS Model

The Pier 59 OPTS model, developed based on structural drawings and site-specific
geotechnical data (discussed in Sec. 5.2.4 and Sec. 5.2.5), is shown in Fig 5.2.6. Adjacent to the
channel pier, the 280-ft channel and 225.25-ft flanking superstructure spans (Spans 58 and 59)
consist of four, continuous steel plate girders and a reinforced concrete slab. Load transfer
devices at the substructure-superstructure interface are evenly spaced under the four steel plate
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girders along the Pier 59 pier cap beam centerline. Each load transfer device consists of a 3 in
thick steel bearing bevel plate that overlies an elastomeric bearing pad. Four end-threaded,
cast-in-place anchor bolts pass through each bearing bevel plate and into the pier cap beam. The
threaded tops of the anchor bolts are capped with nuts, which provide resistance against bearing
uplift.
The condensed stiffness, and in turn, the series of springs placed at the left and right ends
of the OPTS model were formulated, conceptually, in accordance with Consolazio and Davidson
(2008). Namely, the set of springs placed at the left end of the OPTS model (Table 5.2.2) were
formed using flexibility matrix formulation and inversion, by iteratively operating on an isolated
sub-model of Span 57 and its associated piers. The iterative procedure for characterizing OPTS
model span-end stiffnesses is given in Appendix A. An analogous procedure was employed in
forming the right-end span springs, using an isolated model of Spans 60 through 62 and the
associated piers. The mass of the right half of Span 57 was used to determine the lumped mass
on the left end of the OPTS model, and the mass of the left half of Span 60 was used to
determine the lumped mass value at the right end of the OPTS model.
Span 58

Pier 59
Span 59

Springs and lumped
mass
Impact location

Springs and lumped
mass

Figure 5.2.6. Pier 59 OPTS model
Table 5.2.2. Span-end spring stiffnesses
Span
58
59

X-Translation
(kip/in)
93
145

Y-Translation
(kip/in)
71
37

Z-Translation
(kip/in)
7,620
4,030

X-Rotation
(kip-ft/rad)
6.8E+06
8.1E+04

Y-Rotation
(kip-ft/rad)
1.2E+07
3.6E+06

Z-Rotation
(kip-ft/rad)
5.0E+06
2.3E+05

5.2.4 Considerations for Modeling of Pier 59 Drilled-Shaft Soil Resistance

Soil modeling constitutes a necessary consideration in forming a representative bridge
finite element model, where soil resistance can play a significant role in the impacted bridge
response (Consolazio et al., 2006, McVay et al., 2005a). The means by which soil modeling are
formed for use in FBMP for the selected bridge case has been documented as part of the current
study efforts, with emphasis on the modeling of Pier 59 (analogous soil modeling approaches are
employed at other pier locations). Those considerations given to modeling of Pier 59 non-tip soil
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properties (e.g., axial skin resistance) are discussed immediately below, whereas tip layer
considerations are discussed in Sec. 5.2.5.
Per the bridge structural drawings, the axial design capacity for the 9-ft-diameter drilled
shafts at Pier 59, with designed tip elevations of -75 ft, is listed as 2,000 tons (4,000 kips). So as
to maintain consistency with the bridge design laid out in the structural drawings (and,
correspondingly, the physical bridge structure), a deterministic soil modeling approach was
elected, where the set of borings local to Pier 59 was investigated to identify an individual boring
with an approximately equal axial capacity. Current design practice in Florida dictates that, for
drilled shaft axial capacity, failure of the member is taken as the axial load corresponding to a
vertical tip displacement of 1/30th of the shaft diameter (FDOT 2014). Given the 2,000-ton axial
capacity listed in the structural drawings and the FDOT drilled shaft failure criterion, FB-Deep
models (FB-Deep 2014) of the four borings local to Pier 59 were created (Fig. 5.2.7) to quantify
boring-specific axial capacities in association with the 9-ft-diameter drilled shafts. Among these
four borings, axial shaft capacities were found to range from 2,169 tons (for boring 59-4) up to
2,694 tons (for boring 59-1). The estimate of axial capacity associated with boring 59-4 fell
nearest to the 2,000 ton axial capacity (within 8%), and therefore, it was used in forming
estimates of soil layering (Fig. 5.2.8) and soil-strength parameters at Pier 59. Note that, in
maintaining consistency with current design practice, one half of the long-term (i.e., 100 year)
scour depth was discounted from the top of the boring 59-4 soil strata, as reflected in Fig. 5.2.8.
As a result, the top soil layer elevation is located at an elevation of 6 ft, based on the scour depth
listed in the structural drawings.

Boring No. 59-1

Boring No. 59-2

Pier 59
Span 58

Span 59
10.5 ft

Boring No. 59-4

Boring No. 59-3

Figure 5.2.7. Plan-view schematic of boring placement near Pier 59
The soil model formulation of FBMP involves the definition of constitutively nonlinear
soil resistance springs (axial, lateral, torsional), distributed along the nodes of all embedded
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foundation elements. In building up the soil resistance springs, standard penetration test (SPT)
blow counts (for sand layers), and undrained shear strength, Cu, (for clay layers) were taken
directly from boring 59-4, as listed in Table 5.2.3. Empirical correlations given in the FB-Deep
Help Manual (Chung 2014b) and the FBMP Help Manual (Chung 2014a) were then employed in
estimating soil strength parameters for all non-tip soil layers in the FBMP model.
In addition to containing sand and clay layering, the soil profile for boring 59-4 also
includes layers of limestone. The modeling of distributed nonlinear soil springs for drilled shafts
embedded in limestone requires the estimation of several additional soil-strength parameters
specific to the limestone found at the bridge site (Table 5.2.4). For example, unconfined
compressive strength (qu); mass modulus (Em); the ratio of mass to intact modulus (Em/Ei); and
split tensile strength (qt) are all required. Further, the drilled shaft concrete slump and 28-day
elastic modulus are required as part of the limestone layer description in FBMP. Drawing
directly from boring 59-4 and the structural drawings, layer-based averages of unconfined
compressive strength (qu), split tensile strength (qt), concrete slump, and drilled shaft elastic
modulus (3,270 ksi) were obtained. Extensive field testing and core sampling datasets, recorded
as part of McVay et al. (2003), were additionally used to relate quantities such as core sample
recovery (%) to the ratio of mass modulus and intact modulus (Em/Ei); unconfined compressive
strength (qu) to intact modulus (Ei); and to estimate borehole surface conditions. All other layerbased soil strength parameters listed in Table 5.2.4 were estimated based on empirical
relationships given in the FB-Deep Help Manual (Chung 2014b) and the FBMP Help Manual
(Chung 2014a).
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Figure 5.2.8. Soil layering for Boring 59-4

Table 5.2.3. Boring 59-4 sand and clay properties at Pier 59
Layer

Soil Type

SPT

1
2
4

Sand
Clay
Clay

3-30
NA
NA

Top Elev.
(ft)
6
-14
-50

ɣ
(pcf)
90-130
140
140

φ
(o)
29-36
NA
NA

k
(pci)
20-100
1,000
2,000

Cu
(psf)
NA
3,150
12,250

ε50
NA
0.004
0.004

G
(ksi)
0.23-1.67
5
6.77

τu
(psf)
20-1,212
3,150
12,250

Table 5.2.4. Boring 59-4 rock (limestone) properties at Pier 59
Layer
3
5

Top Elev.
(ft)
-22
-70

Recovery
(%)
33
69

qu
(psf)
63,760
29,000

qt
(psf)
6,376
2,900

Slump
(in)
8
8

ɣ
(pcf)
130
130

φ
(o)
37
37

G
(ksi)
8.95
29.7

ν
0.22
0.22

τu
(psf)
8,092
6,838

Em
(ksi)
21.9
24.9

Em/Ei

Surface

0.1
0.62

Rough
Rough

5.2.5 Considerations for Modeling of Drilled-Shaft End Bearing Resistance

Consistent with the layer depth estimates for boring 59-4 (Fig. 5.2.8) and previously
conducted field testing (McVay et al., 2003), the 9 ft diameter drilled shafts of Pier 59 are
embedded nearly 70 ft into soil and rock before terminating within a limestone layer at the shaft
tips. For the specific case of vessel collision analysis of the Pier 59 foundation configuration, and
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for the specific use of boring 59-4 in modeling non-tip soil (and limestone) resistance, the tip
resistance does not play a significant role in the impacted bridge pier response. However, in
general, point-bearing resistance at the tips of drilled-shaft foundations may contribute
significantly to overall foundation response (Chung et al., 2012). Therefore, the process of
forming estimates of tip resistance for the limestone tip layer at Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge site
is presented below, which serves as a guide for calculation of load-displacement characteristics
for cases where soil-shaft interaction strongly influences overall bridge pier response.
The overall process was initiated by cataloging all available rock coring data from
borings within reasonable proximity to the foundation members of interest (i.e., the drilled shafts
of Pier 59). In this instance, coring data were extracted from boring logs taken at Pier 58, Pier 59,
and Pier 60 from the SR 20 bridge site (Table 5.2.5). Specifically, spatially point-specific (i.e.,
individual) values of unconfined compressive strength (qu), core recovery (%), and rock quality
designation (RQD) were all directly determined in this way. Then, the intact moduli (Ei) were
estimated, where due to the extensive geotechnical investigation conducted at the SR-20 bridge
by McVay et al. (2003), a site-specific relation is employed:
Ei = 584.35·qu

(Eqn. 5.2.1)

Based on coring data given in McVay et al. (2003), the coefficient of variation (CVEi) associated
with use of the correlation given in Eqn. 5.2.1 was found to be 0.6. Such coefficient of variation
values are used below in adjusting deterministic stiffness values to account for dispersion-related
uncertainties found among the correlations.
Ratios of mass modulus to intact modulus (Em/Ei) were then estimated based on
correlations with recovery (%) and/or RQD values (see for McVay et al., 2003 for an instance of
using recovery percentages; and see O’Neill 1996 for an instance of using RQD values). For the
bridge case in the current study, the methodology specific to the SR-20 site for correlating
between core recovery percentage and Em/Ei values was employed (McVay et al., 2003), where
the modular ratios are listed in Table 5.2.5. Due to a lack of available data, the associated
coefficient of variation (CVEm/Ei) for utilizing the core recovery percentage to Em/Ei value
correlation given in McVay et al. (2003) was assumed to be 0.25.
Table 5.2.5. Rock coring data from Piers 58 through 60
Boring
P59-1
P59-1
P59-1
P59-3
P59-3
P59-4
P59-4
P59-4
P59-4
P58-1
P58-1

Elev.
(ft)
-27.5
-56
-61.5
-30
-60.5
-28
-47
-61
-69
-53
-69

qu
(tsf)
1
4.85
5.9
4.2
9.95
3.15
60.65
9.8
14.3
5.7
7.05

Core
Recovery
0.65
0.4
1
0.85
1
0.5
0.27
1
1
0.65
0.65
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RQD

Em/Ei

0.37
0.23
0.5
0.67
0.8
0.45
0.13
0.77
0.85
0.3
0.23

0.56
0.12
1.00
0.85
1.00
0.15
0.07
1.00
1.00
0.56
0.56

Ei
(ksi)
8.116
39.362
47.884
34.087
80.754
25.565
492.234
79.537
116.058
46.261
57.218

Em
(ksi)
4.565
4.592
47.884
28.974
80.754
3.835
36.097
79.537
116.058
26.022
32.185

P58-2
P58-2
P58-2
P58-3
P58-4
P59-4
P60-1
P60-1
P60-1
P60-1
P60-1
P60-3
P60-3

-32.5
-64
-68
-26
-44
-61.5
-39
-51
-55
-57
-65
-63
-69

2
5.6
12.35
3.1
37.05
0.2
16.95
60.4
6.25
8.7
9
6.2
4.1

0.63
0.83
0.83
0.75
0.37
1
0.35
0.37
1
1
0.92
0.93
1

0.47
0.72
0.72
0.68
0.25
0.82
0.08
0.07
0.83
0.83
0.57
0.82
0.82

0.51
0.83
0.83
0.75
0.11
1.00
0.10
0.11
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.93
1.00

16.232
45.449
100.232
25.160
300.697
1.623
137.566
490.205
50.725
70.609
73.044
50.319
33.275

8.238
37.723
83.193
18.870
32.074
1.623
13.757
52.289
50.725
70.609
67.200
46.797
33.275

Individual estimates of mass modulus (Em), also listed in Table 5.2.5, were calculated by
taking the product of the intact modulus (Ei) and the corresponding modular ratio (Em/Ei). Outlier
values of mass modulus (Em) obtained in this way were excluded from Table 5.2.5, where in this
context, an outlier was defined as a mass modulus (Em) value falling more than three standard
deviations outside of the dataset mean. Having formed individual estimates of mass modulus
(Em) and cataloging values of unconfined compressive strength (qu), finite element analysis
(FEA) was employed to quantify deterministic, macroscopic (i.e., foundation member level) tip
stiffnesses (Kdet).
In the current study, the methodology set forth in Chung et al. (2012) was utilized in the
associated FEA. Namely, using the general purpose FEA software ADINA (2014), an
axisymmetric finite element model of the 9-ft diameter drilled-shaft was formed (Fig. 5.2.9),
loaded axially, and the tip deflection was calculated. Detailed examples that aid in selection of
various model components (e.g., element formulation, material model selection, active degrees
of freedom, boundary conditions) are given in Chung et al. (2012). Material properties for
elements representing the drilled shaft were supplied in accordance with quantities listed in
Table 5.2.1, and the embedded length of the drilled shaft elements within the surrounding
medium of elements representing the rock was selected to be consistent with the tip layering for
boring 59-4.
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Axial load applied at top of shaft

Axisymmetric
elements of
drilled shaft

Tip displacement is monitored

4.5 ft

Axisymmetric elements of rock in tip layer

Figure 5.2.9. Estimating a deterministic tip stiffness (Kdet) of drilled shafts (of Pier 59) with a 27ft embedment
As a means of bounding the deterministic estimates of drilled shaft tip stiffness (Kdet) for
Pier 59, two simulations were carried out using the axisymmetric model. In the first simulation,
material properties (Em, qu) for elements representing the rock were homogenously taken as the
average of all individual estimates local to Pier 59 (Table 5.2.5). In the second simulation, the
average of all estimates of input material properties (Em, qu) listed in Table 5.2.5, for those
elements representing the homogenous rock, were taken from across the wider spatial domain
(i.e., from across coring data for Piers 58 through 60). In this way, estimates of deterministic tip
stiffness (Kdet) were made both for the relatively local (to Pier 59) rock coring data, as well as for
rock coring data that are more representative of the wider soil conditions at the bridge site.
The deterministic tip stiffness (Kdet) obtained from the ADINA simulations was estimated
to be 3,727 kip/in (for coring data local to Pier 59) and 3,394 kip/in (across Piers 58 through 60).
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Importantly, in order to account for the dispersion present among the correlations used in
estimating the mass modulus (Em) values, the deterministic tip stiffness values (Kdet) was
adjusted. Accordingly, a coefficient of variation (CVconstituent) was first determined as 0.65 by
taking the square root sum of squares (SRSS) for the constituent coefficients (i.e., CVEi and
CVEm/Ei).
As a next step, coefficients of variation (CVEm) for the mass modulus (Em) values were
determined, separately, to be 0.9 for the local Pier 59 data listed in Table 5.2.5 and 0.74 for the
Piers 58 through 60 data listed in Table 5.2.5. Then, an effective coefficient of variation (CVeff),
which accounts for both the dispersion of the Em values themselves as well as the dispersion
associated with use of constituent correlations in arriving at the Em value estimates, was
calculated (separately) for the local Pier 59 data and for the Piers 58 through 60 data through
SRSS:
CVeff = [CVEm2 + CVconstituent2]0.5

(Eqn. 5.2.2)

Using Eqn. 5.2.2, the effective coefficient of variation (CVeff) for the local (to Pier 59) mass
modulus (Em) values was determined to be 1.11. The respective CVeff for all Em values listed in
Table 5.2.5 (i.e., encompassing coring data from Pier 58 through 60) is 0.98. Finally, each CVeff
value was paired with the corresponding value of Kdet to form an effective stiffness (Keff):
Keff = Kdet / (1 + CVeff 2)

(Eqn. 5.2.3)

For the bridge case of interest in the current study, and in particular for Pier 59, Eqn.
5.2.3 yielded effective stiffness (Keff) estimates of 1,670 kip/in (local to Pier 59) and 1,731 kip/in
(across Piers 58 through 60), as plotted in Fig. 5.2.10. As aforementioned, for the SR-20 bridge
case, which contains relatively long embedment depths for the sizable drilled shafts, the range of
tip stiffnesses do not correspond to significant changes in structural member demand. Given the
insensitivity, the lower bound stiffness value was used in the SR-20 full-bridge and OPTS
models.
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Figure 5.2.10. Bounded estimates of Pier 59 drilled shaft tip stiffness
5.2.6 Barge-Bridge Collision Scenario

For an impacting barge (or barge flotilla), the corresponding weight, in-transit velocity,
and transit direction play significant roles in the impact forces generated. Therefore, prior to
performing nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis (CVIA), it is important to ascertain a
reasonable estimate of the vessel collision characteristics. As a first step, the initial impact
velocity is estimated by making use of waterway-specific (i.e., Apalachicola River) traffic
characteristics.
In a previous study, Liu and Wang (2001) tabulated annually averaged waterway vessel
traffic characteristics for all navigable waterways in Florida. As part of the tabulation efforts, the
types of vessels traversing each of the Florida waterways were divided, by draft, into vessel
groups and expressed in one-year intervals. An excerpt of the data is listed in Table 5.2.6 for
waterway vessel traffic of the Apalachicola River. The data listed in Table 5.2.6 include flotilla
weight (W, MN); hydrodynamic mass coefficient (CH); transit velocity (V, m/s); and transit
angle (°) in the vicinity of the SR-20 at Blountstown Bridge.
Table 5.2.6. Waterway vessel traffic data for the Apalachicola River (Liu and Wang, 2001)
Vessel group
CH
W (kips) Draft (ft) V (knots) Transit angle (°)
1
1.05
5,460
2.0
6.5
90
2
1.05
11,960
5.2
5.5
90
3
1.05
16,640
8.2
5.5
90
4
1.05
17,980
9.8
5.5
90
From Table 5.2.6, the vessel transit velocities range from 5.5 knots to 6.5 knots, and all transit
angles are found to be 90°. Given the waterway-specific velocities, an initial head-on impact
velocity of 5.9 knots (10 ft/s) was selected for use in the current study.
As the next step in formulating an impact scenario for use in the SR-20 at Blountstown
Bridge case, the static vessel collision design load (2,550 kips) was taken directly from the
structural drawings. Given the static vessel collision design load (PB), the empirical load
determination equations given in the American Association of State Highway Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Guide Specifications and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of
Highway Bridges (AASHTO 1991, AASHTO 2009), which encompasses design for waterway
vessel collision, were used to back-calculate a kinetic energy associated with the impact
scenario. In particular, the static vessel collision load, PB in kips, is related to a vessel bow crush
depth, aB in ft:
if a B  0.34
 4112a B RB
PB  
1349  110a B  RB if a B  0.34
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(Eqn. 5.2.4)

where RB is a vessel width correction factor (taken as unity for this scenario), and further, it was
assumed that the vessel bow crush depth (aB) exceeds 0.34 ft. Then, the initial kinetic energy
available to the impacting vessel (KE) was back-calculated from:
12

 10.2
KE 
aB  1 
  1
  5672 
 RB

(Eqn. 5.2.5)

Lastly, given the initial kinetic energy, KE in kip-ft, and the estimate of initial velocity (V), taken
as 10 ft/s, the impacting vessel weight was back-calculated using:

KE 

CHWV 2
29.2

(Eqn. 5.2.6)

where the hydrodynamic mass coefficient (CH) was taken as 1.05 and W is the impacting vessel
weight (tonnes).
By following the back-calculation procedure described above, the following barge
characteristics were selected for the impact scenario considered in the current study: a barge
flotilla weighing 11,430 kips; a hydrodynamic mass coefficient (CH) of 1.05; traveling at 10 ft/s
perpendicular to the bridge span; and possessing an associated kinetic energy (KE) of 18,648
kip-ft. Regarding impact location, the vessel collision load was applied at the same location as
that specified in the structural drawings (55.5 ft). Therefore, the impact location falls upon the
10.5 wide rounded shear wall surface, at 9 ft above the MHW elevation of 46.5 ft. As part of the
CVIA vessel characterization in FBMP, impact upon the shear wall surface corresponds to a
barge bow yield force (PBY) of 1,750 kips (recall Fig. 3.2.1) in forming the barge bow forcedeformation relationship (with a yield crush depth of 2 in). Note that, by following the approach
given above, energy equivalence was maintained between the static vessel collision design load
and the dynamic vessel collision (CVIA) scenario.

5.2.7 Dynamic Analysis Considerations

A consistent mass approach is employed when conducting dynamic analyses in FBMP
(Chung 2014a), and therefore, inertial effects were intrinsically accounted for in the current
study by supplying unit weight values for all structural members in the FBMP dynamic analysis
models. Permanent (i.e., quasi-static) loads such as self-weight were incorporated into the
dynamic analyses through use of the dynamic relaxation feature (see Sec. 3.4). Lastly, Rayleigh
damping (i.e., mass and stiffness proportional damping) was included in the dynamic analyses
such that the first five natural modes of vibration in each model are damped at a level of
approximately 5% (relative to critical damping levels). The formation of Rayleigh damping
coefficients is illustrated in a step-by-step manner in Appendix A, where the methodology is
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consistent with experimental findings (Paultre et al., 1992) and previously conducted analytical
studies of vessel-bridge collision (e.g., Davidson et al., 2010).

5.3 Comparison of Full-Bridge and OPTS Barge-Bridge Collision Analysis Results

Full-bridge versus OPTS summary data for CVIA analyses of the SR-20 at Blountstown
eastern channel pier are presented in Figs. 5.3.1 through 5.3.7. The structural configuration
(excepting the superstructure) of the impacted pier is also shown in the response plots to spatially
contextualize the bridge pier response quantities, where excellent agreement is consistently
observed across the set of plots.
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Figure 5.3.4. Time-histories of internal shear at the base of the impacted column
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Of particular relevance to design practice are the through-time maximums of structural
demand relative to corresponding member capacity. Plotted in Fig. 5.3.8 are the full-bridge and
OPTS model CVIA predictions of (relative) maximum pier column and drilled shaft demand in
the form of biaxial demand-capacity ratios (D/C). Across both comparisons, the member-specific
maximum D/C values differ by less than 2%.
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Figure 5.3.8. Maximum D/C values through time
5.4 Observations

Based on the nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analyses associated with the SR-20 fullbridge and OPTS models, the following observations were made:
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In general, OPTS analyses were found to predict maximum internal forces that
range from nominally different to moderately conservative in comparison to
corresponding values computed from full-bridge analyses (Consolazio et al.,
2008). For the SR-20 bridge case examined as part of the current study, the
corresponding full-bridge and OPTS analysis results were found to be nominally
different. Further, an extensive set of favorably comparative (full-bridge versus
OPTS) cases can be found in Consolazio et al. (2008). Given that consistently
good agreement between full-bridge and OPTS analyses was obtained for the
selected bridge case in the current study, as well as for a wide range of bridge and
pier types as part of previous studies, it is concluded that the OPTS modeling
technique can be used as a suitably accurate replacement for full-bridge models in
conducting vessel collision analysis. Based on this conclusion, the remaining
analyses conducted for this study utilize only OPTS models.



Figs. 5.3.1 through 5.3.7 above indicate that the computed pier response was
strongly influenced by the inertia of the superstructure. This is evidenced by
noting the relative lag in the pier column top displacements (Fig. 5.3.1) relative to
those of the impact point (Fig. 5.3.2) over the first 1 sec. of impact. The relative
lag in displacement near the top of the pier, gives rise to transient spikes in
internal demands, which manifest throughout the pier over the first 1 sec. of
analysis (Figs. 5.3.3 through 5.3.6). This finding is consistent with previously
conducted analytical studies (e.g., Davidson et al., 2010). The ramifications
associated with adoption of a dynamic approach in assessing collision-induced
structural demands are further explored in Chapter 6.



Capturing the collision-specific phenomena necessitates use of dynamic analysis,
and the efficiency of the CVIA-OPTS framework has been highlighted in this
context. Namely, all analyses described above were conducted on an ordinary
desktop computer. However, the time required to conduct the 4-second transient
(CVIA) analysis of the full-bridge model totaled 96 min. In contrast, the CVIAOPTS analysis, as implemented in FBMP (Chung 2014a), required only 5 min. to
run to completion.
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CHAPTER 6
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction

The AASHTO specifications pertaining to vessel collision design of highway bridges
(AASHTO 1991, AASHTO 2009) have served the practice of bridge engineering very well, and
continue to do so. Namely, since 1991, all bridges spanning navigable U.S. waterways have been
designed using the AASHTO vessel-collision specifications. The AASHTO organization
encourages research, and when available and feasible, the use of more accurate analysis and
design methods, as indicated in Chapter 4 (“Structural Analysis and Evaluation”) of the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2012). Further, the AASHTO LRFD
Code is founded upon reliability concepts (i.e., load factors and resistance factors that promote
uniform reliability levels against failures of bridge systems). Consistent with the spirit of the
AASHTO LRFD Code (AASHTO 2012), the dynamic analysis and bridge modeling techniques
developed in FBMP as part of the current study were intended to provide a practical means of
making accurate bridge response predictions for vessel collision loading applications.
Widespread, sustained use of these newly developed FBMP tools may increase uniform levels of
reliability in performance prediction of bridge systems.
The numerically verified bridge modeling (OPTS) and validated analysis (CVIA) features
of FBMP introduced in previous chapters are easy-to-use and efficient for the design purpose of
conducting nonlinear dynamic barge-bridge collision analyses in practice. Further, dynamic
analysis of vessel-bridge collisions is now viable given commonly available computational
resources, and can potentially become a routine method of analysis for vessel collision loading in
the near future. When considering deployment of reliable design and analysis procedures,
potential changes in associated construction and retrofit costs (relative to those associated with
existing design and analysis practice) are of particular interest.
A cost-benefit analysis has been performed by characterizing construction cost
differences associated with bridge member sizing to resist barge-collision loading. In particular,
two realistic design scenarios were considered: (1) Bridge member design (sizing) based on use
of barge impact analysis techniques that are consistent with current practice (i.e., static analysis
techniques); and (2) Member design based on use of the newly developed (dynamic) vessel
collision analysis tools of FBMP. In both scenarios, the FBMP OPTS model of Pier 59 from the
SR-20 bridge (see Sec. 5.2) were utilized in conjunction with a realistic barge impact scenario
(which was formulated in Sec. 5.2.6). Levels of bridge pier structural demand (relative to
constitutively nonlinear cross-section capacity), as well as profiles of internal demand for drilled
shaft and pier column members were first quantified under the static analysis regime, through
application of an energy-equivalent static impact load. Further, the numerical predictions of
static demand were established as benchmarks in making member sizing (i.e., design) decisions.
Subsequently, an energy-equivalent dynamic vessel collision analysis (CVIA) was
carried out for the same OPTS model (i.e., Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge) in FBMP. Maximum
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member demand-capacity values as well as profiles of internal member demand were again
cataloged, and comparisons were made to the static analysis results. Then, the pier structural
members and foundation members of the OPTS model were iteratively modified and subjected to
the same barge impact scenario (through utilization of the CVIA module) until numerical
predictions of structural member and foundation member demands obtained from the dynamic
analysis results converged to the previously established benchmark values of static demands.
Upon observing matching design-level (i.e., maximum) member demands between the
benchmark static analysis results (which correspond to the original SR-20 bridge configuration)
and the dynamic analysis results (which, after several iterations, correspond to the modified SR20 bridge configuration), the changes in construction costs were quantified between the two
bridge pier configurations.

6.1.1 Parity Considerations between Static and Dynamic Barge Impact Scenarios

For the models utilized in comparing static and dynamic analysis results, maintaining
fidelity between the structural and soil models was trivial. Alternatively stated, the original Pier
59 OPTS model soil-structural configuration was used for both the static analysis and for the first
dynamic analysis (i.e., prior to iterative member resizing). However, for all analyses conducted,
care was taken to ensure that parity existed between the impact loading attributed to the Pier 59
static and dynamic OPTS models. Namely, parity was ensured among the static and dynamic
vessel collision loading through energy-equivalence, as discussed below.
Shown in Fig. 6.2.1a is a schematic of a physical (head-on) barge impact scenario. At the
onset of the collision event, the initial barge velocity propels it forward such that the barge bow
makes contact with the impacted pier surface. The collision load that arises over the next several
seconds is sensitive to many aspects of the overall, physical scenario. One aspect of the collision
event that plays a significant role in dictating the impact loading is the kinetic energy initially
attributed to the barge. This kinetic energy is a function (in part) of the barge, any cargo
contained therein, and the barge velocity. If the barge is to be brought to a halt by the impacted
structure, then the entirety of the initial kinetic energy must be absorbed through inelastic
deformation of the barge bow and/or transferred into the bridge-pier-soil system. Until the initial
kinetic energy is entirely dissipated, loads are generated along the barge-pier interface, and are
sensitive to the relative orientation of the barge and pier, as well as the impacted surface
geometry (Consolazio et al., 2008, Yuan et al., 2008). During the collision event, the contactimpact load varies in accordance with the interplay of the barge motion, pier motion, and the
relative effective stiffnesses at the barge-pier interface. In current design practice, the initial
kinetic energy of the impacting vessel is predominant in empirically determining an “energyequivalent” static impact load (Fig. 6.2.1b). As previously detailed in Sec. 5.2.6, for a current
AASHTO methodology (AASHTO 2012), design-barge weight and initial velocity were used to
calculate an initial kinetic energy. In turn, the kinetic energy was empirically correlated with a
barge bow crush depth, which was then used to determine a representative, static barge impact
load.
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In the current study, the static vessel-collision design load has been provided (in the
original structural drawings which was obtained from the FDOT Structures Design Office) as
2,550 kips for Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge. As noted in Sec. 5.2.6, the kinetic energy associated
with the static load (18,648 kip-ft) was maintained for the dynamic (CVIA) barge impact
scenario considered in the current chapter (Chapter 6). Specifically, the impact velocity was
estimated as 10 ft/s, based on waterway-specific vessel traffic characteristics for the
Apalachicola River and the impacting design-vessel weight was taken as 11,430 kips. In
addition, the same impact location was maintained among the Pier 59 OPTS models used in the
static and dynamic analyses.
Short-duration
time-varying
contact-impact
load
Pier
Pier
Empirical, energyequivalent static load
Barge
Initial velocity

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1.1. Barge-bridge collision loading (superstructure not shown): a) Physical
schematic; b) Static approximation

6.2 Benchmarks of Impacted Bridge Pier Structural Demand

Given that current design practice for vessel collision design of highway bridges in the
U.S. typically entails the use of static bridge analysis, the numerical predictions of demand
obtained from subjecting the Pier 59 OPTS model to self-weight, buoyancy, and a 2,550 kip
impact load were identified as the benchmarks of demand for all analyses used in characterizing
construction cost differences. As shown in Fig. 6.2.1, the static impact load is located on the
southern (left) portion of the Pier 59 rounded-edge shear wall, at an elevation of 55.5 ft. Also
shown in Fig. 6.2.1 are statically induced structural demands, as obtained from the FBMP
analysis results. Included among the results displayed in Fig. 6.2.1. are the maximum values of
biaxial demand versus capacity (i.e., D/C values) for the two 5.5-ft diameter reinforced concrete
pier columns as well as for the two 9-ft diameter drilled shafts. Note that the drilled shaft tip
elevations are located at an elevation of -75 ft.
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From the static analysis results pertaining to pier column response, both the maximum
moment (which marginally exceeds 5,000 kip-ft, as shown in the top plot in Fig. 6.2.1) and the
maximum D/C value (0.66) occur at the top of the northernmost (rightmost) pier column. In
contrast, the maximum structural response within the foundation members occurs at the top of
the drilled shafts, and specifically, at the top of the southernmost (leftmost) drilled shaft. At this
shaft-top location, the maximum internal moment exceeds 22,000 kip-ft and the maximum D/C
value reaches 0.77. Relative to the stiffness of the pier columns and drilled shafts, the shear wall
is relatively rigid, and so, no significant structural demands (relative to capacity) are generated
within the shear wall region.
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Figure 6.2.1. Pier 59 structural demand predictions from static analysis
For the static analysis, only displacement-based resistance was included in determining
the deformed state of the impacted structure. Two load paths are available to transfer the static
impact load into the bridge-pier-soil model: upward through the pier columns and into the
superstructure; and downward through the drilled shafts into the soil. The presence of the
integrated, sizable drilled shafts (embedded over a length of nearly 70 ft into soil and rock)
coincides with a downward load path which is of greater displacement-based stiffness than that
of the “upward” load path. As a result, 495 kips of shear (parallel to the impact load) are (in
total) generated in the pier top elastomeric bearing pads, and the remaining 2,055 kips of shear
from the impact load are absorbed through the Pier 59 foundation. Accordingly, the structural
demand generated in the foundation members is substantially greater than that generated above
the impact location (i.e., throughout the pier columns).

6.3 Static versus Dynamic Demand Predictions

Presented in Fig. 6.3.1 are comparative demand plots and member-specific D/C values
obtained from FBMP through use of the Pier 59 OPTS model in the static (2,550 kip) vessel
collision analysis (as discussed above in Sec. 6.2) and in a dynamic vessel collision analysis. For
the dynamic vessel collision analysis, the CVIA module in FBMP was utilized, where the
energy-equivalent barge impact conditions were supplied as input (i.e., a 11,430 kip designvessel traveling at 10 ft/s). Further, the head-on impact location of 55.5 ft (as indicated in Fig.
6.3.1) is consistent with that of the static analysis, and corresponds to barge bow contact with a
10.5 ft diameter, rounded shear wall surface.
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Figure 6.3.1. Pier 59 demand comparison between static and dynamic (CVIA) analyses
As discussed in Sec. 3.2, an important component of the FBMP CVIA feature is that, for
barge impact loading, the relative barge-pier interface was taken into account in forming the
scenario-specific barge bow force-deformation relationship. Because barge bow force
deformation relationships are approximately elastic, perfectly-plastic in shape (Consolazio et al.,
2008), the impacting vessel yield force that was used in forming a given force-deformation
relationship simultaneously dictated the maximum possible impact load. Further, barge impacts
on round surfaces have been found to generate smaller maximum impact loads relative to
impacts on flat surfaces of equivalent width (Consolazio et al., 2008, Yuan et al., 2008). As a
result, the maximum possible impact force (i.e., bow yield force) associated with dynamic
(CVIA) analysis, and use of the Pier 59 OPTS model, is 1,750 kips (recall Fig. 3.2.1). In a
relative sense, the maximum dynamic impact force is 69% as large as the corresponding (energyequivalent) static impact force. Consequently, for the Pier 59 configuration, structural demands
generated as part of the dynamic (CVIA) analysis are altogether less than those from the static
analysis results.
For the dynamic (CVIA) analysis, both displacement-based resistance and accelerationbased (inertial) resistance were taken into account. Considering that the steel-girder
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superstructure of the two spans overlying Pier 59 constitute a mass that is approximately twice as
large as the total mass of Pier 59, significant inertial resistance is stored in the superstructure.
Consequently, significantly more impact load was absorbed as internal shear through the
aforementioned “upward” load path (i.e., through the pier columns) in the dynamic analysis, as
compared to that of the static analysis. Namely, the through-time maximum (total) shear force in
the pier-top elastomeric bearing pads reached 1,114 kips during a time in which the impact load
was 1,750 kips. This phenomenon has been observed to occur over a variety of bridge pier
configurations (Davidson et al., 2010), and is referred to as dynamic amplification.
While, for the barge impact scenario considered, dynamic amplification contributed to
increased demands in the pier columns, it simultaneously reduced the remaining portion of
impact load that can be absorbed through the Pier 59 foundation (i.e., the “downward” load
path). Therefore, the maximum D/C value generated in the pier columns remained similar
between the static (0.66) and dynamic (0.62) analyses, despite the substantially lower maximum
impact load available in the dynamic analysis (1,750 kips versus 2,550 kips). Furthermore,
proportionally more of the total (1,750 kips) impact load was absorbed through the “upward”
load path in the dynamic analysis, and so, a sizable reduction occurred for the maximum D/C
value in the drilled shafts (0.55), relative to the corresponding static analysis D/C value (0.77).

6.4 Revised Drilled Shaft Design Based on Maximum Dynamic Demands

Using the member-specific maximum D/C values from the static barge impact analysis as
benchmark values, the Pier 59 OPTS model was iteratively modified and subjected to energyequivalent dynamic barge impact analysis (through CVIA) until the member-specific maximum
D/C values predicted using the dynamic (CVIA) analysis matched the (static) benchmark values.
During this process, the drilled shafts were first taken into consideration, where the two shaft
diameters, shaft tip elevations, and longitudinal reinforcement were iteratively modified. Also,
for each iteration, the rounded-edged shear wall was modified to maintain a 1.5 ft larger diameter
than that of the drilled shafts. As a parity consideration, and prior to each dynamic analysis
iteration, it was ensured that the shaft axial capacity (as defined in FDOT 2014) was maintained
equal to or greater than the Pier 59, 2,000 ton drilled shaft design capacity listed in the SR-20
bridge structural drawings.
The iterative foundation member resizing and dynamic (CVIA) analyses led to
convergence for the following foundation member specifications: two 7.5 ft diameter drilled
shafts with 33 #18 Gr. 60 deformed steel reinforcement bars and tip elevations of -78 ft (Fig.
6.4.1). Alternatively stated, a dynamic (CVIA) analysis using the Pier 59 OPTS model, with the
7.5 ft diameter drilled shafts, gives numerical predictions of maximum D/C values of 0.78 in the
southernmost (leftmost) drilled shaft. This D/C value, 0.78, is nominally different from the
benchmark D/C value (0.77). Note that the revised longitudinal reinforcement layout for the
drilled shafts was configured in accordance with development length, bar spacing, and
reinforcement ratio requirements set forth in the AASHTO LRFD Code (AASHTO 2012).
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Figure 6.4.1. Pier 59 drilled shaft demand comparison for static and dynamic (CVIA) member
sizing
6.5 Revised Pier Column Design Based on Maximum Dynamic Demands

When the reduced, modified drilled shaft sections are employed in the dynamic (CVIA)
vessel collision analysis, the demands in the pier columns increase substantially. Therefore,
member resizing for the pier columns in the Pier 59 OPTS model (based on dynamic, CVIA,
analysis results) was required. For this bridge case and barge impact scenario, convergence to the
benchmark (static) maximum D/C values was achieved in the pier columns by increasing the
volume of longitudinal reinforcement. Specifically, when the Gr. 60 deformed steel
reinforcement in the pier columns was increased from 25 #11 bars to 26 #14 bars, the
corresponding dynamic (CVIA) analysis prediction of maximum D/C values reached values of
0.66. For all reinforcement layout changes, the requirements given in AASHTO (2012) are
satisfied.
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Figure 6.5.1. Pier 59 pier column demand comparison for static and dynamic (CVIA) member
sizing
6.6 Cost Comparison between Static-Based and Dynamic-Based Designs

Two major factors contributed to differences found among the static and dynamic
analysis results presented above. First, the maximum impact load associated with the static
analysis (2,550 kips) was nearly 50% greater than the maximum dynamic impact load (1,750
kips). The sizable difference in maximum impact load magnitudes resulted in altogether reduced
demand predictions when making use of the dynamic (CVIA) analysis. Ultimately, smaller
foundation members were found to satisfy benchmark demand levels (in association with
dynamic analysis) because of the difference in (static versus dynamic) maximum impact loads.
Further, for the case considered, the phenomenon of dynamic amplification tended to shift
proportionally more load through the pier columns into the superstructure (i.e., away from the
Pier 59 foundation), which permitted further reductions in the foundation member sizing.
However, precisely because the dynamic amplification phenomenon led to proportionally greater
impact load absorption along the “upward” load path, the need arose to increase the amount of
longitudinal reinforcement in the pier columns so that benchmark levels of demand were
maintained.
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Summarily, modifications to Pier 59 (by accounting for dynamic vessel collision
phenomena and maintaining benchmark, or static, demand levels) consisted of: 1.5 ft reductions
in the drilled shaft diameters; 3 ft increases in the drilled shaft tip elevations; 1.5 ft reduction in
the shear wall thickness; and increased longitudinal reinforcement in the pier columns. From a
construction cost standpoint, these modifications cumulatively lead to a total cost savings of
approximately $160,000 for Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge (Table 6.6.1). Demonstration of the
potential for such significant cost savings on a per-pier basis supports the need for a wider,
design-oriented investigation aimed at elucidating the ramifications associated with use of the
newly developed dynamic vessel collision analysis features in FBMP.
Table 6.6.1. Construction cost difference for Pier 59
Cost item
9 ft dia. drilled shafts (static)
7.5 ft dia. drilled shafts (dynamic)
Reduction in shear wall thickness
Rebar in columns (static)
Rebar in columns (dynamic)
a

Length
(ft)
-130.5
133.5
-39
-60
60

Width
(ft)

Depth
(ft)

$/ Cy

$ / ft

#
bars

1,900
1,300
1.5

24.5

600
4.78
7.65

25
33

Quantity

Cost ($)

2
2
1
2
2
Total

- Unit costs obtained from the 2014 FDOT Structures Design Guidelines Chapter 9 BDR Cost Estimating (FDOT 2014)
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a

-495,900
347,100
-31,850
-14,340
30,294
-164,696

CHAPTER 7
PARAMETRIC STUDY
7.1 Introduction

As an extension of the construction cost analyses conducted in Chapter 6, the focus of the
current chapter (Chapter 7) is placed on exploring additional aspects of the newly developed
vessel collision analysis (CVIA) and bridge modeling (OPTS) techniques through parametric
investigation. Namely, to facilitate advances in the understanding of SR-20 bridge impact
response quantities (e.g., impact force generation, impacted bridge pier response), three aspects
of the CVIA-OPTS analytical tools are explored: (1) Impacted surface shape; (2) Variation of the
site-specific (i.e., local to the SR-20 bridge) soil parameters; and (3) Required wall-clock time to
complete full-bridge versus OPTS vessel collision analyses using ordinary computing devices.
7.2 Benchmarks of Impacted Bridge Pier Structural Demand

The as-designed structural configuration for Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge (i.e., the
configuration detailed in the structural drawings) is shown in Fig. 7.2.1. Also shown are the
member-specific maximum D/C values and concurrent profiles of pier column and drilled shaft
internal moment. For all analyses conducted as part of the parametric study, the structural
demands shown in Fig. 7.2.1 were employed as benchmark values as a means of contextualizing
the numerous parametric study results.
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Figure 7.2.1. Pier 59 structural demand predictions from dynamic (CVIA) analysis
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7.3 Effect of Impact Surface Geometry

Previous studies of barge bow crushing behavior (e.g., Consolazio et al., 2008,
Consolazio et al., 2010, Yuan et al., 2008) have consistently found that, for a given impact
scenario, the geometry of the impacted surface plays a significant role in dictating the maximum
impact force. As explicit demonstration of how the newly developed CVIA framework in FBMP
(Chung 2014a) can elucidate the consequences of impact surface shape-dependent phenomena,
two additional CVIA cases were analyzed and compared. The Pier 59 OPTS model (developed
in Chapter 5) and the physical barge flotilla parameters (also determined in Chapter 5) were
again employed, where the centrally located rounded-edge shear wall of the OPTS model (Fig.
7.3.1) was modified to a rectangular shear wall (Fig. 7.3.2). Other than differences in the
impacted surface geometry, all other aspects of the vessel collision scenario were matched
between the two cases (Fig. 7.3.3). Alternatively stated, all model parameters were held equal
between the two analyses, excepting the shape of the impacted surface. Analysis results obtained
using the CVIA feature in FBMP were then compared for the impact scenario on the Pier 59
OPTS model containing the rounded impact surface geometry, and for the impact scenario on the
Pier 59 OPTS model containing the flat impact surface geometry.

Shear wall of
OPTS model
Barge
motion

Fully engaged, round
impact surface

Figure 7.3.1. Schematic for impact scenario on the round shear wall in the OPTS model
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Shear wall of
OPTS model

Barge
motion

Fully engaged, flat
impact surface

Figure 7.3.2. Schematic for impact scenario on the flat shear

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3.3. Vessel collision scenarios: a) Round; b) Flat
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The impact force-histories for the round and flat impact scenarios (Fig. 7.3.3) are shown
in Fig. 7.3.4. The structural configuration (excepting the superstructure) of the impacted pier is
again shown in the figures to spatially contextualize the bridge pier response quantities. Clearly,
the flat impact surface leads to substantially larger impact forces for a head-on strike.
Correspondingly, time-histories of displacement (Fig. 7.3.5 and Fig. 7.3.6), shear force (Fig.
7.3.7 and Fig. 7.3.8), and moment (Fig. 7.3.9 and Fig. 7.3.10) for locations throughout the pier
indicate that the bridge response corresponds to approximately 80% greater structural demands
in the flat-impact case.
Pertinent to the design of bridges for vessel collision loading, the maximum dynamic
demands relative to the nonlinear cross-section capacities (in the form of biaxial D/C values) are
comparatively plotted in Fig. 7.3.11. Viewed in this manner, the bridge response for the flatsurface impact scenario remains approximately 80% more severe than the corresponding roundsurface impact scenario. Collectively, the results suggest that a simple means of mitigating
collision-induced bridge structural damage is to design or retrofit bridges to ensure that rounded
surfaces are constructed or installed for those regions of members that are susceptible to impact.
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Figure 7.3.4. Time-histories of impact force
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Figure 7.3.6. Time-histories of X-displacement at the base of the impacted column
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Figure 7.3.7. Time-histories of internal shear at the top of the impacted column
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Figure 7.3.8. Time-histories of internal shear at the base of the impacted column
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Figure 7.3.9. Time-histories of internal moment at the top of the impacted column
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Figure 7.3.10. Time-histories of internal moment at the base of the impacted column
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Figure 7.3.11. Maximum D/C values through time
7.4 Effect of Soil Modeling on Impacted Pier Response

The soil conditions in place beneath an impacted bridge pier can, in turn, strongly
influence the impacted pier response (Consolazio et al., 2006, McVay et al., 2009b). In
particular, for those piers with massive, embedded foundation members, static and dynamic
components of soil resistance can provide various, substantial forms of displacement-based
(stiffness, gapping), velocity-based (damping), and acceleration-based (radiation damping) load
and motion dissipation. The dynamic response of bridge piers, including consideration of soil
resistance and response, has been assessed for numerous bridge cases (i.e., pier structural
layouts) via FBMP, as part of previously conducted analytical studies (e.g., Consolazio et al.,
2008, Davidson et al., 2010). However, for all bridge cases considered, deterministic,
displacement-based treatments were given in modeling the soil resistances. Davidson et al.
(2013) employed probabilistic simulation techniques to carry out hundreds of thousands of vessel
collision simulations (CVIA) in FBMP, where both bridge structural configurations and soil
conditions were included among the random variables, to investigate collision-induced bridge
pier failure rates. However, all through-depth soil input parameters supplied to models utilized in
Davidson et al. (2013) assumed statistical independence throughout the soil-spatial domain.
While it is well established that soil typically possesses high levels of variability across a bridge
site, and even within the plan area of a single bridge pier foundation, recently completed UFFDOT research supports that correlated spatial variability exists throughout Florida soil and rock
materials. Further, it has been demonstrated (McVay et al., 2009a) that such variability is
significant (i.e., can meaningfully affect numerical predictions of bridge response to loading) at
scales relevant to pier foundation members.
Based on software tools developed by BSI (2014b) and McVay et al. (2012), Fig. 7.4.1,
as well as findings from the long-standing area of geostatistics (Isaaks 1989), a cursory soil
variability investigation was undertaken in the current study. More specifically, two aspects of
soil variability were incorporated into vessel collision analyses of the SR-20 bridge Pier 59
OPTS model: (1) SR-20 bridge soil-variability with inclusion of spatial correlations in the
vertical direction; and (2) Bounded response of the Pier 59 OPTS model when subjected to the
vessel collision scenario formulated previously in Sec. 5.2.6. In this context, “bounded response”
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denotes the selection of the 5th percentile and 95th percentile soil profile realizations (based on
shaft axial capacity), and the use of the associated soil input parameters to conduct two bounding
vessel collision (CVIA) analyses. Based on the results of these probabilistic, bounded analyses,
insights were made concerning the sensitivity of the SR-20 Pier 59 structural configuration to the
underlying soil conditions, within the context of vessel collision analysis.

Figure 7.4.1. Soil-spatial modeling software (McVay et al. 2012)
7.4.1 Soil-Spatial Modeling

In formulating the soil-spatial dataset used in the current study, 1,000 realizations of soilrock profiles within the vicinity of Pier 59 (i.e., conditional realizations) were generated using
the soil-spatial modeling software (Fig. 7.4.1) developed as part of McVay et al. (2012). Further,
previously cataloged soil and rock data specific to the SR-20 bridge site were drawn upon in
generating the 1,000 soil-rock profiles by making use of the FDOT Geotechnical Database (Fig.
7.4.2).
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Figure 7.4.2. FDOT Geotechnical Database (fdot.ce.ufl.edu)
While physically, in-situ soil can vary vertically (and horizontally) from soil particle to
soil particle (i.e., over very small distances), the input format for FBMP is based on averaged soil
properties across soil layers (or, relatively large vertical distances). To facilitate compatibility
between the soil-spatial realizations (point-to-point variability) and the FBMP soil input format
(layer-based), for each realization, the generated soil-rock profile was divided into two
representative pseudo-layers (Fig. 7.4.3). Here, the top pseudo-layer is comprised of 14 sandy
soil layers. These sandy layers extend from the top of soil at an elevation of 6 ft, vertically
downward to an elevation of -28.89 ft. All elevations below -28.89 ft are associated with the
bottom pseudo-layer, which in turn, is made up of 18 rock layers (and 1 underlying tip layer).
Note that, as a result of the pseudo-layer approach, a total of 33 FBMP input layers were
specified for each realization, where no additional layers were permitted (due to constraints on
the density of the drilled shaft nodes) for the Pier 59 FBMP OPTS model.
For each of the one thousand SR-20 Pier 59 soil-rock profiles (realizations), throughdepth values of spatially correlated (in the vertical direction), conditional (upon proximity to Pier
59) SPT blow counts were provided for the 14 constituent sandy layers. Likewise, rock strength
properties (unconfined compressive strength, qu; split tensile strength, qt; core recovery
percentage, and RQD) were provided for each of the 19 rock layers. Then, empirical
relationships (including site-specific correlations, see Davidson 2010 for details) were used to
build up the soil resistance input for an FBMP model, where there was a one-to-one pairing
between realizations and FBMP OPTS models of Pier 59 from the SR-20 bridge.
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Figure 7.4.3. Soil layering for soil-spatial boring profiles
7.4.2 Predicted versus Measured Drilled Shaft Capacity

As validation of the soil-spatial dataset, as transformed into FBMP model input, shaft
axial capacities that were numerically predicted for the 1,000 FBMP models were compared to
previously conducted full-scale experimental test data. Specifically, McVay et al. (2003) carried
out field testing of a 9 ft diameter drilled shaft installed to a depth of -78 ft, within the immediate
vicinity of Pier 59 from the SR-20 bridge. The experimental results cataloged by McVay et al.
(2003) are assumed to be suitably comparable to responses predicted for the two 9 ft diameter
drilled shafts of Pier 59. Included among the previously conducted physical testing were
measurements of skin friction along the embedded test-shaft depth. Shown in Table 7.4.1 are the
measurements of test shaft skin friction from (approximately) elevation -23 ft to -60 ft. In total,
based on the experimental results, the skin friction associated with the test shaft was estimated to
be approximately 14,134 kips.
Table 7.4.1. Physical measurements of test shaft skin friction at Pier 59 (McVay et al., 2003)
Top Elev.
(ft)
-23 (approx.)
-33.1

Bottom Elev.
(ft)
-33.1
-40

Unit skin friction
(ksf)
4.66 (approx.)
10.3
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Area
(ft2)
285.6
195.1

Skin friction
(kips)
1,331 (approx.)
2,009

-40
-46
-52.9
-60

-46
-52.9
-60
-69.3

8.06
9.08
8.38
22.72

169.6
195.1
200.7
263.0
Total

1,367
1,771
1,682
5,974
14,134

In addition to the physical measurements of test-shaft skin friction, taken as part of
McVay et al. (2003), an Osterberg cell load test was also performed to measure test-shaft tip
load-settlement behavior. Per the previously conducted Osterberg cell load testing, and
accounting for the cross-sectional area of the 9 ft diameter test shaft, the estimated loadsettlement curve is displayed in Fig. 7.4.4. Furthermore, a logarithmic regression of the non-zero
load values is shown in Fig. 7.4.4, where the coefficient of determination (R2) indicates a strong
fit. For 9 ft diameter drilled shafts constructed in Florida, the axial load corresponding to a tip
vertical displacement of 3.6 in. is defined as the failure load (FDOT 2014). By extrapolating the
logarithmic regression curve shown in Fig. 7.4.4 to a tip vertical displacement of 3.6 in., the tip
failure load was estimated as 21,040 kips. The sum of the estimated test-shaft skin resistance
(14,134 kips) and tip resistance were then summed to form an estimate of the total shaft capacity
(35,174 kips).
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Figure 7.4.4. Test shaft tip force versus vertical displacement
Shown in Fig. 7.4.5 are the histogram and empirical cumulative frequency curve of shaft
total capacities (i.e., summed skin and tip capacities) for the 1,000 FBMP models containing the
9 ft drilled shafts of Pier 59 from the SR-20 bridge. Also denoted on Fig. 7.4.5 are the 5th
percentile and 95th percentile (numerical) predictions of 9 ft diameter drilled shaft axial capacity
at Pier 59. Importantly, the lower (i.e., 5th percentile) and upper (95th percentile) predictions of
drilled shaft axial capacity bound the estimate of the test shaft capacity, based on the full-scale
test shaft load test measurements conducted by McVay et al. (2003). Given that the lower and
upper bound probabilistic predictions of capacity bound the physical measurement, the dataset
was accepted as representative of the physical site soil conditions for the purposes of the cursory
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soil-spatial variability investigation. Accordingly, the two soil-rock profiles (i.e., numerically
generated realizations) that contain drilled shaft capacities, which most closely match the
empirical 5th percentile and 95th percentile drilled shaft capacity values, were selected for use in
conducting dynamic vessel collision analyses (CVIA) using the Pier 59 OPTS model.
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Figure 7.4.5. Histogram of predictions for ultimate shaft capacity
7.4.3 CVIA-OPTS Analysis of Pier 59 Using Soil Parameters from the 5th Percentile Boring

Shown in Fig. 7.4.6 is the soil layer profile associated with the 5th percentile soil-rock
profile data. As aforementioned, the soil layering (a collection of 14 sandy sub-layers atop 19
rock sub-layers) is identical across each of the 1,000-realization soil-spatial dataset. Consistent
with the 5th percentile soil layering, soil strength parameter values relating to the sandy sublayers (and supplied to the Pier 59 OPTS model) are listed in Table 7.4.2. Similarly, rock
strength parameters for the bottom 19 sub-layers are listed in Table 7.4.3. The 5th percentile
profile data were used in conjunction with the Pier 59 OPTS model structural configuration and
design-level vessel collision scenario (see Chapter 5) to carry out a dynamic vessel collision
analysis (CVIA) in FBMP.
Shown in Fig. 7.4.7 are comparative plots and denotations of maximum D/C values for
CVIA-OPTS analysis using the 5th percentile soil-rock profile and the deterministic soil
formulation (developed in Chapter 5). While maximum demands in the foundation members
remain reasonably comparable (falling within 20% of one another), the pier column demands
associated with the 5th percentile soil-rock profile exceed those of the deterministic case by 40%.
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The pier column demands associated with the 5th percentile case increase substantially due to the
relatively weak (and relatively less stiff) soil conditions.
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Figure 7.4.6. Soil layering for the 5th percentile boring

Table 7.4.2. 5th percentile sand layer properties
Layer

Soil Type

SPT

1

Sand

25

Top Elev.
(ft)
6

ɣ
(pcf)
115

110

φ
(o)
35.77

k
(pci)
19.77

G
(ksi)
0.64

τu
(psf)
462.63

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand

23
15
13
17
14
12
19
15
29
29
29
29
29

3.52
1.02
-1.47
-3.96
-6.45
-8.95
-11.44
-13.93
-16.42
-18.92
-21.41
-23.9
-26.39

115
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
115
115
115
115
115

38.42
35.69
33.92
35.69
34.23
33.64
35.45
34.14
37.72
37.88
37.62
37.51
37.23

38.93
19.41
12.14
19.44
13.38
10.98
18.43
13.02
29.71
31.88
28.44
27.02
25.76

1
0.63
0.44
0.63
0.47
0.4
0.61
0.46
0.87
0.9
0.86
0.84
0.8

578.61
671.75
756.81
834.41
905.08
969.25
1,027.26
1,079.42
1,135.36
1,185.19
1,229.16
1,267.48
1,300.35

Table 7.4.3. 5th percentile rock layer properties
Layer

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Soil
Type
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock

Top
Elev.

ɣ

φ

(ft)

(pcf)

(o)

(ksi)

-28.89
-31.38
-33.87
-36.36
-38.86
-41.35
-43.84
-46.34
-48.83
-51.32
-53.81
-56.31
-58.8
-61.29
-63.78
-66.28
-68.77
-71.26
-73.75

130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

32.32
32.52
33.53
33.34
32.87
97.79
120.5
150.2
89.94
12.14
26.41
42.02
43.42
130.8
118.3
143
162.3
164.4
29.75

G

qu

Em

(psf)

(psf)

(ksi)

958.7
2,360
1,293
1,014
2,532
8,195
15,078
15,710
10,658
2,180
2,690
6,258
4,842
10,980
11,089
18,611
24,410
14,661
7,432

19,516
19,636
20,244
20,128
19,848
59,040
72,748
90,660
54,304
7,332
15,944
25,368
26,216
78,992
71,400
86,308
97,984
99,264
38,764

2.22
3.11
1.03
3.19
0.93
29.55
31.69
37.03
52.45
4.03
5.95
13.11
9.5
27.78
110.4
145
47.18
293.3
9.31

τu

111

Em/Ei

Surface

qt

ɣc

Slump

(psf)

(pcf)

(in)

0.03
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.24
0.14
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.38
0.41
0.12
0.73
0.13

Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough

3,240
4,248
4,048
3,264
5,844
9,070
21,004
22,100
13,524
4,844
3,188
10,012
6,452
16,560
12,424
26,540
41,252
14,452
9,861

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Figure 7.4.7. Pier 59 structural demand comparison for deterministic and 5th percentile soil
modeling

7.4.4 CVIA-OPTS Analysis of Pier 59 Using Soil Parameters from the 95th Percentile
Boring

The 95th percentile soil-rock profile layering is shown in Fig. 7.4.8 (which is identical to
that of the 5th percentile profile). Sandy layer and rock strength parameters corresponding to the
95th percentile layering (Fig. 7.4.8) are listed in Table 7.4.4 and Table 7.4.5, respectively. The
CVIA-OPTS results for the 95th percentile case are comparatively presented with the
deterministic case (developed in Chapter 5) in Fig. 7.4.9. Due to the presence of relatively strong
(and relatively more stiff) soil conditions in the 95th percentile case, the max D/C value in the
drilled shafts exceeds that of both the 5th percentile and deterministic cases. Additionally, the
pier column demands in the 95th percentile case are reduced relative to the 5th percentile case
results, as relatively more load is (proportionally) directed downward into the Pier 59 soil.
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Figure 7.4.8. Soil layering for the 95 percentile boring

Table 7.4.4. 95th percentile boring sand layer properties
Layer

Soil Type

SPT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand

13
20
22
16
23
30
23
30
29
28
29
29
28
28

Top Elev
(ft)
6
3.52
1.02
-1.47
-3.96
-6.45
-8.95
-11.44
-13.93
-16.42
-18.92
-21.41
-23.9
-26.39

ɣ
(pcf)
110
110
115
110
115
120
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115

113

φ
(o)
34.52
36.16
37.62
34.81
36.83
38.66
36.4
37.95
37.82
37.52
37.5
37.42
37.24
36.9

k
(pci)
14.61
21.36
28.44
15.81
24.15
42.04
22.37
32.77
31
27.11
26.87
26.57
25.81
24.4

G
(ksi)
0.5
0.68
0.86
0.53
0.76
1.05
0.71
0.92
0.89
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.8
0.77

τu
(psf)
572.35
661.38
754.14
827.77
905.28
985.78
1,048.97
1,105.75
1,156.38
1,201.12
1,240.19
1,273.78
1,302.07
1,325.22

Table 7.4.5. 95th percentile boring rock layer properties
Layer
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Soil
Type
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock

Top
Elev.
(ft)
-28.89
-31.38
-33.87
-36.36
-38.86
-41.35
-43.84
-46.34
-48.83
-51.32
-53.81
-56.31
-58.8
-61.29
-63.78
-66.28
-68.77
-71.26
-73.75

ɣ

φ

G

τu

qu

Em

Em/Ei

Surface

qt

ɣc

Slump

(pcf)
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

o

(ksi)
32.32
32.52
33.53
33.34
32.87
97.79
120.5
150.2
89.94
12.14
26.41
42.02
43.42
130.8
118.3
143
162.3
164.4
29.75

(psf)
958.7
2,360
1,293
1,014
2,532
8,195
15,078
15,710
10,658
2,180
2,690
6,258
4,842
10,980
11,089
18,611
24,410
14,661
7,432

(psf)
19,516
19,636
20,244
20,128
19,848
59,040
72,748
90,660
54,304
7,332
15,944
25,368
26,216
78,992
71,400
86,308
97,984
99,264
38,764

(ksi)
2.22
3.11
1.03
3.19
0.93
29.55
31.69
37.03
52.45
4.03
5.95
13.11
9.5
27.78
110.4
145
47.18
293.3
9.31

0.03
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.24
0.14
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.38
0.41
0.12
0.73
0.13

Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough

(psf)
3,240
4,248
4,048
3,264
5,844
9,070
21,004
22,100
13,524
4,844
3,188
10,012
6,452
16,560
12,424
26,540
41,252
14,452
9,861

(pcf)
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

(in)
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

()
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
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Figure 7.4.9. Pier 59 structural demand comparison for deterministic and 95th percentile soil
modeling
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7.4.5 Soil-Spatial Modeling Summary

Variations in soil resistance parameters were cursorily investigated for Pier 59 of the SR20 bridge within the context of how variations in said resistance affect numerical predictions of
collision-induced structural demand. The soil modeling approach employed incorporated soilspatial variability into the through-depth values for the model-input soil strength parameters
through vertical correlation and conditional probability. Based on estimates of drilled shaft axial
capacity (obtained from full-scale testing of a comparable foundation member located within the
immediate vicinity of Pier 59), the soil data were shown to be reasonably representative of the
physical site conditions. Using lower and upper bounds of soil data profiles, vessel collision
analyses (using the CVIA module in FBMP) were carried out, and the results were compared to
those obtained for a deterministic treatment of the soil modeling (as detailed in Chapter 5).
Comparisons of biaxial D/C values indicated that: (1) The greatest pier column demand was
generated for the lower bound case (i.e., the case with the weakest, or least stiff soil); and (2) The
greatest foundation demand (by proportion) was drawn into the foundation members for the
upper bound case (i.e., the case pertaining to the strongest, or stiffest soil). The collective results
demonstrated that, for the dynamic vessel collision analyses conducted using the Pier 59 OPTS
model, the soil conditions can result in significantly altered distributions of structural demand for
the impact scenario considered. Further investigation should be carried out to assess the effects
that soil can have on collision-induced structural demand for other bridge piers and soil
conditions.

7.5 Computational Time Comparisons between Full-Bridge and OPTS Analyses

As a final consideration in the parametric investigations of the current study, the
computational time demands associated with conducting dynamic vessel collision analyses
(CVIA) using full-bridge models (in comparison to those times required when utilizing
respective OPTS models) were quantified for several of the bridge cases considered in the
current study. All vessel collision analyses were conducted using a Windows 7© desktop PC
with specification of 2 GB of RAM and use of an Intel® Core i7TM 3.4 GHz processor.
Shown in Fig. 7.5.1 are the wall-clock times needed to complete 1,600 time steps (or 4
sec. of simulated time) of CVIA analysis using multiple-pier, multiple-span models and
corresponding OPTS models. The required wall-clock analysis times associated with the
multiple-pier, multiple-span vessel collision simulations ranged from 24 min. for the 4-pier, 3span old St. George Island Causeway model (discussed in Chapter 4) to 112 min. for the SR-20
7-pier, 6-span bridge model with boring 59-4 (i.e., deterministic) soil modeling (discussed in
Chapter 5). In contrast, the OPTS models consistently required 5 min. or less of wall-clock time
to complete the 1,600 time steps of nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis. As an added
convenience, numerically predicted maximums of dynamic demand can be rapidly cataloged into
a formatted table by making use of the FBMP Design Tables feature (see Appendix A).
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Figure 7.5.1. Required wall-clock time comparison between full-bridge and OPTS dynamic
analyses
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Summary of Work Completed

Bridges constructed over navigable waterways are susceptible to collisions from massive
waterway vessels such as barges. When vessels impinge upon bridge surfaces, large time-varying
(dynamic) lateral forces can be exerted upon impacted bridge substructure components. Because
vessel collision forces are generated over relatively short periods of time (over a matter of
seconds), significant inertial forces can develop throughout the impacted pier, superstructure, and
foundation members. As a result, portions of bridge structures may become (temporarily)
restrained by both the stiffness and mass of adjacent members, which can lead to the generation
of additional, and severe, structural demands. Thus, aberrant vessels pose significant risks to
bridge structures in navigable waterways, and accordingly, the phenomena related to vesselbridge collisions are typically taken into consideration in bridge design and analysis applications.
Over the past decade, significant advances have been made in the area of vessel-bridge
collision. In particular, a group of researchers and engineers at the University of Florida (UF), in
collaboration with the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), have been cultivating
design-oriented vessel bridge collision analysis techniques. Based on these considerable,
collective efforts, the current work was undertaken to implement in FB-MultiPier (FBMP): (1) A
computationally-efficient vessel collision analysis procedures; and (2) A simplified bridge model
for use in computationally-expensive dynamic analysis of full-scale bridge systems. The newly
developed FBMP features are referred to as Coupled Vessel Impact Analysis (CVIA) module
and One-Pier Two-Span (OPTS) model.
The FBMP CVIA module eliminates the need to prescribe vessel collision loading, while
the FBMP OPTS model enables engineers to rapidly obtain analysis results that retain the
accuracy associated with a true multiple-pier, multiple-span bridge model. Both the models were
implemented as part of the current study such that they could be utilized separately or in
conjunction with one another. The commercial-grade FBMP CVIA-OPTS constitutes a powerful,
straightforward framework for quickly characterizing nonlinear dynamic bridge response to
vessel collision loading.
Validation of the FBMP CVIA model was demonstrated in the current study with respect
to correctness of computer programming in the graphical user interfaces (GUI), and separately,
the analysis engine. In addition, the FBMP CVIA model was demonstrated to hold predictive
capabilities that agreed well with full-scale experimental barge-bridge impact measurements.
Likewise, the FBMP OPTS model was verified to be correctly coded in both the GUI and
analysis engine. Further, application of the OPTS modeling to analysis of a full bridge subjected
to a vessel collision loading condition was verified to be capable of predicting impacted bridge
pier response that is in agreement with response predictions obtained from analysis of a fullbridge system.
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Potential cost-savings associated with use of a combined CVIA-OPTS analysis in bridge
design applications was investigated by carrying out a parametric study for a selected bridge
case. Numerous, detailed FBMP models of multiple-pier, multiple-span models and OPTS
models were developed for the selected in-service bridge case. Required analysis run-times were
cataloged for several of the multiple-pier, multiple-span and (respective) OPTS models. The
robustness of accounting for impact surface shape-dependent phenomena (which is included in
the CVIA methodology) was demonstrated in impact analyses on equal-width flat and round
impact surfaces. Further, a cost-benefit analysis was carried out to demonstrate potential cost
differences in sized structural and foundation members, as identified by comparing results from
static and dynamic vessel collision analyses. For the purpose of design application, the effects of
various impact conditions and geotechnical considerations on impacted bridge pier response
were analyzed by making use of the CVIA-OPTS model, previous research findings obtained
from several past FDOT-sponsored projects, and the FDOT Geotechnical Database.

8.2 Conclusions

Based on completion of the FBMP CVIA and OPTS implementation, validation, and
assessment tasks, the following conclusions are drawn, where topics that warrant further
investigation are italicized:
1. In general, FBMP OPTS analyses are found to predict maximum internal forces that
range from nominally different to moderately conservative in comparison to
corresponding values computed from full bridge analyses. For the in-service bridge
case examined as part of the current study, the corresponding full-bridge and OPTS
analysis results are found to be nominally different within a margin of error. Further,
it is recommended that an extensive set of favorably comparative (full-bridge versus
OPTS) cases be performed. In the current study, consistently good agreement
between full-bridge and OPTS analyses for the bridge case investigated suggests that
the FBMP OPTS model can be used as a suitably accurate replacement for full-bridge
models in conducting not only vessel collision analysis but also quasi-static analysis.
2. Plots of structural-demand histories throughout the impacted pier of the selected
bridge case in the current study consistently indicate that the computed pier response
is strongly influenced by the: (1) Inertia of the superstructure (discussed immediately
below), and (2) Soil resistance of the foundation (see item 7. below). Superstructure
inertial effects are evident such that pronounced, relative lags occur in the pier
column top displacements, relative to the pier column bottom displacements shortly
after the onset of impact. The relative displacement lag that occurs near the top of the
pier gives rise to transient spikes in internal demands, which manifest throughout the
pier over the early (actively loaded) portions of the vessel collision analysis. This
observation is consistent with previously conducted analytical and experimental
studies.
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3. Capturing the collision-specific phenomena necessitates use of dynamic analysis, and
the efficiency of the FBMP CVIA-OPTS modeling tool are highlighted in this
context. Namely, all analyses conducted for this study were conducted on an ordinary
desktop computer. However, the wall-clock time required to conduct 4 second
duration CVIA analysis of full-bridge models ranged from 24 min. to 112 min., while
the wall-clock times associated with use of the FB-MultiPier CVIA-OPTS features
required between 2 min. and 5 min. to run to completion.
4. The FBMP CVIA module enables bridge engineers to easily (through an automated
input and output process) account for impact surface geometry. By using the CVIA
module in conjunction with the OPTS model, case studies of impacts on flat surfaces
and impacts on round surfaces can be analyzed in a matter of minutes. Consequently,
vessel collision analysis results can be displayed in the FB-MultiPier GUI,
demonstrating that (for instance) impacts on round surfaces versus impacts on flat
surfaces lead to increases in both maximum impact load magnitude, and
correspondingly, significant changes in structural demand. Such simple, robust bridge
modeling and vessel-collision analysis tools prove useful in rapidly identifying ways
to design or/and retrofit bridge piers such that the efficiency of structural design may
well be increased for those regions of members that are susceptible to impact.
5. For the selected bridge case of the current study, two pivotal design parameters are
identified by investigating differences found among the static and dynamic analysis
results. First, despite maintaining equivalent kinetic energies between the empirically
determined static impact load and the generation of the time-varying impact load, the
maximum impact load magnitude associated with the static analysis was nearly 50%
greater than that of the dynamic (CVIA) analysis. The sizable difference in maximum
impact load magnitudes, which arose in this case because the CVIA module accounts
for impact surface geometry, resulted in altogether reduced demand predictions when
making use of the dynamic (CVIA) analysis. As a result, for certain cases, foundation
members of smaller size may satisfy benchmark demand levels (in association with
dynamic analysis) because of the difference in (static versus dynamic) maximum
impact loads. Further, dynamic amplification phenomena, present only in the
dynamic analysis, acted to shift impact load absorption upward into the pier columns
and superstructure. In turn, dynamic amplification permitted further reductions in the
foundation member sizing. However, precisely because the soil-structure interaction
and associated dynamic amplification phenomena led to proportionally greater
impact load absorption along the upward load path, the need may arise to either
increase or decrease the amount of longitudinal reinforcement in the pier columns
and the design capacities of pile foundations (for dynamic analysis, relative to static
analysis).
6. Regarding the static versus dynamic cost-benefit analysis, modifications to the
impacted pier (Pier 59 of the SR-20 bridge) consist of: 1.5 ft reductions in the drilled
shaft diameters; 3 ft increases in the drilled shaft tip elevations; 1.5 ft reduction in the
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shear wall thickness; and increased longitudinal reinforcement in the pier columns.
From a construction cost standpoint, these modifications cumulatively led to a total
cost savings of approximately $160,000 for the impacted pier. Demonstration of the
potential for significant cost savings on a per-pier basis supports the need for a
wider, design-oriented investigation aimed at further exploring potential advantages
associated with use of the newly developed dynamic vessel collision analysis features
in FBMP.
7. Spatial variations in soil resistance parameters were cursorily investigated for the
selected in-service bridge case, and within the context of how variations in said
resistance affect numerical predictions of collision-induced structural demand. The
soil modeling approach employed incorporated soil-spatial variability by making use
of the FDOT Geotechnical Database into the through-depth values for the modelinput soil strength parameters through vertical correlation and conditional probability.
Soil boring and rock core data of the selected bridge site were collected and uploaded
to the FDOT Geotechnical Database. Lower and upper bounds of soil data profiles,
which are representative of the bridge site conditions, were used in vessel collision
analyses (using the FBMP CVIA module), and the analysis results were compared to
those obtained for a typical, deterministic treatment of soil-foundation interaction
modeling. For the selected bridge case, comparisons of biaxial D/C values obtained
from across the lower bound, upper bound, and deterministic analyses indicated that:
(1) The greatest pier column demand was generated in the case with the least stiff
soil; and (2) The greatest foundation demand (by proportion) was drawn into the
foundation members for the upper bound case (i.e., the case with the stiffest soil). The
collective results demonstrate that, for the dynamic vessel collision analyses
conducted on the selected in-service bridge case, the soil conditions can result in
significantly altered distributions of structural demand for the impact scenario
considered. Further investigation could assess the effects of soil-pile interaction on
collision-induced structural demands for representative bridge piers and soil
conditions. Subsequently, representative target values of demand-capacity ratios
could be determined for use in a reliability-based design of pier columns and pile
foundations of bridges subjected to extreme event loading, e.g., AASHTO Extreme
Limit States.
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APPENDIX A
CONDENSED USER’S GUIDE FOR VESSEL COLLISION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
LOAD TABLES IN FB-MULTIPIER

Presented in the following pages is the body of a condensed User’s Guide that contains
step-by-step instructions for utilizing the CVIA-OPTS features in FB-MultiPier. In addition,
step-by-step instructions are given for an example of efficiently post-processing analysis results
through use of the Design Tables feature in FB-MultiPier. An extended edition of the User’s
Guide is provided below in Appendix B.
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Condensed User’s Guide for Vessel Collision Analysis and
Design Load Tables in FB‐MultiPier
Jae H. Chung, Michael Davidson, Clint Monari, Henry Bollmann, Anand Patil
Bridge Software Institute, College of Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville FL, 32611
Contact: BSI@CE.UFL.EDU (352)392‐9537 ext. 1514

1. INTRODUCTION
This document provides users with a step‐by‐step guide for making use of new features that
facilitate designer friendly assessments of structural response for bridge piers that are subject
to waterway vessel collision loading. Namely, a simplified bridge modeling procedure (one‐pier
two‐span, or OPTS) and a numerically‐efficient dynamic vessel‐collision analysis technique
(coupled vessel impact analysis, or CVIA) are the focus of this guide. Further, key analysis results
are made available in a user‐friendly, robust output format by making use of the Design Load
Table feature in FBMP. The modeling and analysis techniques identified above, as being
implemented in FBMP, give bridge engineers a powerful, rapid means of carrying out nonlinear
dynamic vessel collision analyses on bridge structures.

2. COUPLED VESSEL IMPACT ANALYSIS (CVIA) OF BRIDGE MODEL
The bridge shown in Fig. 2.1 constitutes the demonstration case for this user’s guide, and is
intended to represent a high level approach structure leading up to the main span on a
causeway‐type bridge. Throughout this user’s guide, the configuration shown in Fig. 2.1 is
referred to as the “full‐bridge model”, and the (highlighted) pier of interest is referred to as Pier
2. Further, the impact location (node 12) considered in this guide is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of collision scenario for the four‐pier three‐span bridge model
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Figure 2.2. Loading of four‐pier three‐span bridge model

DYNAMIC PARAMETER INPUT
In FBMP, modal analysis is carried out to determine dynamic input such as Rayleigh
damping coefficients, which in turn, produce 5% of critical damping over the first five modes of
vibration in subsequent time‐history analyses. Modal analysis is enabled by selecting the
“Dynamic” analysis type in the “Analysis” page (Fig. 2.3). Modal response input is then entered
in the “Dynamics” page (Fig. 2.4). The “Modal Response” option should be selected in the
“Analysis Type” section, and the “# Modes” should be set to 5 or greater. Additionally, both the
“Stop Analysis after Eigenvector Results” and “Calculate Rayleigh Damping Factors” checkboxes
should be checked. After completing the modal analysis input on the “Dynamics” page, a modal
analysis is carried out by clicking the “Analysis” button on the toolbar (Fig 2.5). The Rayleigh
damping coefficients are printed to the output file (Fig 2.6).
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Rayleigh damping coefficients are imported from the output file into a time‐history analysis
from within the “Dynamics” page. Here, analysis type is set to “Time Step Integration” (Fig. 2.7).
Additionally, the “Dynamic Relaxation” option is selected by checking the “Static Dead Load”
tick‐box. For CVIA, the “Vessel Collision” time function type is selected, and the time step
information is supplied. For this demonstration case, an analysis duration of 2 sec. (i.e., 400
time steps) is selected.

Figure 2.3 Selection of dynamic analysis in the Analysis page

Figure 2.4. Selection of Modal Analysis (to determine Rayleigh damping coefficients)
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Figure 2.5 Analysis toolbar button

Figure 2.6 Rayleigh damping coefficients in output file

Figure 2.7 Selection of dynamic analysis in the Dynamics page
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INPUT FOR VESSEL COLLISION LOADING
The impact location is defined by applying a dynamic load at a selected node (node 12) on
the “Load” page in the “Node Applied” list box (Fig. 2.8). Vessel data are input by clicking the
“Vessel Col.” button in the “Load” page (Fig. 2.8). Then, in the “Vessel Collision Analysis Data”
dialog (Fig. 2.9), the impacting vessel weight, initial x‐velocity, and initial y‐velocity (if non‐zero)
can be input directly. For the demonstration case, a vessel weight of 1,390 kips and a head‐on
(i.e., x‐velocity) of 3.3 ft/sec are entered. In addition, the vessel type is selected from the pull‐
down menu. For demonstration, impact is taken between a barge and a 9 ft diameter round
surface. After completing the input on the “Vessel Collision Analysis Data” dialog, CVIA‐OPTS is
carried out by submitting the model for analysis via the “Analysis” toolbar button (Fig. 2.5).
Results are given in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.8 Defining the impacted node in the Load page

Figure 2.9 Top portion of Vessel Collision Analysis Data dialog
3. FORMATION OF OPTS MODEL
Results obtained from time‐history (CVIA) analysis of the full‐bridge can be obtained much
more quickly for the pier of interest (Pier 2) by forming an OPTS model. The pier, soil, and span
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of the OPTS model are readily formed (extracted) from the full‐bridge static model by selecting
the “One Pier, Two Span” problem type from within the “Problem” page (Fig. 3.1). The model
created by following this process is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.1 Selection of One Pier, Two Span (OPTS) Problem Type

Figure 3.2 Initial formation of OPTS static model from Pier 2 of full‐bridge model
FORMATION OF OPTS SPRINGS
As detailed in this section, the full‐bridge model, the static estimate of impact load, and the
OPTS static model are used in a chain of FBMP static analyses to iteratively calculate the OPTS
model span‐end stiffnesses and lumped masses. This iterative process requires as a pre‐
requisite that a datum of full‐bridge model static response be established by subjecting the full‐
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bridge model to static lateral loading. Subsequently, iterations are carried out in two stages.
First, estimates of the OPTS spring stiffnesses and lumped masses are calculated. The second
stage of each iteration is enacted by fitting the OPTS static model with the current iteration
span‐springs and lumped masses, and then subjecting the OPTS model to the same static lateral
loading as that employed previously in establishing the datum of response. If the OPTS model
lateral‐load response shows good agreement with the full‐bridge model response, then the
iterative procedure is considered to be complete. Otherwise, the next iteration is undertaken,
and the full‐bridge model static span loads supplied during the first stage of the previous
iteration are modified to make better estimates in forming the OPTS springs. To illustrate this
process, one full iteration is stepped through below.

DATUM ESTABLISHMENT FOR OPTS MODEL RESPONSE
First, a static lateral load is applied at node 12 in Pier 2 of the full‐bridge model (for this
case, the load equals 900 kips). To do this, first select Pier 2 using the Pier drop down in the
toolbar (Fig. 3.3). Then on the “Load” page, select node 12 in the “Node Applied” list box, and
input 900 in the “Xp Load, kips” edit box (Fig. 3.4). Vessel data is input by clicking the “Vessel
Col.” button in the “Load” page (Fig. 2.8). Shown in Fig. 3.5 is the deformed shape of Pier 2 with
particular annotated displacements at the laterally loaded node (i.e., the impact location), and
the top of the pier column (node 97). The displacements predicted to occur at these two
locations are used in the subsequent (iterative) OPTS spring formation procedure.

ITERATION 1: LOADING OF SPAN‐END LOCATIONS IN THE FULL‐BRIDGE MODEL
The first iteration of determining the OPTS span spring stiffnesses is initiated by loading the
full‐bridge static model and accessing the “Table” dialog in the “Load” page (Fig. 3.6). After the
“Table” dialog appears, the “Calculation of OPTS Springs and Masses” check box is selected (Fig.
3.7), and the “Loading for OPTS Spring Formation” dialog appears (Fig. 3.8). Here, the loads
applied at the individual DOFs are supplied to the span locations in the full‐bridge model, i.e., a
value of 360 is input in each of the “Force X” edit boxes, a value of 100 is input in each of the
“Force Y” edit boxes, etc. Note that the influence of the pier of interest (Pier 2) and the directly
attached spans (span 1 and span 2) are removed from the model for this special analysis case.
After the span loads have been defined and a static analysis has been carried out, the first
iteration estimates for the OPTS span spring stiffnesses and lumped masses are printed to the
bottom of the corresponding output file (Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.3 Selecting a pier in the toolbar

Figure 3.4 Defining the lateral load on Pier 2 on the Load page

Pier top x‐displacement: 2.34

Impact x‐displacement: 3.48 in.

Figure 3.5 Deformed Pier 2
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Figure 3.6 Access to OPTS Spring Formation dialog

Figure 3.7 Selecting the OPTS Spring Formation option
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Figure 3.8 Iteration 1 stage 1 span loads

ITERATION 1: ASSESSMENT OF OPTS STATIC MODEL
The base OPTS static model can now be fitted with the iteration 1 OPTS span spring
stiffnesses and lumped masses (Fig. 3.9), where the fitting process is facilitated by accessing the
OPTS “Edit” button in the “Bridge” page (Fig. 3.10). The “OPTS data” dialog (Fig. 3.12) is then
populated with the span springs and lumped masses determined in stage 1 (Fig. 3.11) by
selecting the “Import Spring/Mass Data” button and locating the full‐bridge span loading
output file.
Once fitted with springs and lumped masses, the OPTS static model is used to assess the
lateral load response of the static OPTS model, and compare the response to that of the full‐
bridge model. In particular, all dead loads and the lateral load of 900 kips are applied to the
OPTS static model, and a static analysis is carried out (Fig. 3.13). Given the observed agreement
in static response between the OPTS model and the full‐bridge, the OPTS span spring stiffnesses
are considered to have been converged upon. The OPTS model can then be subjected to modal
analysis to determine the Rayleigh damping coefficients, and subsequently, used in a time‐
history (CVIA‐OPTS) analysis to rapidly obtain the Pier 2 vessel collision response.
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Figure 3.9 Superstructure springs and lumped masses in the Pier 2 OPTS model

Figure 3.10 Editing of OPTS data from within the Bridge page
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Figure 3.11 OPTS span‐end spring stiffnesses and masses in output file
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Figure 3.12 Iteration 1 OPTS spring stiffnesses and mass

Pier top x‐displacement: 2.37 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 2.34 in.

Impact x‐displacement: 3.50 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 3.48 in.

Figure 3.33 Comparison between iteration 1 OPTS response and datum of bridge response
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4. DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURAL DEMANDS FROM DYNAMIC VESSEL COLLISION
ANALYSIS
The efficacy found in employing the OPTS modeling approach is demonstrated by
comparing select CVIA‐OPTS time‐histories of response to those obtained from the full‐bridge
CVIA results. As is shown below, excellent agreement is observed between the predictions of
impact force (Fig. 4.1), and additionally the internal forces throughout Pier 2 (e.g., the internal
moment at the top of the pier column, Fig. 4.2). Note that the OPTS model analysis requires less
than 1 minute of wall‐clock computation time on an ordinary desktop PC.
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Figure 4.1 Time‐histories of impact load
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Figure 4.2 Time‐histories of internal moment the top of the pier column (node 97) above the
impacted node
DESIGN LOAD TABLES
Even though the OPTS model time‐history analysis output is reduced (and obtained more
rapidly) than the output data associated with the full‐bridge model, the process of manually
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identifying maximum structural demand can still require substantial effort. Such
cumbersomeness arises because a complete set of soil, pier member, and span member data;
nodal displacements; and internal forces are generated for each time step of the time‐history
analysis. For the Pier 2 CVIA, data output consists of 400 time steps, or 400 calculations of Pier
2, Span 1, and Span 2 demands. To help facilitate identification of maximum structural
demands, the “Design Tables” feature in FBMP is employed. This feature distills down the
results of an analysis such that the response maxima are listed concisely in a set of tables. By
making use of the design tables feature, quantities such as maximum internal forces, and
demand‐capacity ratios can be quickly and automatically identified from among the time‐step
data. As examples, the process of identifying maximum internal forces in the pier columns of
Pier 2 in the OPTS model is illustrated below.

MAXIMUM INTERNAL FORCES IN THE PIER COLUMNS
The “Design Table Generator” dialog is accessed by selecting the design tables icon in the
program toolbar, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The main dialog (Fig. 4.4) is then used to generate
summary data for a region of interest within the analyzed structure. For example, by selecting
the “Max Forces for All Column Sections” table, a PDF, TXT, or Microsoft® Excel® report file is
generated (Fig. 4.4), which contains the maximum pier column demands (Fig. 4.5). The
corresponding PDF report is shown in Fig. 4.5, where the maximum demands are identified with
ease.

Figure 4.3 Accessing the design tables
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Figure 4.4 Design tables main dialog pertaining to maximum pier column demands

Figure 4.5 Design tables report pertaining to maximum pier column demands

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Bridges that span navigable waterways are subject to extreme event loading through
vessel‐bridge collision. In the event of a collision, dynamic lateral forces transmitted to the
impacted bridge structure can result in the development of significant inertial forces that, in
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turn, produce amplified structural demands. Collision events can, therefore, lead to severe
structural damage and even catastrophic failure of the impacted bridge. In the current report, a
user’s guide is given for utilizing a simplified bridge modeling and numerically efficient
nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis technique in FBMP.
The modeling and analysis procedures, as accessed from within the FBMP GUI, are
showcased for a four‐pier three‐span demonstration case. Included in the user’s guide are the
steps necessary to carry out a nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis. Additionally, the
guide details the procedure necessary to form a simplified bridge model using the multiple‐pier,
multiple‐span bridge model, and to iteratively calculate input for spring stiffnesses and lumped
masses located at the extents of the simplified bridge model. Further, dynamic input
parameters necessary to account for phenomena such as damping, and characterization of the
vessel collision scenario are discussed. Also, the GUI options available for entering the dynamic
input are provided.
Importantly, maximum forces generated within pier members can be quickly determined by
making use of the Design Table feature in FBMP, as delineated in this user’s guide. Further, for
the demonstration case considered in this report, it is shown that the OPTS model numerical
results show good agreement with those results generated for a corresponding full‐bridge
analysis. As implemented in the bridge finite element analysis software FBMP, the tools
constitute an easy‐to‐use analytical framework that facilitates rapid assessment of nonlinear
dynamic vessel collision loading and bridge response. These numerical tools are put forth for
use by bridge engineers in conducting accurate, efficient vessel collision analyses on bridges.
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APPENDIX B
EXTENDED USER’S GUIDE FOR VESSEL COLLISION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
LOAD TABLES IN FB-MULTIPIER

Presented in the following pages is the body of an extended User’s Guide that contains
step-by-step instructions and contextual details that, collectively, facilitate utilization of the
CVIA-OPTS features in FB-MultiPier. In addition, the step-by-step means by which designrelevant predictions of maximum structural demand can be easily extracted from the analysis
results is given, specifically, through use of the Design Tables feature in FB-MultiPier. A
condensed edition of the User’s Guide is provided above in Appendix A.
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Extended User’s Guide for Vessel Collision Analysis and Design
Load Tables in FB‐MultiPier
Jae H. Chung, Michael Davidson, Clint Monari, Henry Bollmann, Anand Patil
Bridge Software Institute, College of Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville FL, 32611
Contact: BSI@CE.UFL.EDU (352)392‐9537 ext. 1514

1. INTRODUCTION
This document provides users with a step‐by‐step guide for making use of several new
features that are actively being developed by the Bridge Software Institute (BSI) in the bridge
finite element analysis (FEA) software FB‐MultiPier (FBMP). These features are intended to
facilitate designer friendly assessments of structural response for bridge piers that are subject
to waterway vessel collision loading. A simplified bridge modeling procedure and a numerically‐
efficient dynamic vessel‐collision analysis technique are the focus of this guide. Further, key
analysis results are made available in a user‐friendly, robust output format by making use of the
Design Load Table feature in FBMP.
Dynamic (time‐history) analysis of bridge structural models at any appreciable level of
fidelity correlates positively with high computational cost. This correlation holds true not only
with respect to hardware requirements (i.e., to maintain speed of computation), but also, with
respect to the generation of cumbersomely large response datasets. Excessively large datasets,
in turn, bring forth the need for extensive post‐processing efforts, as pertinent response
quantities are sought out (e.g., maximum through‐time pier column shears). In response to this
need, new numerical models are being developed in FBMP to make use of efficient response
calculations. These tools are also capable of predicting impacted bridge response within
reasonable margins of error. So as to contextualize the demonstration case referenced
throughout this user’s guide, modeling and analysis techniques that (collectively) comprise a
numerically‐efficient dynamic vessel‐collision analysis feature are described in Sections 1.1 and
1.2, respectively. The specific areas of focus in the user’s guide are subsequently established in
Section 1.3.
SIMPLIFIED BRIDGE MODELING
When vessel‐bridge collisions occur, stiffness and mass dependent superstructure restraint
can result in significant portions of the impact load being transferred from the impacted pier to
the superstructure. Hence, additional insight into impacted bridge response can be gained by
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accounting for the influence of adjacent non‐impacted piers and spans for vessel‐bridge
collision analyses. However, conducting and post‐processing dynamic analyses for multiple‐pier,
multiple‐span bridge models can rapidly become infeasible to practicing bridge engineers.
Alternatively, bridge piers of interest can be analyzed in a numerically efficient manner using an
equivalent one‐pier two‐span (OPTS) bridge model.
The OPTS model simplification procedure involves reducing a multiple‐pier, multiple‐span
bridge model (Fig. 1.1) to an equivalent pier model with concentrated stiffnesses and masses
connected at the distant ends of each of two retained spans (Fig. 1.2). The concentrated
stiffnesses are formed using stiffness condensation (e.g., flexibility matrix inversion) for each of
the left and right portions of the full bridge model, which are excluded from the OPTS model.
The lumped masses are formed by simply lumping each of the half‐span masses. A further
simplification is made by negating off‐diagonal stiffness terms at each condensed stiffness
location, resulting in a set of independent springs and lumped masses at each end of the OPTS
model (as denoted in Fig. 1.2). This simplified modeling technique has been verified to
accurately predict pier structural responses relative to corresponding full‐bridge structural
response predictions (Consolazio et al., 2008).

Superstructure
frame elements

Impacted pier

Figure 1.6. Schematic of multiple‐pier multiple‐span model in FBMP
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Translational and rotational
stiffnesses / lumped masses

End of span

Impacted
pier

Superstructure
frame elements

End of span

Figure 1.7. Schematic of OPTS model in FBMP

NUMERICALLY EFFICIENT NONLINEAR DYNAMIC VESSEL COLLISION ANALYSIS
Several numerical studies have been carried out to characterize force‐deformation
relationships for commonly piloted waterway vessels (e.g., Yuan et al., 2008; Consolazio et al.,
2009). Vessel characterizations made in the numerical studies greatly facilitate the modeling of
barges as single‐degree‐of‐freedom (SDF) systems, where impact‐load characteristics can
account for vessel size, structural configuration, relative orientation, and the shape (i.e., the
geometry) of the impacted surface (e.g., pile cap, pier column). This approach has been elected
for use in the analytical framework being implemented in FBMP (BSI 2014), which significantly
adds to the efficiency of dynamic barge‐bridge collision analysis. Specifically, coupled vessel
impact analysis (CVIA), developed previously (Consolazio and Cowan, 2005), is being
implemented for designer‐friendly use. In CVIA, a shared contact force, PB, is used to
computationally link a SDF vessel model—with stiffness, mass, and initial velocity—to a
multiple‐degree‐of‐freedom (MDF) bridge model (Fig. 1.3).
Upon impact, a time‐varying impact force is computed, and the MDF bridge model is
displaced in response. In turn, internal forces are developed throughout the bridge model. A
significant advantage of employing CVIA is that the algorithm does not require a priori
knowledge of the barge impact load‐history. Also, the CVIA technique has been validated using
data from selected full‐scale experimental impact tests on bridge structures
(Consolazio and Davidson, 2008).
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Barge and bridge models are
coupled together through a
shared contact force
Barge motion

Superstructure
Bridge
motion

Pier

PB PB
Soil

Barge

Crushable barge
bow

SDF barge model

MDF bridge model

Figure 1.8. Coupling between barge and bridge in CVIA (after Consolazio and Cowan, 2005)

SCOPE OF USER’S GUIDE
The modeling and analysis techniques introduced above, as being implemented in FBMP,
give bridge engineers a powerful, rapid means of carrying out nonlinear dynamic vessel collision
analyses on bridge structures. The remainder of this guide is dedicated to providing step‐by‐
step instructions for creating an OPTS model within the graphical user interface (GUI) of FBMP.
Further, the OPTS model is utilized in conjunction with CVIA (via the FBMP GUI) to quickly and
efficiently compute collision‐induced structural demands.
More specifically, a full‐bridge static analysis model is introduced and the structural
configuration is briefly described. A single pier of interest, within the context of vessel collision
analysis, is then identified among the piers comprising the static full‐bridge model. Having
identified a pier of interest, and drawing upon a reasonable set of waterway traffic
characteristics, a design vessel and impact scenario are decided upon. The pier and span
portions of a static OPTS model are then extracted from the full‐bridge static model.
Subsequently, an iterative procedure aimed at accounting for those bridge portions located
beyond the extents of the OPTS model is delineated, where span‐end springs and lumped
masses are used to represent the influence of the extraneous bridge structure. Upon formation
of a static OPTS model that gives static responses which show good agreement with the full‐
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bridge static model, the process of building a dynamic OPTS model is undertaken. The dynamic
model creation includes determination of Rayleigh damping coefficients and input of vessel
collision characteristics. A CVIA‐OPTS analysis is then carried out, and the means by which
maximum response quantities can be identified is given. Finally, results obtained from utilizing
CVIA‐OPTS are shown to compare well with those results predicted by conducting nonlinear
dynamic vessel collision analysis (i.e., CVIA) using the full‐bridge model.

2. BRIDGE MODEL
This user’s guide for carrying out rapid nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis (using
CVIA‐OPTS) is facilitated through examination of a bridge demonstration case. The bridge is
intended to be representative of a viable physical structure, but it is not intended to represent
an extant structure. In Chapter 2, the bridge demonstration case is introduced where emphases
are placed on the structural configuration (Sec. 2.1). Additionally, a pier of interest is identified
in Sec. 2.2 and the associated structural configuration is summarily provided. Finally, in Sec. 2.3,
a vessel collision scenario is defined, and calculations are made to make a preliminary estimate
of the impact load magnitudes which will be associated with the defined scenario.
STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
The bridge shown in Fig. 2.1 constitutes the demonstration case for this user’s guide, and is
intended to represent a high level approach structure leading up to the main span on a
causeway‐type bridge. Throughout this user’s guide, the configuration shown in Fig. 2.1 is
referred to as the “full‐bridge model”, and individual piers are referred to in order (from left to
right in Fig. 2.1) as Pier 1 to Pier 4. Portions of the bridge not explicitly modeled are represented
by discrete springs, as well as vertical loads (dead loads) placed along the pier caps of Pier 1 and
Pier 4. Each span included in the full‐bridge model is 120 ft in length. Also, each span is
modeled consist with a span assembly of four constant‐depth 72 in. bulb‐T girders, which in
turn support a cast‐in‐place reinforced concrete deck.
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Figure 2.1. Four‐pier three‐span bridge model used for demonstration
For this scenario, the bridge is modeled after a configuration where the
span is continuous although the underlying girder‐ends may expand from pier to pier, for Pier 1
through Pier 3. To account for the continuous deck with non‐continuous girders assembly, the
moments of inertia of horizontal span elements are reduced for those elements located within
the immediate vicinity of Pier 1 through Pier 3. Further, custom bearing force‐deformation
relationships and constraints are supplied in the model to facilitate uniform distributions of
bearing reactions under lateral loading.

PIER OF INTEREST SELECTION
Pier 2 from the full‐bridge model is selected for creation of an OPTS model (Fig. 2.2), and
subsequent use of the OPTS model in performing nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis
(CVIA). Pier 2 is comprised of a 70 in. wide by 66 in. deep, tapered reinforced concrete pier cap
beam, which is supported by two 66 in. diameter round reinforced concrete pier columns. The
pier columns are concentric with two 72 in. diameter drilled shaft foundation members, where
a shear wall exceeding 10 ft acts to structurally tie the two pier columns and two drilled shafts.
A substantial depth of water is present at the Pier 2 location, allowing for 26.5 ft of draft to
waterway vessels.
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Figure 2.2. Selection of Pier 2 as the impacted pier
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF IMPACT LOADING
Prior to forming an OPTS model and conducting a nonlinear dynamic vessel collision (CVIA)
analysis, it is important to ascertain at least a preliminary characterization of the vessel impact
load. As will be shown later in this user’s guide, the preliminary load determination is
instrumental in forming the span‐end springs for the OPTS model. For the demonstration case
considered herein, the waterway traffic is assumed to correspond to an empty oversize Tank
barge (630 tonnes) acting as the design vessel. Given that Pier 2 (i.e., the pier of interest) is
located outside of the channel, but well within the channel centerline offset associated with a
drifting, empty barge, the design vessel initial impact velocity is taken as 2 knots (3.3 ft/sec).
Making use of the empirical load determination equations given in the AASHTO specification
pertaining to design for waterway vessel collision (AASHTO 2009), the impact weight and initial
impact velocity can be used to make a preliminary estimate of the magnitude of impact loading
that will be generated as part of subsequent vessel collision analyses. Note that other empirical
approaches are also available for making this initial estimate (Consolazio et al., 2008).
Following the AASHTO provisions, the kinetic energy of the empty oversize Tank barge can
be calculated as:
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KE 

CH WV 2
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(1)

where KE is the kinetic energy of the impacting vessel (kip‐ft); CH is the
hydrodynamic mass coefficient (taken as unity for this scenario); W is the impacting vessel
weight (tonnes); and V is the design speed of the vessel (ft/sec). The kinetic energy (KE) can
then be empirically related to a barge bow crush deformation:
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where aB is the barge bow crush deformation (ft); and RB is
a width correction factor (taken as unity for this scenario). Finally, a preliminary estimate of the
general magnitude of impact load for this case can be calculated as:
if a B  0.34
 4112a B RB
PB  
1349  110a B  RB if a B  0.34

(1)

where PB is a static barge impact load (kips). Making use of
the above equations given the vessel collision scenario described above, a preliminary estimate
of a static impact load can be taken as approximately 900 kips.

3. FORMATION OF OPTS MODEL
Having selected a pier of interest, and having calculated an estimate for the magnitude of
impact loading, the additional input parameters necessary to form the OPTS model can be
calculated. Discussed in Sec 3.1 is the means by which the static OPTS model are formed. In
particular, navigation (via the FBMP GUI) is given for extracting the OPTS pier, soil, and span
portions from the full‐bridge model. An iterative procedure for calculating the OPTS model
span‐end spring stiffnesses and lumped masses is then detailed in Sec. 3.2, where the full‐
bridge static model, the static estimate of impact loading, and the OPTS static model are
employed in the iterations. Finally, in Sec. 3.3, the necessary steps and guidelines for selecting
dynamic input parameters are given to enable creation of an OPTS model.
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INITIAL FORMATION OF OPTS STATIC MODEL
The pier, soil, and span of the OPTS model are readily formed (extracted) from the full‐
bridge static model into a separate file from within the FBMP GUI. This process is initiated by
opening the full‐bridge static model (Fig. 3.1). After opening the file, the “One Pier, Two Span”
problem type is selected from within the “Problem” page (Fig. 3.2). Upon selecting the “One
Pier, Two Span” problem type, an “OPTS conversion” dialog appears (Fig. 3.3), where Pier 2 is
selected as the pier of interest. Upon clicking “OK”, the corresponding OPTS model
automatically opens in FBMP (Fig. 3.4). The soil, pier, and span portions of the OPTS model can
now be saved as a separate input file.

Figure 3.1 Four‐pier three‐span bridge model
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Figure 3.2 Selection of One Pier, Two Span (OPTS) Problem Type

Figure 3.3 Selection of Pier 2 for OPTS Conversion
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Figure 3.4 Initial formation of OPTS static model from Pier 2 of full‐bridge model

FORMATION OF OPTS SPRINGS
As detailed in this section, the full‐bridge model, the static estimate of impact load, and the
OPTS static model are used in a chain of FBMP static analyses to iteratively calculate the OPTS
model span‐end stiffnesses and lumped masses. This iterative process requires as a pre‐
requisite that a datum of full‐bridge model static response be established. Namely, the datum is
established by subjecting the full‐bridge model to static lateral loading (i.e., the static estimate
of barge impact force), and the pier response is recorded.
Subsequently, iterations are carried out in two stages. First, estimates of the OPTS spring
stiffnesses and lumped masses are calculated. Specific to the stiffness formulation, a static
condensation procedure is carried out for the two locations in the full‐bridge model which
correspond exactly to the span‐end extents of the OPTS model (Fig. 3.5a). Alternatively stated,
individual static analysis load cases are defined for each degree‐of‐freedom (DOF) at the first
horizontal span element node of Span 1, and separately, the last horizontal span element node
of Span 2. For each load case, a force is applied at a given DOF, a static analysis is carried out,
and the corresponding displacements at the directly loaded nodes are cataloged.
The set of six forces at each of the Span 1 start and Span 2 end nodes, and the
corresponding catalog of displacements are then assembled to form two separate flexibility
matrices. These matrices are inverted to form condensed stiffness matrices for each of the Span
1 and Span 2 end‐nodes in the full‐bridge model, which correspond exactly to the extents of the
OPTS model. The diagonal terms of the condensed stiffness matrices are then supplied to the
OPTS model as a collection of springs.
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Lumped span mass values are also calculated at this time (Fig. 3.5b). The OPTS modeling
condensed stiffness and lumped mass formation procedure is discussed in further detail in the
literature (e.g., Consolazio et al., 2008).
Full bridge structure

Impacted pier
Left‐flanking structure
Condensed stiffness

Right‐flanking structure
Condensed stiffness

One‐pier two‐span structure

(a)
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Full bridge structure

Impacted pier
Half‐span
Half‐span
Lumped mass

Lumped mass

One‐pier two‐span structure

(b)
Figure 3.5 Schematics of OPTS spring and mass formation
The second stage of each iteration is enacted by fitting the OPTS static model with the
current iteration span‐springs and lumped masses, and then subjecting the OPTS model to the
same static lateral loading as that employed previously in establishing the datum of response. If
the OPTS model lateral‐load response shows good agreement with the full‐bridge model
response, then the iterative procedure is considered to be complete. Otherwise, the next
iteration is undertaken, and the full‐bridge model static span loads supplied during the first
stage of the previous iteration are modified to make better estimates in forming the OPTS
springs. Below, each stage of the iteration process is illustrated.

DATUM ESTABLISHMENT FOR OPTS MODEL RESPONSE
To establish a datum of pier response for the pier of interest, the full bridge static model is
opened (Fig. 3.6). A static lateral load of 900 kips is then applied at the MHW elevation (i.e.,
node 12) to Pier 2 of the full‐bridge model. To accomplish this, first select Pier 2 using the Pier
pull‐down in the toolbar (Fig. 3.7). Then on the “Load” page, select node 12 in the “Node
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Applied” list box, and input 900 in the “Xp Load, kips” edit box (Fig. 3.8). This loading is shown
in Fig. 3.9 (see Sec. 4.1 for discussion pertaining to selection of the impact location). A static
analysis is carried out in FBMP by clicking the “Analysis” button on the toolbar (Fig. 3.10). The
Pier 2 response is cataloged, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Of particular interest during the OPTS spring
iteration procedure are the displacements at the laterally loaded node (i.e., the impact
location), and the top of the pier, which is taken as the top of the pier column (i.e., node 97).
The displacements predicted to occur at these two locations are used in the subsequent
(iterative) OPTS spring formation procedure, where the two displacements constitute a datum
of response for the pier included in the static OPTS model.

Figure 3.6 Four‐pier three‐span bridge model

Figure 3.7 Selecting a pier in the toolbar
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Figure 3.8 Defining load for Pier 2 at node 12 on Load page

Figure 3.9 Static lateral load of 900 kips applied to Pier 2 of full‐bridge model
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Figure 3.10 Analysis toolbar button

Pier top x‐displacement: 2.34 in.

Impact x‐displacement: 3.48 in.

Figure 3.11 Deformed Pier 2

ITERATION 1: LOADING OF SPAN‐END LOCATIONS IN THE FULL‐BRIDGE MODEL
The first iteration of determining the OPTS span spring stiffnesses is initiated by opening the
static full‐bridge model in FBMP (Fig. 3.12). This model is used to apply static loads at each span
far‐end node DOF, for the spans directly attached to Pier 2 (i.e., the left end node of Span 1,
and the right end node of Span 2). This process is facilitated by accessing the “Table” dialog in
the “Load” page (Fig. 3.13). After the “Table” dialog appears, the “Calculation of OPTS Springs
and Masses” check box is selected (Fig. 3.14), which will generate a selection confirmation
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screen (Fig. 3.15). After confirming the selection, a “Loading for OPTS Spring Formation” dialog
appears (Fig. 3.16). Here, the loads applied at the individual DOFs are supplied to the span
locations in the full‐bridge model. Note that the influence of the pier of interest (Pier 2) and the
directly attached spans (span 1 and span 2) are removed from the model for this special
analysis case.
As a first estimate for supplying the first iteration of static span‐end loads, it is assumed that
approximately one‐third of the impact load will be absorbed at each span end. Therefore, given
the 900 kip static estimate of impact load magnitude, 300 kips are supplied to the x‐translation
(i.e., “Force X”) load input boxes (Fig. 3.16). As another first estimate, a moment value equal to
approximately 10 times the “Force X” load magnitude is supplied to the z‐rotation (i.e.,
“Moment about Z”) load input boxes. The remaining load locations are filled with values of 100
kips and 100 kip‐ft (corresponding to translational and rotational DOFs, respectively). It has
been found that OPTS model response to vessel collision loading is relatively less sensitive to
these latter DOFs (Consolazio et al., 2008), and therefore, the focus of the iteration process is
primarily placed on determining spring stiffnesses in the x‐translation and z‐rotation DOF.

Locations of interest for
determining the OPTS springs

Figure 3.12 Locations of interest for forming condensed superstructure stiffness
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Figure 3.73 Access to OPTS Spring Formation dialog

Figure 3.84 Selecting the OPTS Spring Formation option
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Figure 3.95 Selection confirmation

Figure 3.106 Iteration 1 stage 1 span loads
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After the span loads have been defined, a static analysis is carried out by clicking the
“Analysis” button on the toolbar (Fig. 3.10). The first iteration estimates for the OPTS span
spring stiffnesses can then be retrieved from the bottom of the corresponding output file (Fig.
3.17). Similarly, the OPTS lumped span masses are calculated and printed to the bottom of the
output file during the analysis, based on the unit weight and length of the within‐range span
elements. Accordingly, the lumped span masses can also be retrieved from the bottom of the
output file (Fig. 3.18). Note that there is no need to iterate on the span mass values, as it has
been found that lumped mass magnitudes equal to approximately one‐half of the extraneous
span masses suitably correspond to OPTS responses which are in‐line with respective full‐bridge
responses (Consolazio et al., 2008). Additionally, note that the calculated Span 1 tip mass (Fig.
3.18) magnitude is calculated as 0 kip‐sec2/in. This is because the full‐bridge model does not
contain any spans beyond (i.e., preceding) Span 1. Therefore, the half‐span mass must be
manually calculated, is taken as 1.8 kip‐sec2/in, and is accounted for in both the full‐bridge
model and the OPTS model. In this way, both the stiffness and mass are consistent between the
full‐bridge model and the OPTS model.

Figure 3.117 Iteration 1 OPTS spring stiffnesses (from the output file)
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Figure 3.128 Iteration 1 OPTS masses (from the output file)

ITERATION 1: ASSESSMENT OF OPTS STATIC MODEL
The base OPTS static model (recall Fig. 3.4) can now be fitted with the iteration 1 OPTS span
spring stiffnesses and lumped masses, where the fitted OPTS model is shown in Fig. 3.19. The
spring and mass fitting process is facilitated by making use of the FB‐MultiPier GUI. As shown in
Fig. 3.20, a dialog dedicated to OPTS parameter input is accessed by clicking the associated
“Edit” button in the “Bridge” page. The “OPTS data” dialog (Fig. 3.21) is then populated with the
iteration 1 span springs and lumped masses. Spring stiffness and mass input can be entered
manually (recall Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18), or it can be imported using the FBMP GUI. Specifically,
automated population of the iteration 1 spring and mass data is enacted by selecting the
“Import Spring/Mass Data” button shown in Fig. 3.21, and then browsing to (and selecting) the
output file which contains the iteration 1 span spring stiffnesses and lumped mass values.

Figure 3.139 Superstructure springs and lumped masses in the Pier 2 OPTS model
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Figure 3.20 Editing of OPTS data from within the Bridge page

Figure 3.21 Iteration 1 OPTS spring stiffnesses and mass
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Once fitted with springs and lumped masses, the OPTS static model is used to assess the
lateral load response of the static OPTS model, and compare the response to that of the full‐
bridge model. In particular, all dead loads and the lateral load of 900 kips are applied to the
OPTS static model, and a static analysis is carried out (Fig. 3.22). Displacements at the impact
location (i.e., node 12) and the top of the pier column, as obtained from the iteration 1 OPTS
static analysis, are compared to those of the full‐bridge model (Fig. 3.23). For this first iteration,
the OPTS model response is too stiff: the impact location displacement is 0.14 in. less than that
of the datum response; and the pier top displacement is 0.52 in. less than that of the datum
response. So as to bring the OPTS model response in‐line with the datum (i.e., full‐bridge)
response, the span loads used in stage 1 of the iteration process will need to be increased,
where the second iteration is discussed below.

Figure 3.22 Pier 2 in OPTS model subjected to static 900 kip lateral loading
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Pier top x‐displacement: 1.82 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 2.34 in.

Impact x‐displacement: 3.34 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 3.48 in.

Figure 3.143 Comparison between iteration 1 OPTS response and datum of bridge response

ITERATION 2: LOADING OF SPAN‐END LOCATIONS IN FULL‐BRIDGE MODEL
Iteration 2 is initiated by re‐opening the full‐bridge model (Fig. 3.24), and applying span‐end
loads which are increased relative to those loads supplied in stage 1 of the first iteration. For
this demonstration case, a load increase of 20% was elected. As shown in Fig. 3.25, force
magnitudes of 360 kips are supplied to the “X Force” input boxes, and moment magnitudes of
3,600 kip‐ft are supplied to the “Moment about Z” input boxes. Calculated spring stiffnesses
and lumped mass values associated with iteration 2, as printed to the bottom of the output file,
are shown in Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27, respectively. Note again that the calculated masses do not
need to be iterated upon.
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Figure 3.154 Four‐pier three‐span model

Figure 3.165 Iteration 2 stage 1 span loads
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Figure 3.176 Iteration 2 OPTS spring stiffnesses (from the output file)

Figure 3.187 Iteration 2 OPTS span masses (from the output file)

ITERATION 2: ASSESSMENT OF OPTS STATIC MODEL
For the second stage of iteration 2, the OPTS static model is again fitted with springs and
lumped masses (Fig. 3.28), where the fitting procedure is carried out in the same manner as
that used during iteration 1. More specifically, the values shown in Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 can be
entered manually, or the importing capabilities of the FBMP GUI can be utilized (Fig. 3.29).
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Figure 3.198 Superstructure springs and lumped masses in the Pier 2 OPTS model

Figure 3.209 Iteration 2 OPTS spring stiffnesses and mass
Once fitted with the iteration 2 springs and lumped masses, the OPTS static model is again used
to assess the lateral load response of the static OPTS model, and the response is again
compared to that of the full‐bridge model. Note that again, all dead loads and the lateral load
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of 900 kips are applied to the OPTS static model, and a static analysis is carried out (Fig. 3.30).
The displacements predicted for the iteration 2 OPTS static model show good agreement with
those of the datum (i.e., full‐bridge model). Namely, the OPTS model displacement at the
impact location (3.50 in.) is less than 1% greater than the respective datum response
displacement (3.48 in.). Likewise, the OPTS model pier‐top displacement (2.37 in.) is
approximately 1% greater than that of the datum pier‐top response. Given the agreement in
static response between the OPTS model and the full‐bridge, the OPTS span spring stiffnesses
are considered to have been converged upon.

Figure 3.30. Pier 2 in OPTS model subjected to static 900 kip lateral loading
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Pier top x‐displacement: 2.37 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 2.34 in.

Impact x‐displacement: 3.50 in.
Datum x‐displacement: 3.48 in.

Figure 3.31. Comparison between iteration 2 OPTS response and datum of bridge response

FORMATION OF OPTS DYNAMIC MODEL
DETERMINATION OF RAYLEIGH DAMPING COEFFICIENTS
In dynamic analysis, it is important to include damping so that energy dissipation is taken into
account. For time‐step integration (i.e., transient, or time‐history) analyses carried out in FBMP,
Rayleigh damping is employed (BSI 2014). When Rayleigh damping is employed, the system
damping matrix is constructed so as to be proportional to the mass and stiffness system
matrices. In this way, a desired level of critical damping can be achieved over an approximate
range of system vibration frequencies (see Tedesco et al., 1998 for additional details).
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Relevant to short and medium span bridges, Paultre et al. (1992) carried out a research
synthesis, in part, to ascertain representative values of structural damping in bridges. Their
findings are consistent with the approach of damping the first five modes of vibration at a level
commensurate to approximately 5% of critical damping. Accordingly, the approach of
introducing 5% (of critical) damping over the first five vibration modes when conducting
dynamic analyses is employed in this demonstration case.
To facilitate specification of damping properties for the OPTS model (which is fitted with the
iteration 2 springs and lumped masses, Fig. 3.32), a modal analysis is carried out. Note that the
modal analysis is carried out specifically to determine the system Rayleigh damping coefficients,
which in turn, will produce 5% of critical damping over the first five modes of vibration during
all subsequent time‐history analyses. First, in this process, the OPTS static model is transformed
into a dynamic analysis model. This transformation is undertaken by selecting the “Dynamic”
analysis type in the “Analysis” page (Fig. 3.33).
After confirming that a dynamic analysis type is selected (Fig. 3.31), the modal response input is
entered in the “Dynamics” page (Fig. 3.35). In particular, the “Modal Response” option should
be selected in the “Analysis Type” section, and the “# Modes” should be set to 5 or greater.
Additionally, both the “Stop Analysis after Eigenvector Results” and “Calculate Rayleigh
Damping Factors” check boxes should be checked. After completing the modal analysis input, a
dynamic (frequency‐based, or modal) analysis is carried out, and the associated Rayleigh
damping coefficients (factors) are calculated. These factors are printed to the bottom of the
corresponding output file (Fig. 3.36).

Figure 3.32 OPTS model
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Figure 3.213 Selection of dynamic analysis in the Analysis page

Figure 3.224 Selection confirmation
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Figure 3.235. Selection of Modal Analysis (in order to determine Rayleigh damping
coefficients)
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Figure 3.246 Rayleigh damping coefficients (from the Output file)

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PARAMETER INPUT
Having calculated the Rayleigh damping coefficients (recall Fig. 3.36), the Rayleigh alpha (i.e.,
mass‐proportional) and beta (i.e., stiffness proportional) parameters are supplied to the OPTS
dynamic model as part of setting up the CVIA‐OPTS (dynamic) analysis. Input of the Rayleigh
damping coefficients, and other dynamic input parameters, is facilitated by making use of the
FBMP GUI. Namely, the dynamic parameter input process is initiated by opening the OPTS
dynamic model (Fig. 3.37).
In the “Dynamics” page, the analysis type is set to “Time Step Integration” (Fig. 3.38), where a
confirmation selection dialog appears (Fig. 3.39). After confirming the selection, the “Dynamic
Relaxation” option is selected by checking the “Static Dead Load” check box. Dynamic
relaxation enables all permanent loads (e.g., dead load) to be incorporated into the dynamic
analysis without artificially exciting the inertia of the system (see Davidson 2010 for a detailed
discussion). Rayleigh damping input parameters can be manually input (recall Fig. 3.36), or
imported by selecting the “Import” button, after checking the “Damping” checkbox (Fig. 3.38).
For the purposes of this demonstration case, the “Vessel Collision” time function type is
selected, and the time step information is supplied. Generally, the engineer should verify that
the time step size is sufficiently small so that it does not distort the dynamic analysis output
(see Tedesco et al., 1998 for detailed guidance).
Regarding the size of time steps for conducting CVIA in FBMP, the range of 0.0025 sec to
0.01 sec has been used (see Consolazio and Cowan, 2005 for details). For this demonstration
case, a time step size of 0.005 sec is employed (Fig. 3.38). Regarding the duration of analysis,
the engineer should verify that the number of time steps considered be sufficiently large to
ensure that the bridge is no longer being subjected to impact load (i.e., permanent separation
between the bridge and impacting vessel has occurred), and further, that the bridge maximum
response has been captured. For this demonstration case, an analysis duration of 2 sec. (i.e.,
400 time steps) is selected (Fig. 3.38). As will be shown later, the selected analysis duration
captures the full impact duration (for the scenario considered) as well as the maximum pier
response.
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Figure 3.257 OPTS model for modal analysis

Figure 3.268 Selection of dynamic analysis in the Dynamics page
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Figure 3.279 Selection confirmation
4. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC VESSEL COLLISION ANALYSIS OF OPTS MODEL
The final step in preparing the OPTS model for the nonlinear dynamic vessel collision
analysis (i.e., CVIA) is supplying input to characterize the vessel collision loading. In Sec. 4.1, the
selection of the impact location is discussed. Based on the impact location and collision
scenario, the vessel loading is characterized, as discussed in Sec. 4.2. This final preparation step
is initiated by opening the fitted dynamics OPTS model, where time step integration input
(recall Chapter 3) has previously been entered (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Dynamic OPTS analysis model
SELECTION OF IMPACT LOCATION
The impact location is specified by identifying a node of initial contact between the pier and
impacting vessel. The impact location should be selected based on the MHW elevation, and the
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draft characteristics of the design vessel. For the demonstration case, the impact location is
taken at the MHW elevation (i.e., node 12, as indicated in Fig. 4.2). Accordingly, a dynamic
impact load is defined at node 12.
Note that FBMP permits either head‐on impacts or angled impacts to be taken into
consideration. The direction of the impacting vessel (relative to the impacted pier) is defined by
specifying values of non‐zero initial velocities for the impacting vessel (discussed in Sec. 4.2).
For the demonstration case, a head‐on impact scenario is considered, and so only the “Xp dir”
loading DOF is activated at node 12.
An advantage of using the FBMP CVIA‐OPTS features is that the relative geometry of the
pier and impacting vessel can be taken into account as part of the analysis. For the selected
impact location (node 12), the impacted pier structure component is a round, 9 ft diameter
shear wall surface.

Figure 4.2 Impacted node (node 12)
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Figure 4.3 Defining the impacted node in the Load page

INPUT FOR VESSEL COLLISION SCENARIO
Having selected an impact location (node 12) in the OPTS dynamic model, the remaining
input necessary to characterizing the vessel collision scenario is entered. The characterization
input is accessed by clicking the “Vessel Col.” Button in the “Load” page (Fig. 4.4). More
specifically, in the “Vessel Collision Analysis Data” dialog (Fig. 4.5), the impacting vessel weight,
initial x‐velocity, and initial y‐velocity (if non‐zero) can be input directly. For the demonstration
case, a vessel weight of 1,390 kips and a head‐on (i.e., x‐velocity) of 3.3 ft/sec are entered (Fig.
4.5). In addition, the vessel type is selected from the pull‐down menu, where for this
demonstration case, impact occurs between a barge and a round 9 ft diameter surface. The
corresponding vessel bow force‐deformation curve is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.5. Note that
other vessel definition options exist, which can be accessed via the “Vessel Type” pull‐down
menu, including:



Barge impact on a flat (rectangular) surface;



General elastic‐plastic force‐deformation; and



General force‐deformation input.
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After completing the vessel collision analysis input, rapid nonlinear dynamic vessel collision
analysis (CVIA‐OPTS) is carried out by submitting the model for analysis.

Figure 4.4 Accessing the Vessel Collision Analysis Data dialog from the Load page

.
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Figure 4.5 Input of vessel collision parameters
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5. DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURAL DEMANDS FROM DYNAMIC VESSEL COLLISION
ANALYSIS
Having carried out a CVIA‐OPTS analysis for Pier 2 of the 4‐pier 3‐span bridge case, the
response of the simplified bridge model (recall Fig. 4.1) is quantified. As a supplement to the
user’s guide, and as further demonstration of the efficacy found in employing the OPTS
modeling approach, Sec. 5.1 is dedicated to comparing select CVIA‐OPTS time‐histories of
response to those obtained from subjecting a dynamic version of the full‐bridge (recall Fig. 2.1)
model to the vessel collision conditions defined in Chapter 4. As is shown in Sec. 5.1, agreement
is observed between the predictions of structural response. Further, such agreement is
observed despite the considerable savings in time when making use of the OPTS model.
Even though the OPTS model output is reduced (and obtained more rapidly) than the
output data that is obtained from time‐history analysis of the full‐bridge model, the process of
identifying maximum structural demand can still require more effort relative to a static analysis.
Such cumbersomeness arises because a complete set of soil, pier member, and span member
data; nodal displacements; and internal forces are generated for each time step of the time‐
history analysis. For the Pier 2 OPTS model vessel collision scenario considered, data output
consists of 400 time steps, or 400 calculations of Pier 2, Span 1, and Span 2 demands. To help
facilitate identification of maximum structural demands, the “Design Tables” feature in FBMP is
employed, as presented in Sec. 5.2. This feature distills down the results of an analysis such that
the response maxima are listed concisely in a set of tables. By making use of the design tables
feature, quantities such as maximum internal forces, and demand‐capacity ratios can be quickly
and automatically identified from among the time‐step data.
COMPARISON OF OPTS VERSUS FULL‐BRIDGE MODEL RESPONSES TO VESSEL
COLLISION LOADING
As a supplement to the user’s guide, it is demonstrated in this section that the OPTS modeling
approach is capable of leading to structural response predictions that are in‐line with those
responses that would be predicted for analysis of the full‐bridge model. For verification
purposes, a CVIA analysis has been carried out using the full‐bridge model (recall Fig. 2.1),
where the vessel collision scenario defined in Chapter 4 is incorporated into the model input.
Importantly, note that the computation time required to carry out multiple‐second vessel
collision analyses can require tens of minutes to several hours when full‐bridge models are
employed. In contrast, comparable results for a pier of interest can be obtained in
approximately 5 min. or less when OPTS models are employed. In Sec. 5.2.1, the impact force‐
histories obtained from the Pier 2 CVIA‐OPTS analysis output, and the corresponding full‐bridge
CVIA analysis output, are compared. Similarly, the OPTS and full‐bridge predictions of select
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time‐histories of demand are compared in Sec. 5.2.2. Note that an entire catalog of OPTS versus
full‐bridge model dynamic response comparisons are given in Consolazio et al. (2008).

COMPARISON OF IMPACT FORCE‐HISTORIES
Impact force‐histories obtained from the CVIA‐OPTS analysis and full‐bridge CVIA analysis,
where a 1,390 kip vessel traveling at 3.3 ft/sec impacts a 9 ft round diameter surface, are
plotted in Fig. 5.1. Note that the duration of load‐histories, and times at which the local maxima
occur are in good agreement. Additionally, the peak force generated from the CVIA‐OPTS
analysis is 1,170 kips, which is less than 1% different from the peak impact force generated as
part of the full‐bridge CVIA results (1,180 kips).
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Figure 5.1 Time‐histories of impact load

COMPARISON OF MEMBER INTERNAL FORCE‐HISTORIES
Critical to the effectiveness of the OPTS modeling approach is the ability to predict not only
impact force‐histories which are in‐line with full‐bridge predictions, but also, the ability to
predict in‐line impacted pier response quantities. Shown below are selected internal force‐
histories along the impacted pier. Specifically, OPTS model and full‐bridge internal
displacement, shear, and moment time‐histories generated at the base of the left pier column
(i.e., directly above the impacted shear wall face) are plotted in Fig. 5.2 through Fig. 5.4,
respectively. Excellent agreement is observed between the response‐histories with respect to
times‐to‐peak and maximum magnitudes. For example, the peak moment magnitudes (Fig. 5.4)
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are 4,630 kip‐ft and 4,600 kip‐ft for the CVIA‐OPTS results and full‐bridge results, respectively.
This difference is less than 1%.
Similar levels of agreement are observed throughout the pier. For example, the
displacement, shear, and moment time‐history plots obtained from the CVIA‐OPTS and full‐
bridge CVIA are shown for the top of the pier column (above the impact location) in Fig. 5.5
through Fig. 5.7. The maximum force magnitudes occur within close proximity and differ by less
than 1% for each demand type.
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Figure 5.2 Time‐histories of displacement in the pier column immediately above the impacted
node
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Figure 5.3 Time‐histories of internal shear in the pier column immediately above the
impacted node
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Figure 5.4 Time‐histories of internal moment in the pier column immediately above the
impact location
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Figure 5.5 Time‐histories of displacement in the top of the pier column above the impacted
node
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Figure 5.6 Time‐histories of internal shear in the top of the pier column above the impacted
node
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Figure 5.7 Time‐histories of internal moment the top of the pier column above the impacted
node

DESIGN LOAD TABLES
After completing the CVIA‐OPTS analysis, maximum structural demands (through time) can
be quickly identified from within the FBMP GUI. As examples, the process of identifying
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maximum internal forces in the pier columns of Pier 2 in the OPTS model is illustrated in Sec.
5.1.1; and the process of identifying maximum internal forces in the drilled shafts is illustrated
in Sec. 5.1.2.

MAXIMUM INTERNAL FORCES IN THE PIER COLUMNS
The “Design Table Generator” dialog is accessed by selecting the design tables icon, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. The main dialog (Fig.5.8) is then used to generate summary data for a region
of interest within the analyzed structure. For example, by selecting the “Max Forces for All
Column Sections” table, a PDF, TXT, or Microsoft® Excel® report file is generated, which
contains the maximum pier column demands (Fig. 5.9). The corresponding PDF report is shown
in Fig. 5.10, where the maximum demands are identified with ease.

Figure 5.8 Accessing the design tables
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Figure 5.9 Design tables main dialog pertaining to maximum pier column demands

Figure 5.10 Design tables report pertaining to maximum pier column demands

MAXIMUM INTERNAL FORCES IN THE DRILLED SHAFTS
The “Design Table Generator” dialog can be accessed again (recall Fig. 5.9) at any desired
time to generate additional design‐friendly reports. For example, if maximum demands in the
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drilled shafts are of interest, then the associated report is generated by selecting “Max Forces
for All Pile Sections” (Fig. 5.11). An excerpt of the report pertaining to the drilled shafts for the
CVIA‐OPTS analysis is shown in Fig. 5.12.

Figure 5.11 Design tables main dialog pertaining to maximum drilled shaft demands

Figure 5.12 Design tables report pertaining to maximum drilled shaft demands
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Bridges that span navigable waterways are subject to extreme event loading through
vessel‐bridge collision. In the event of a collision, dynamic lateral forces transmitted to the
impacted bridge structure can result in the development of significant inertial forces that, in
turn, produce amplified structural demands. Collision events can, therefore, lead to severe
structural damage and even catastrophic failure of the impacted bridge. In the current report, a
user’s guide is given for utilizing a simplified bridge modeling and numerically efficient
nonlinear dynamic vessel collision analysis technique in FBMP.
The modeling and analysis procedures, as accessed from within the FBMP GUI, are
showcased for a four‐pier three‐span demonstration case. Included in the user’s guide are the
guidelines and steps necessary to form a simplified bridge model using the multiple‐pier,
multiple‐span bridge model, and to iteratively calculate input for spring stiffnesses and lumped
masses located at the extents of the simplified bridge model. Further, dynamic input
parameters necessary to account for phenomena such as damping, and characterization of the
vessel collision scenario are discussed. Also, the GUI options available for entering the dynamic
input are provided.
Importantly, maximum forces generated within pier members can be quickly determined by
making use of the Design Table feature in FBMP, as delineated in this user’s guide. Further, for
the demonstration case considered in this report, it is shown that the OPTS model numerical
results show good agreement with those results generated for a corresponding full‐bridge
analysis. As implemented in the bridge finite element analysis software FBMP, the tools
constitute an easy‐to‐use analytical framework that facilitates rapid assessment of nonlinear
dynamic vessel collision loading and bridge response. These numerical tools are put forth for
use by bridge engineers in conducting accurate, efficient vessel collision analyses on bridges.
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